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Stellingen
1.

Earth isthe cradle of mankind,but one should not live inthecradle forever.
K. Tsiolkovsky(1920) BeyondthePlanet Earth

2.

Alle aandacht is gericht op het kappen van hettropisch regenwoud, maar ook in China,
Siberië, Canada ende Verenigde Staten maakt men korte metten met deoerbossen.
WageningsUniversiteitsblad, 16jan. 1992

3.

De vermeende Cambrische explosie van levensvormen na 214miljard jaar blauwwieren
duidt veeleer op natuurlijke selektie en steeds grotere soortenrijkdom in een periode
waarin uiteindelijk de eerste harde skeletdelenwerden ontwikkeld.

4.

Het belangrijkste doel van de geldverslindende "Postbus 51" campagnes is het wekken
van de schijn dat de Rijksoverheid beleid voert.

5.

De nauwkeurige afstemming van vele fysische grootheden op een heelal vol diversiteit
en met ontwikkelingsmogelijkheden voor organisch leven bewijst het bestaan van een
Hogere Macht,óf hetbestaan vantalloze afzonderlijke heelals - inclusief een aantal met
planeten van pizzadeeg -waaruit wij per definitie een "winnend lof' hebben getrokken.

6.

Een tweemaal zo sterke Unterseebootdienstaan het begin van de oorlog zou, zowel
voor Der Kaiser als voor Der Führer, het pleit binnen twee jaar in hun voordeel hebben
beslecht.

7.

Alle bestaande literatuur inzake de oplossingskinetiek van "vers" gemalen minerale
monsters dient opnieuw teworden geïnterpreteerd.
Dit proefschrift

8.

Voor het onderling vergelijken van verweringssnelheden is normalisatie naar het
geometrisch oppervlak leerzamer en eenvoudiger te realiseren dan normalisatie naar
het BET oppervlak.
Ditproefschrift

9.

De verweringssnelheid van vers gemalen veldspaat, genormaliseerd naar het
geometrisch of naar het BET oppervlak, isevenredig metde korrelgrootte.
Ditproefschrift

10. Door natuurlijke verwering vormt zich een uiterst poreuze oppervlaktelaag op
veldspaatkorrels. De vorming van deze laag bij veldspaat - en het achterwege blijven
ervan bij kwarts - kan worden beschreven met behulp van een thermodynamische
theorie voor kristalfouten indeze mineralen.
Dit proefschrift

11. De lage verweringssnelheid van veldspaat in de natuur, vergeleken met die van vers
gemalen veldspaat in gangbare laboratorium-experimenten, wordt gedeeltelijk verklaard
doordat hetoppervlak van deporiën inverweerde veldspaat niet-reaktief is.
Ditproefschrift
12. For feldspar at low pH, the presence of a Si-rich surface layer and the increasing
plagioclase dissolution rate with increasing anorthite content imply that, under acid
conditions,AI isthe destabilizing component inthetetrahedral framework.
Alex E. Blum (inpress) In:Feldsparsand TheirReactions.
13. Het feit dat de verweringssnelheid van natuurlijk verweerde veldspaat, genormaliseerd
naar BEToppervlak, onafhankelijk isvan dekorrelgrootte bewijst nog nietdat het aantal
reaktjeve plaatsen per eenheid van geometrisch oppervlak onafhankelijk is van de
korrelgrootte.
Ditproefschrift
14. De verzadigingsgraad van de buik-oplossing is een slechte schatter van de
verzadigingsgraad waarbijdeverwering vanveldspaat daadwerkelijk plaatsvindt.
Ditproefschrift
15. Helaas is voor het reizen Sneller Dan Licht meer nodig dan de vermakelijke, quasiwetenschappelijke praatjes van SF-auteurs over graviton-interaktie, hyperruimte en
illiniumstavenineen krachtveldvanvrijemesonen.
W.F.Temple(1968)TheFleshpots ofSansato.
J. Blish(1970)CitiesinFlight.
J.P. Hogan(1978)TheGentleGiantsofGanymede.
16. Mijn vrouw noemt mij een model-echtgenoot: thuiskomend van het modelleren van
bodemverweringsprocessen ga ik verder met het modelleren van Amerikaanse
spoorwegen.

Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift "Mechanism and kinetics of mineral weathering under
acidconditions". ChrisAnbeek,Wageningen, 16februari 1994.

De burgemeester keek versuft naar de deur, die zich achter
de wetenschapsman sloot. "Wat wilde hij?" vroeg hij zich af.
"Hij is tenslotte een geleerde en men kan zijn woorden niet
verwaarlozen.Als menze maar begreep."
M.Toonder (1978) Degeweldigewiswassen

Aan mijnouders
Aan Gerrie
zonderjullie steunzoudit proefschrift niet zijn verschenen

Abstract
Anbeek, C. (1994) Mechanism and kinetics of mineral weathering under acid
conditions. Doctoral thesis, Agricultural University of Wageningen, The Netherlands.
This study deals with the relationships between crystal structure, grain diameter,
surface morphology and dissolution kinetics for feldspar and quartz under acid conditions.
Intensively ground samples from large, naturally weathered mineral fragments are
frequently used indissolution studies.The surface area of such samples, estimated from their
gas adsorption isotherm (BET method), is normally implied to be all freshly created by
grinding. This study revealed that: (1) during natural weathering, micropores (diameters
» 2 nm) develop in feldspar but not in quartz grains; (2) the micropores account for virtually
all BET surface area of naturally weathered feldspar grains; and (3) due to the micropores,
grinding of large, naturally weathered feldspar fragments is highly ineffective in creating
samples with only freshly ground BET surface area.
By assuming all BET surface area of ground feldspar samples to be freshly created,
experimental dissolution data have been explained from dissolution rates essentially
independent of the grain diameter. For ground feldspar samples this study revealed that:
(1) the dissolution rate of the freshly created BET surfaces is essentially proportional to the
grain diameter; and (2) the dissolution rate of the naturally weathered BET surfaces, still
present after grinding, is most likely independent of the grain diameter. Moreover, the
dissolution rate, normalized to BET surface area, of unfractured, naturally weathered feldspar
grains was essentially independent of the grain diameter. These findings can be explained
if: (1) the average density of dissolution sites on freshly created feldspar surfaces is
approximately proportional to the grain diameter; (2) micropores develop at dissolution sites
during natural weathering; and (3) the BET surface area of the micropore "walls" (i.e. the
area perpendicular tothe grain surface) isessentially non-reactive.
Thermodynamical considerations and Monte Carlo simulations showed that: (1) the
formation of micropores in feldspar but not in quartz grains during natural weathering can be
explained from enhanced dissolution at crystal defects; and (2) the BET surface area of
micropore "walls" from enhanced dissolution at crystal defects is essentially non-reactive.
A kinetic model is developed, showing for feldspar that the non-reactivity of the micropore
"walls" helps to explain the discrepancy, reported in the literature, between laboratory and
field dissolution rates.
Keywords: mineral weathering, feldspar, quartz, BET surface area, geometric surface area,
surface roughness, crystal defects, etch pits, micropores.

Voorwoord
Na zelf ook weer vier eneen half jaar verder verweerd te zijn, is thans mijn proefschrift
over mineraalverwering afgerond. Dat dit mogelijk werd dank ik allereerst aan mijn ouders,
die mij altijd stimuleerden en in staat stelden om de opleiding van mijn keuze te volgen. Ik
ben blij dat zij dit moment kunnen meebeleven. En ik weet zeker dat zij hetzelfde voelen, al
zou met name mijnvader liever een Nederlandstalige versie in handen hebbengehad.
Naast de bijzondere rol van mijn ouders hierin dankt dit proefschrift zijn bestaan
bovenal aan de inspanningen en interesse van mijn promotor Nico van Breemen. Nico,
bedankt voor het in mij gestelde vertrouwen en voor het kernachtig herformuleren van mijn
soms amorfe gedachtenspinsels. Verder wil ik hier speciaal noemen de steun en hulp die ik
ontving van mijn co-promotor en voormalig professor in de bodemmineralogie Leendert van
der Plas, en van mijn collega Ed Meijer. Leendert, bedankt voor het met raad en daad
terzijde staan tijdens momenten waarop met name mijn onvoldoende ervaring op optischmineralogisch gebied mij parten speelde. Ed, naast alle dingen die je voor me hebt gedaan
dank ikje speciaal voor de vele lessen logisch redeneren dieje me -wellicht onbewust - hebt
gegeventijdens onze discussies.
Enorm veel werk is mij uit handen genomen door Leo Begheyn en Barend van Lagen,
die samen alle nat-chemischeanalyses hebben verzorgd zoals die plaatsvonden in het kader
van dit onderzoek. Veel dubbel werk is mij bespaard gebleven dankzij Marcel Lubbers, die
mijn soms rebellerende computer immer in het gareel terug wist te dwingen. Van de overige
collega's van de vakgroep Bodemkunde en Geologie dank ik verder met name Andrea
Broesder, Joke Cobben,Jan van Doesburg, Toine Jongmans, Bram Kuijper en Igor Staritsky
voor de onvoorwaardelijke hulp encollegialiteit die ikvan hen mocht ontvangen.
Eenbelangrijk deel van de bevindingen indit proefschrift isgebaseerd op metingen van
mineraaloppervlaktes met behulp van de gasadsorptie-methode. Zonder hulp van diverse
collega's en vakgenoten zouden mijn eigen metingen op dit gebied zijn mislukt. Derhalve ben
ik veel dank verschuldigd: aan Daniel Tessier en René Prost van het Institut National de la
Recherche Agronomique, Versailles, Frankrijk, voor het helpen ontwikkelen van de te volgen
meetstrategie; aan Anton Korteweg van de vakgroep Fysische- en Kolloïdchemie van de
Landbouwuniversiteit te Wageningen, voor het beschikbaar stellen van meetapparatuur; aan
Paul van Ekeren en Aad van Genderen van het Centrum voor Chemische Thermodynamica
van de Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht, voor het beschikbaar stellen van hoogwaardige vacuümsystemen en werkruimte voor mijn meetopstelling, en aan Phillip Bennett, Department of
Geology, University of Texas, Austin, U.S.A., en prof. Lars I. Staffansson, Department of
Theoretical Metallurgy, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Zweden,voor het uitvoeren
van ijk-metingen aan referentiemonsters. Voor hulp ten aanzien van overige onderdelen van
mijn onderzoek dank ik verder: Joop Harmsen, voor het beschikbaar stellen van de Grafiet-

oven Autoanalyzer van het ICW te Wageningen; Arie "Canadabalsem" van Dijk, voor het
vervaardigen van onvervaardigbare siijpplaten, en Bram Boekestein en Anke Clerckx, voor
het beschikbaar stellen van, en behulpzaam zijn bij,de electronen-microscopische faciliteiten
op het TFDL te Wageningen. Een gedeelte van mijn onderzoek werd gesteund door de
Stichting Aardwetenschappelijk Onderzoek (AWON) met een subsidie van de Nederlandse
Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (NWO).
Met name de volgende doctoraalstudenten hebben aanzienlijke bijdragen geleverd aan
de totstandkoming van mijn proefschrift: Luis Francisco de Morais Faria da Costa Lopes, die
de BET- en geometrische oppervlaktemetingen heeft uitgevoerd en geanalyseerd voor de
hoofdstukken 3 en 4 en gedeeltelijk voor hoofdstuk 5; Paul Flapper, die veel werk heeft
verricht in het kader van het onderzoek als beschreven in hoofdstuk 5, en Paul Verburg, die
als mede-auteur van hoofdstuk 7 nauw betrokken is geweest bij de voorbereiding en
uitvoering van de aldaar beschreven Monte Carlo simulaties.
Het is vrijwel ondoenlijk om iedereen die op enigerlei wijze betrokken is geweest bij de
totstandkoming van dit proefschrift persoonlijk te bedanken. Neemt u het mij dus niet kwalijk
als uw naam hier niet uitdrukkelijk staat vermeld; uw hulp werd zeer op prijs gesteld.Wel wil
ik nog gaarne persoonlijk bedanken: Alex E. Blum, U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park,
California, U.S.A., voor het beschikbaar stellen van het computerprogramma SCSV.FOR, en
George R. Holdren, Jr., ManTech Environmental Technology Inc., Corvallis, Oregon, U.S.A.,
voor het beschikbaar stellen van Crystal Bay Bytownite en Grass Valley Anorthite
monstermateriaal. Voor de uitvoering van diverse veldexperimenten in de aanloopfase van
mijn onderzoek mocht ik vertrouwen op de hulp en deskundigheid van: Rien van der Maas,
Proefstation voor de Fruitteelt, Wilhelminadorp; André Nieuwenhuyse, Centro Agronomico
Tropical, Guapiles, Costa Rica; prof. Charles T. Driscoll, Department of Civil Engineering,
Cyracuse University, New York, U.S.A.; Lennart Rasmussen en Per Gundersen, Laboratory
of Environmental Sciences and Ecology, Technical University, Lyngby, Denemarken, en prof.
Hans M. Seip, Department of Chemistry, University of Oslo, Blindem, Noorwegen.
Gedurende de momenten waarop experimentele waarnemingen mijn theoretische
modellen en nachtrust verstoorden was daar altijd mijn lieve vrouw, Gerrie. Naast het
opbrengen van veel geduld voor mijn verstrooide en afwezige buien heeft zij mij, op de haar
bekende praktische wijze, veel werk uit handen genomen door vrijwel al het typewerk voor
deze uitgave te verzorgen. Verdere steun uit de huiselijke kring mocht ik in de laatste paar
maanden ontvangen van onze pasgeboren zoon Daan.Zijn luidruchtige aanwezigheid bleek
zeer motiverend tewerken opdewil mijn proefschrift nudefinitief af te ronden.
Een laatste woord van dank ben ik verschuldigd aan vergelijking (42) uit Helgeson et
al. (1984). Meer dan wie of wat ook heeft deze mij aan het denken gezet omtrent de
samenhang tussen kristalstruktuur, oppervlakteruwheid, fraktie vers oppervlak en de
verweringskinetiek van mineraalkorrels.
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Glossary of symbols
Numbers between parentheses refer to the equation where the symbol is defined or
introduced. If no number is indicated, the symbol is referred to in the text only. Similarly
denoted algebraic operations are printed italic.
a

activity (mol.r 1 ; 7.2)

average activity inside a dissolution hole (mol.r 1 ; A5.2)
activity in the bulk solution, i.e. outside a dissolution hole (mol.r 1 ; A5.1)
activity at the bottom of a dissolution hole (mol.r 1 ; A5.2)
energy of a chemical bond (kJ;7.14)
magnitude of the Burgers vector (i.e. the "distortion" vector) of a crystal line
defect (nm; 7.3)
C), C 2 ... constants in various equations
c
concentration (mol.r 1;7.11)
D
diffusion coefficient (cm 2 .s _1;A5.4)
d
average equivalent spherical grain diameter (|xm; 2.2)
da,db
average equivalent spherical grain diameter after and before sample
(pre)treatment (|xm; 5.7)
dc
thickness of a secondary coating on primary grains (urn; 5.4)
d
average equivalent spherical grain diameter of ground material (u,m; 2.13)
d|:
average equivalent spherical grain diameter of mineral i in sample j (u,m; A4.8)
dp, d.
smaller and larger sieve opening of a size fraction (nm; 2.26)
dr
reference grain diameter (|xm; 3.23)
dt
"transition" grain diameter in Fig. 2.1
dw
average equivalent spherical grain diameter of weathered material (|xm; 2.13)
d^
grain diameter c^, normalized to the average grain diameter over a number of
aav
ab
am
B
b

e
F,
F,
Fm
Fr
ff
G

samples (-; 6.1)
edge length of the basic unit of dissolution (i.e. a cube) in the Monte Carlo
simulations (nm; 7.14)
ratio of fresh BET to BET surface area (-; 2.3)
ratio of fresh reactive BET to reactive BET surface area (-; 3.14)
ratio of BET surface area of micropore walls to BET surface area (-; 7.17)
Ftat a reference grain diameter d r (-)
ratio of fresh geometric to geometric surface area (-; 2.4)
free energy (kJ; 7.1)
10

AG
AG p i t
g
gg
g g;
g,:
gw
AHm
h
i,j
J
K
K'
KM
k
L
Lm
M
Nav
n
P,
P*
Pw
P*
p
q
qb
qm
9t
R
R

molar free energy change of the dissolution reaction of unstrained mineral bulk
(kJ.mor 1 ;7.2)
total change in free energy, normalized to unit depth, upon creating onemole of
cylindrical dissolution holes of radius ratcrystal line defects (kJ.mor 1 .nrrf 1 ;7.7)
sample mass (g;A3.1)
sample mass ofground material (g; 2.22)
sample mass ofthe i"1ground size fraction (g;2.16)
mass of mineral i insamplej (g; A4.8)
sample mass ofweathered material (g; 2.16)
enthalpy of melting (kJ.mol~1; 7.12)
Planck's constant (6.626-10" 37 kJ.s)
subscripts indicating thei*1(orj"1) chemical reaction, mineral species,etc.
diffusion flux (mol.cm _2 .s _1 ; A5.4)
equilibrium constant for the dissolution of unstrained mineral bulk (unit depends
on thechemical reaction; 7.2)
equilibrium constant for thedissolution of strained mineral bulk (unit depends on
the chemical reaction;A5.16)
equilibrium constant for the dissolution of strained mineral bulk according tothe
Monte Carlo method (unit depends onthe chemical reaction)
Bolzmann's constant (1.381-KT 26 kJ.IC 1 ; 7.14)
depth inside apore of length L,,,(|xm;7.1)
maximumdepth insidea pore,i.e.the pore length (|xm; 5.9)
molar weight (g.mol -1 )
Avogadro'sconstant (6.023-10 23 mol - 1; 7.7)
number of moles (mol;3.5)
ratiooffresh reactive BETtofresh BET surface area (-; 3.9)
actual value,asopposedtomodel assumption,of Pf(-)
ratioofweathered reactive BETtoweathered BET surface area (-;3.10)
actual value,asopposedtomodel assumption,of P w(-)
Poisson's ratio (-; 7.4)
stoichiometricreactioncoefficient (-; 7.2)
stoichiometric reaction coefficient in the bulk solution, i.e. outside a dissolution
hole (-;A5.13)
stoichiometricreactioncoefficientatthe bottomofadissolution hole (-;A5.9)
gasconstant (8.314-10-3 kJ.K^.mor 1 ; 7.2)
apparentdissolution rate(mol.crrf2 of BET surface.s" 1; 3.5)
effective dissolutionrate (mol.cm - 2 of reactive BET surface.s" 1; 3.8)
11

R*
Rf
R,
R|
R.
Rg
R*
Rjb
R:m
Rm
Rp
Rr
R*
R^
Fl^
Fl^
Rw
R*
rw
r^
r
rc

bulk dissolution rate (mol.g"1.s *;A3.1)
apparent dissolution rate of fresh material (mol.cm -2 of fresh BET surfaces - 1 ;
3.6)
effective dissolution rate of fresh material (moLcm -2 of fresh reactive BET
surfaces - 1 ; 3.11)
actual value, as opposed to model assumption, of Rf (mol.cm -2 of fresh reactive
BET surfaces - 1 )
apparent dissolution rate of ground material (mol.cm -2 of BET surfaces - 1 ; 3.6)
effective dissolution rate of ground material (mol.cm -2 of reactive BET
surfaces - 1 ; 3.15)
bulk dissolution rate of ground material (mol.g -1.s - 1;A3.2)
Monte Carlo dissolution rate of a mineral j in contact with a solution of bulk
composition (mol.cm -2 of Monte Carlo surface.s -1 ; A5.15)
Monte Carlo dissolution rate of a mineral j in contact with the solution at the
bottom of a dissolution hole (moLcm -2 of Monte Carlo surface.s -1 ; A5.15)
apparent dissolution rate of surfaces of micropore walls (moLcm -2 of micropore
wall BET surface.s -1 ; 7.21)
apparent dissolution rate of surfaces other than micropore walls (mol.cm -2 of
non-micropore wall BET surface.s -1 ; 7.21)
R at a reference grain diameter d r (mol.cm -2 of BET surfaces - 1 )
R* at a reference grain diameter dr (mol.g -1.s" 1; A3.6)
apparent dissolution rate of weathered material (mol.cm -2 of weathered BET
surfaces - 1;3.6)
bulk dissolution rate of weathered material (mol.g -1.s - 1)
apparent dissolution rate R,,, normalized to the average apparent dissolution rate
over a number of samples (-; 6.2)
effective dissolution rate of weathered material (mol.cm -2 of weathered reactive
BET surfaces - 1 ; 3.12)
actual value, as opposed to model assumption, of R^, (mol.cm -2 of weathered
reactive BET surface.s -1 )
apparent dissolution rate of weathered material (mol.cm -2 of geometric
surfaces - 1 ; 6.3)
apparent dissolution rate r w , normalized to the average apparent dissolution rate
over a number of samples (-; 6.3)
radial distance from a crystal line defect, i.e. the radius of a cylindrical dissolution
hole (nm; 5.6)
critical radius of two-dimensional nucleation (nm; 7.8)
12

rf
rh
S
S
Sc
S,
S,
S f;
Sg
Sg
S*
Sg|
Sj:
Sm
Sw
s
s*
s*, sj
sf
sg
s*
Sg;
s,j
sw
T
t
ur
u0
V
Vc
Vjj, v i w
vp
a, ß

Frank's radius, i.e.theradius of a cylindrical dissolution hole at equilibrium
conditions for unstrained mineral bulk, inthecase where rh=0 (nm; 7.6)
Hooke's radius, i.e. the radial distance rfrom acrystal line defect where the strain
energy density ur hasdropped to 50% of its(maximum) value atr=0(nm;7.5)
BETsurface area; also referred to as actual surface area (cm 2 ; 2.1)
reactive BETsurface area (cm 2 ;3.8)
BETsurface area of secondary coating material (cm 2 ;5.3)
fresh BETsurface area ofground material (cm 2 ;2.3)
fresh reactive BETsurface area ofground material (cm 2 ;3.9)
fresh BETsurface area ofthei*1ground size fraction (cm 2 ;2.17)
BETsurface area ofground material (cm 2 ;2.3)
reactive BETsurface area ofground material (cm 2 ;3.10)
specific BETsurface area ofground material (cm 2 .g~ 1; A3.2)
BETsurface area ofthe i* ground size fraction (cm 2 ; 2.15)
BETsurface area of mineral iinsample j (cm 2 ; A4.1)
BETsurface area of micropore walls (cm 2 ; 7.17)
BETsurface area ofweathered material (cm 2 ; 2.10)
geometric surface area (cm 2 ; 2.1)
specific geometric surface area (cm 2 .g~ 1; 2.2)
specific geometric surface area after and before sample (pre)treatment (cm 2 .g~ 1 ;
5.7)
fresh geometric surface area ofground material (cm 2 ;2.4)
geometric surface area ofground material (cm 2 ;2.4)
specific geometric surface area ofground material (cm 2 .g _1 )
geometric surface area ofthei* ground size fraction (cm 2 ;2.15)
geometric surface area of mineral iinsample j (cm 2 ; A4.1)
geometric surface area ofweathered material (cm 2 ;2.11)
temperature (K;7.2)
time (s)
strain energy density u asafunction of radius r(kJ.nrrf 3 ; 7.1)
maximal strain energy density (i.e.atr=0) (kJ.nrrf 3 ; 7.5)
molar volume (cm 3 .mol _1 ; 7.1)
volume of secondary coating material (cm 3 ;5.3)
volume fraction of mineral iinsample j (-;A4.9)or sample w(-; 5.11)
volume fraction of pores (-;5.6)
parameters describing the linear trend ofsurface roughness with grain diameter

(a:nnr1;ß:-;2.18)
13

Y, 5
r|
0
A,
A,a,\
A1
A.
A.°
X.|:
Xj
Ay,
(i
v
S
5r
^ij
p
Pij
p
c
x
¥
Qg
Q|
%
5^a,%
S^ij
K

parameters describing the non-linear trend of surface roughness with grain
diameter (y and 5:-; 2.18)
viscosity (kJ.s.crrf3; A5.14)
concentration gradient (mol.r 1.cm"1; A5.1)
surface roughness factor (-; 2.1)
surface roughness factor after and before sample (pre)treatment (-; 5.8)
roughness factor of fresh surfaces (-; 2.6)
surface roughness factor ofground material (-; 2.5)
linear estimate of Xg(-; 2.20)
surface roughness factor of mineral i in sample j (-; A4.1)
A,gat a reference graindiameter dr (-; A3.5)
roughness factor of weathered surfaces (-; 2.7)
shear modulus (kJ.nm -3 ; 7.3)
frequency factor (s~1)
production term, due to mineral dissolution, inthe diffusion model (mol.r 1 ; A5.3)
removal term, due tothe diffusion flux, inthe diffusion model (mol.r 1;A5.3)
the proportion of the geometric surface area of sample j which is geometric
surface area of mineral i (-; A4.4)
density (g.cm -3 ; 2.2)
density of mineral i insample j (g.cm -3 ; A4.8)
pore density (cm - 2 of geometric surface area; 5.9)
surface free energy (kJ.nm -2 ; 7.1)
dimensionless time inthe Monte Carlo simulations (-)
angle between a crystal line defect and its Burgers vector (°; 7.4)
concentration factor ofweathered surface area inground material (-; 2.21)
concentration factor of weathered surface area in the i"1 ground size fraction
(S 2.23)
geometry factor related tothe average shape of mineral grains (-; 2.2)
geometry factor related to the average shape of mineral grains, after and before
sample (pre)treatment (-; 5.7)
geometry factor related to the average shape of mineral grains i in sample j (-;
A4.8)
geometry factor related to the type of crystal line defect (-; 7.4)
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Chapter 1. General introduction
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1.1. Acid atmospheric deposition
Since its beginning in the previous century, industrialization has been accompanied by
a considerable emission and atmospheric deposition of potentially acid chemicals. In many
industrialized areas, present-day emissions from anthropogenic sources (for instance, the
burning of fossil fuel for energy supply) outweigh those from natural sources (for instance,
volcanic eruptions and the volatilization of biogenic substances). In highly industrialized
areas, such as the central and north-western parts of Europe and the north-eastern part of
the USA, increases have been observed by a factor 10 for some individual chemicals
(OECD, 1977). The acidic chemicals, such as SO x , NO x , and their dérivâtes, may be
dissolved in precipitation water ("wet deposition") or may alternatively be deposited in a "dry"
form, particularly in forest areas (Ulrich et al., 1979). Although formally restricted to wet
deposition, the expression "acid rain" isgenerally used for the total of wet and dry deposition
of acidifying substances. A source of acidification of particular importance in The Netherlands
is atmospheric deposition and nitrification of NH 3 , emitted mainly from intensive animal
husbandry (Van Breemen et al., 1982). Besides short-distance effects from acid deposition,
long-distance transport has led to enhanced deposition in remote, non-industrialized areas,
causing acidification of lakes and streams, for instance, in Canada and northern Scandinavia,
and affecting forest production andthe functioning of ecosystems over vast stretches of land.
The quality of groundwater can also be negatively affected, and concentrations of, for
instance, NOg, SO* - and Al 3+ may exceed drinking water standards, both in private wells
and inpumping stations for public drinkwater production.
Increased deposition of acidic chemicals results in increased soil acidification and soil
degradation. Typical acidification phenomena in surface waters, groundwaters and soils are:
a decrease in pH and in alkalinity, an increase in AI concentrations, a decrease in
concentrations of base cations like Ca, Mg and K, and a depletion of the acid buffering
capacity (Van Grinsven, 1988).Theoretically, these phenomena are reversible by the addition
of lime or fertilizers. In practical situations, however, such additions are feasible only in
agriculture and in small areas of special interest, being almost impossible and hardly
affordable in vast, poorly accessible forest regions. Although the nature and magnitude of the
chemical changes in surface waters, groundwaters and soils are reasonably well understood,
there is yet no consensus about toxic levels and the extent of damage caused by acid
atmospheric deposition on the biota in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. As long as the
effects of chemical changes in water and soil on biota are uncertain, the long-term fate of
these ecosystems is an additional matter of greatconcern.
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1.2. Soil processes upon aciddeposition
Soil acidification refers to the decrease of the acid neutralization capacity, being the
potential of a soil to consume protons above a certain pH,for instance, pH 3 (Van Breemen
et al., 1983, 1984). Soil acidification is a natural process which may be caused by carbonic
acid from atmospheric C 0 2 , organic acids, and the deposition of volcanic substances.
Particularly inthe last decades, however, soil acidification has been greatly enhanced by acid
atmospheric deposition from anthropogenic sources. Depending on the composition of the
soil solids, the effect of acidification can manifest itself in different ways. The soil solids
generally consist of a large bulk of relatively inert quartz, combined with varying amounts of
primary minerals, secondary minerals and organic matter (e.g. see Dixon and Weed, 1977).
Most primary minerals are alumino-silicates containing large amounts of base cations relative
to secondary minerals. Secondary minerals are residues of incomplete dissolution of primary
minerals, or newly formed minerals from the reaction products of dissolution of primary
minerals. The two main groups of secondary minerals are the clay minerals and the
(hydr)oxides of aluminum and iron. Clay minerals and organic matter have predominantly
negatively charged surfaces,which are neutralized by exchangeable cations.
If none of the solid soil constituents reacts with protons (acids) entering the soil,
acidification causes a decrease in soil pH,for instance, according to:
H 2 S0 4 = 2H + + SO*"
Usually, however, protons are largely consumed by: (1) cation exchange, due to the
presence of negatively charged clay minerals and/or organic matter; and (2) dissolution
reactions of primary and secondary minerals (normally referred to as mineral weathering).
The positively charged protons can exchange against base cations like Na, K, Ca and
Mg, boundto clay minerals andorganic matter, for instance,according to:
]-K + H +=]-H +K+
where ] represents a negatively charged surface site on the clay or organic matter. Proton
consumption by mineral weathering may be seen, for instance, from the dissolution reaction
of calcite (CaC0 3 ):
CaC0 3 + 2H + = Ca2+ + H 2 C0 3
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in this particular example, the consumption of protons is accompanied by the production of a
base cation. Aluminum, which is toxic already in UJTIOI to mmol concentrations to many biota
(Baker and Schofield, 1980; Vogelman, 1982; Wright era/., 1987), is another reaction product
in many mineral weathering processes (Cronan and Schofield, 1979). For instance, soils
generally contain several % of amorphous aluminum (hydr)oxides which dissolve readily after
input of protons (Mulder, 1988):
AI(OH)3 + 3H + = Al 3+ + 3H 2 0
Proton consumption and combined production of base cations, aluminum and silicic acid
results from the complete (congruent) dissolution of a wide variety of minerals, for instance,
for microcline (KAISi 3 0 8 ) according to:
KAISigOg+ 4H + + 4H 2 0 = K* + Al 3+ + 3H 4 Si0 4
The process of mineral weathering can be quantified by: (1) the reaction stoichiometry,
which determines the nature and the relative amounts of the reactants and products; and (2)
the rate of dissolution, normally expressed as the number of moles dissolved per unit of time
and per unit of mineral or landscape surface area. If a relatively reactive mineral is present,
such as calcite, acids entering the soil will be neutralized almost instantaneously, and the pH
will remain near-neutral as long as the mineral is still present. However, if minerals such as
calcite are absent, a pH increase due to proton consumption by weathering will be noticeable
only at long residence times of the percolating soil solution.
The exchange complex of clay minerals and organic matter may be considered as the
readily available pool of cationic plant nutrients. In the case of buffering of acid deposition,
the composition of the pool changes, getting poorer in base cations and richer in protons and
aluminum from mineral weathering. In typical dutch forest soils, cation exchange reactions
are largely limited to the topsoil, due to the absence of clay throughout the soil profile and of
organic substances at greater depths. For a root zone of approximately 0.5 m, typical values
of the exchange capacity (and thus, of the maximum readily available proton buffering
capacity) of dutch forest soils range from 200 to 500 kmol.ha -1 (Van Grinsven, 1988). At the
current deposition rate of approximately 2 to 8 kmol.ha -1.yr -1 (Van Breemen et al, 1984), the
exchange complex in typical dutch forest root zones would be depleted in base cations within
the order of one century. However, the release of base cations from the weathering of
primary minerals may slow down, or keep pace with, the depletion of base cations from the
exchange complex. The capacity of weathering of primary minerals to consume protons is
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normally much larger than that of the cation exchange complex. For an average soil with
some 20 % of primary minerals and a root zone of 0.5 m., the buffering capacity from mineral
weathering is approximately 20,000 kmol.ha -1 (Van Grinsven, 1988). However, the
dissolution rates of the constituent minerals in the soil are often of more concern than the
total buffering capacity. Once readily available pools such as the exchange complex and
reactive minerals such as calcite and amorphous aluminum (hydr)oxides are depleted, the
low dissolution rates of less reactive minerals will determine the rate of proton consumption in
the soil. In most dutch forest soils, calcite is absent and depletion of readily available
aluminum (hydr)oxides isexpected to occur within the next few decades (Mulder, 1988).

1.3. Aim of this thesis
From the preceding, the dissolution rates of base cation-bearing minerals (calcite,
feldspar, pyroxene, amphibole, etc.) are important parameters for the study of acid
consumption rates in soils. However, the reaction mechanism and dissolution kinetics of
these minerals are not yet sufficiently understood to accurately predict their dissolution rate
under varying conditions.
Early dissolution studies suggested that leached layers, depleted in cations, develop at
the surface of dissolving mineral grains. This led to the hypothesis that diffusion of reaction
products through the leached layers is the rate-limiting step in the dissolution reaction (e.g.
Tamm, 1930; Correns, 1963; Wollast, 1967; Busenberg and Clemency, 1976). Holdren and
Berner (1979) showed that this concept is probably based on experimental artifacts, and that
dissolution rates are more likely controlled by chemical reactions at the mineral-water
interface. This led to the hypothesis that the formation of highly reactive intermediate
complexes at the mineral surface is the rate-limiting step (e.g. Lasaga, 1981a,b; Schindler,
1981; Aagaard and Hekjeson, 1982; Chou and Wollast, 1985; Schindler and Stumm, 1987;
Stumm and Furrer, 1987; Wehrli, 1989a,b). However, new evidence has been provided that
chemical alterations in weathered mineral surface layers may extend as deep as 100 nm or
more (Petit ef a/., 1987a,b, 1989; Schott and Petit, 1987; Nesbitt and Muir, 1988; Mogk and
Locke, 1988; Althaus and Tirtadinata, 1989; Casey ef a/., 1989a; Goossens ef al., 1989;
Hellmann ef al., 1990). This observation has reopened the question of a diffusion- versus a
surface-controlled reaction mechanism.
Crystal defects have been proposed as localized sites of enhanced mineral dissolution,
leading to the formation of etch pits (Cabrera ef a/., 1954; Berner and Holdren, 1979;
Eggleton and Buseck, 1980; Lasaga and Blum, 1986; see also the cover of this thesis).
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Although it has indeed been observed that naturally weathered mineral grains can be rough
and deeply etched (e.g. Grandstaff, 1978; Berner, 1978; Berner and Holdren, 1979), the
exact role of crystal defects on the magnitude ofdissolution rates is not yet clear.
Dissolution rates from laboratory studies are normally expressed per unit of mineral
surface area, e.g. mol.cm_2.s~1, while rates from watershed budget studies are normally
expressed per unit of landscape surface area,e.g.kmol.ha~1.yr~1. Best estimates of feldspar
dissolution rates from watershed budget studies are up to several orders of magnitude lower
than those in many laboratory experiments (Paces, 1983; Velbel, 1985; Schnoor, 1990;
Swoboda-Colberg and Drever, 1993). However, little is known about the dissolution reactive
mineral surface area incm2.ha~1, needed tocompare field-and laboratory derived dissolution
rates.
It is the aim of this thesis to contribute tothese discussions on mineral weathering. The
theoretical considerations in the following chapters apply to a large variety of minerals, both
in laboratory experiments and in natural situations. Experimental emphasis is on quartz and
feldspar. Quartz was chosen because it is abundant, and because its dissolution behaviour
differs distinctly from that of feldspar. Feldspar was chosen because, due to its abundance
and relatively highcontent of base cations, this mineral is of primary interest in the prediction
of the acid consumption rate of our (still) remaining natural soils.

1.4. Outlineof thisthesis
This thesis forms the reflection of four and a half years of research at the Department
of Soil Science and Geology, Agricultural University of Wageningen, The Netherlands. The
underlying studies were carried out in the context of the VF program #8925 (Environmental
Research). The thesis is a collection of publications and submitted manuscripts, some of
which multi-authored,on thefollowing subjects:
In chapter 2, the morphology is discussed of mineral surfaces in artificially ground samples
derived from large,naturallyweathered starting fragments. Such samples are frequently used
in laboratory dissolution studies, and their surface area, estimated from the gas adsorption
technique (BET method), is normally assumed to be all freshly created by grinding. It is
shown that: (1) by far most BET surface area of naturally weathered feldspar grains is
present as "internal" surface area; and (2) artificially ground mineral samples can still contain
large proportions of naturally weathered BETsurface area.
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Inchapter 3, a kinetic model is presented that incorporates the findings from chapter 2. In the
model, experimental dissolution data from artificially ground samples are explained from the
simultaneous presence of freshly created and naturally weathered mineral surfaces. It is
shown that, contrary to literature assumptions, feldspar dissolution rates normalized to the
freshly created BET surface area in ground samples are essentially proportional to the grain
diameter after grinding.
Inchapter 4, the kinetic model from chapter 3 is applied to the dissolution of ground samples
derived from a naturally weathered assemblage of feldspar and quartz. It is shown that the
results from chapters 2, 3 and 4 help to explain the discrepancy, observed in the literature,
between field- and laboratory derived feldspar dissolution rates.
In chapter 5, the morphology of the "internal" BET surface area is discussed for a naturally
weathered assemblage of feldspar and quartz. It is shown that: (1) during natural weathering,
micropores (diameters = 2 nm) develop in surficial layers of feldspar grains; (2) during natural
weathering, micropores do not develop in quartz grains; (3) for feldspar, the micropore
density (cm - 2 of geometric surface area) is approximately proportional to the grain diameter;
and (4) the micropores explain by far most BET surface area of naturally weathered feldspar
grains.
In chapter 6, the reactivity of naturally weathered BET surfaces is discussed for the same
assemblage used in chapter 5. It is shown that the experimental dissolution data can be
explained only if: (1) dissolution occurs primarily from the micropores; (2) the pore area
perpendicular to the mineral surface (i.e. the micropore "walls") is non-reactive; and (3) the
pore area parallel to the mineral surface (i.e. the micropore "bottoms") is highly reactive.
In chapter 7, the results from the earlier chapters are discussed in terms of thermodynamic
principles and Monte Carlo simulations. It is shown that micropore formation in feldspar but
not in quartz during natural weathering can be explained from enhanced dissolution at
dislocations (= crystal line defects). It is also shown that, if the solution composition is
constant with time, micropore "walls" at dislocations are non-reactive. A kinetic model is
presented to account for the non-reactivity of micropore "walls" in naturally weathered
feldspar. It is shown that dissolution rates of naturally weathered feldspar grains, corrected
thisway, are approximately similar to those of equally sized fresh-surface grains. This means
that the formation of non-reactive micropore "walls" at dislocations is probably the most
essential change insurface area character during the natural weathering of feldspar.
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Part A
The dissolution of ground feldspar samples
in the laboratory

Chapter 2. Surface roughness of minerals and
implications for dissolution studies
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Abstract
Large, naturally weathered mineral fragments are often ground and sieved toobtain
samples fordissolution studies in the laboratory. If the fragmentsare groundtomuch smaller
dimensions,the samples are normallyassumed tocontainonlyfreshlycreated surface area.
A model has been developed to testthe validity ofthisassumption.The model describes the
surface roughnessfactorofground mineralmaterialas a function ofgrain diameter and can
be used to: (1) estimate the roughness factors of the freshly created and the naturally
weathered surfaces; (2) estimate the ratio of freshly created to measured (freshly created
plusnaturallyweathered) surfacearea in thegroundsamples,bothforgeometricand forgas
adsorbed (BET) surfaces; and (3) test the internal consistency of surface area
measurements. Literaturedata were evaluated for intensively ground size fractions, derived
from nine differentnaturally weathered feldspars.Roughness factors of the freshlycreated
surfaces ranged from 2.5 to 11. Roughness factors of the naturally weathered surfaces
ranged from 130 to 2600, whichis much higher than is generally recognized forfeldspar.
Comparison with surface roughness estimates from scanning electron microscopy strongly
suggeststhatetchpit formationplays a minorrolein the increasein BET surfaceareaduring
natural weathering. Instead, virtually all increase in BET surface area must be attributedto
the formation of internalsurface structures suchas micropores. The model also showedthat
for these samples, the assumption that all surface area is freshly created by grindingis
approximately correct for the geometric surfaces. For the BET surfaces, ratios offreshly
created to measured surface area varied over almost the entire range from 0 to 1. This
demonstrates that, even after intensive grinding, samples from large naturally weathered
mineralfragments can stillcontain substantialproportions ofnaturally weathered BETsurface
area. Thus,previousdissolution studiesassumingall BET surfacearea tobe freshlycreated
mayneedreinterpretation.

2.1. Introduction
Over the past several decades many authors have reported on the kinetics of mineral
dissolution, both in the laboratory and in the field. Laboratory experiments frequently involve
the use of large, naturally weathered mineral fragments as starting material (e.g. Luce et al.,
1972; Berner, 1976; Plummer and Wigley, 1976; Grandstaff, 1977; Schott etat., 1981; Chou
and Wollast, 1984; Knauss and Wolery, 1986; McKibben and Barnes, 1986; Casey er a/.,
1988a). Normally, these are ground to much smaller dimensions to create large amounts of
fresh surface area. Sieving of the ground material is also commonly applied to restrict the
range of grain diameters. To evaluate experimental dissolution data from such samples, a
number of kinetic models is available from the literature (e.g. Aagaard and Helgeson, 1982;
Helgeson et al, 1984; Wintsch and Dunning, 1985; Chou and Wollast, 1985; Lasaga and
Blum, 1986; Murphy and Helgeson, 1987; Wieland er al., 1988). Virtually all kinetic models
yield dissolution rates per unit of mineral surface area. Therefore, authors frequently include
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data on the specific surface area of their samples (e.g. Lagache, 1965; Busenberg and
Clemency, 1976;Chou andWollast, 1984;Helgeson era/., 1984;Holdren and Speyer, 1985,
1987; Knauss and Wolery, 1986; Casey et al., 1988a). No distinction is made, however,
between the actual types of surface morphology that may be present. So,dissolution rates in
the literature are normally expressed per unit of "average" surface area. For intensively
ground material from large naturally weathered starting fragments, it is generally implied that
the "average" type of surface morphology closely resembles that of the freshly created
surfaces. This assumes the amount of freshly created surface area by grinding to be much
larger than the initial amount of naturally weathered surface area. Inthis chapter, the purpose
is to demonstrate that this assumption is fundamentally incorrect. Its validity will be shown to
depend primarily onthe surface areameasurement technique being used.
The morphology of mineral surfaces can be characterized by the surface roughness
factor (X). A, is defined as the ratio of the actual surface area (S; cm2) to the geometric
surface area (s; cm2), which is the area of a hypothetical smooth surface enveloping the
actual surface (Jaycock and Parfitt, 1981):
XaS/s

(2.1)

Both the actual and thegeometric surface area are infact scaledependent, andvary with the
amount of detail observed by a specific measurement technique. Thus, X can be quantified
from surface area measurements at different levels of surface detail. Surface details
associated with weathering, such as etch pits, may not be observed by a specific
measurement technique. Weathered and unweathered mineral grains will then give similar
surface area estimates if all other parameters of size and shape are equal. Such estimates
are referred to hereafter asgeometric surface areas. Estimates from techniques that, partly or
totally, account for surface details from weathering processes are referred to hereafter as
actual surface areas.
Estimates of the geometric surface area (s) can be obtained, for instance, from size
fractionation by sieving or settling, photon correlation spectroscopy (Cummins and Staples,
1987), small-angle neutron scattering (Hall et al., 1985), and optical methods using
(dissecting) microscopes, image analyzers and/or particle counters. From particle size and
shape distribution parameters, s can be estimated by various geometric models. The specific
geometric surface area (s*;cm2.g"1) may,for instance, befound from (Cartwright, 1962):

(2-2)

s*=V(P<0
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where 5^ isa geometry factor related tothe average shape ofthegrains fö equals 6 for ideal
spheres ifd is incm), p isthe density (g.crrf 3 ), and d isthe average grain diameter.
Techniques to estimate the actual surface area (S) include adsorption of organic
molecules (Heilman et al., 1965), infrared internal reflectance spectroscopy (Mulla et al.,
1985), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and determination of the gas adsorption
isotherm (BET method). The BET method is dealt with elsewhere (Brunauer et al., 1938;
Gregg and Sing, 1982), but a few remarks inthe light of this study are in order.
The internal surface area from (micro)pores, both in naturally weathered and in ground
feldspar samples may be far larger than is generally recognized (see hereafter). This may
affect BET measurements in several ways, depending, for instance, on the range of pore
diameters (Gregg and Sing, 1982).
The use of different adsorbate gases and associated analytical techniques may cause
different results from BET measurements. For anhydrous cement samples, Vidick (1987)
found very similar specific surface areas from N 2 , Ar and Kr measurements. For hydrated
cement samples, the specific surface area from N 2 adsorption led to erroneous results and
was four to five times higher than that from Ar or Kr. Chow and Grant (1988) analyzed a
number of a-alumina standards and recrystallized griseofulvin samples. They found higher
surface areas from N 2 than from Kr inthe large specific area range (> 5 m 2 .g" 1 ). In the small
specific area range, Kr gave higher and more accurate results than N 2 . Because samples in
mineral dissolution experiments generally have small specific surface areas (e.g. < 1 m2.g~1),
Kr may thus give higher and more accurate surface area estimates than N 2 . Given the
molecular structure of the three gases, Ar estimates should be more in accord with Kr
estimates than with N 2 estimates (Gregg and Sing, 1982). Furthermore, for small specific
surface areas, adsorbate gases with a relatively low vapour pressure, such as Kr, are
preferred to minimize the dead space correction (IUPAC, 1985). Throughout the BET
measurements performed inthe context ofthisthesis Krwas used as the adsorbate gas.

2.2. Theoretical considerations
Ground size fractions from much larger, naturally weathered mineral fragments are
normally assumed to consist only of freshly created surface area. Hereafter, a model will be
derived to test the validity of this assumption. In the model, all surface area of unfractured
naturally weathered fragments isby definition naturally weathered surface area. Furthermore,
it is assumed that all surface area additionally created by grinding is surface area of freshly
exposed mineral bulk, i.e. freshly created surface area. This is a reasonable assumption
because all naturally weathered surface area is already exposed (to the measurement
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technique) at the start of the grinding process.
The ratio of freshly created to measured (freshly created plus naturally weathered)
actual surface area ofaground sample (Ff) isdefined by:
F,-Sf/Sg

(2.3)

where Sf isthefreshly created actual surface area of the ground sample, and S is the
measured actual surface area of the ground sample. The ratio of freshly created to measured
geometric surface area ofaground sample (ff) isdefined by:
f,-sf/sg

(2.4)

where s, isthe freshly created geometric surface area ofthe ground sample, and s g isthe
measured geometric surface area of the ground sample. From eq. (2.1) we may now write:

VVsg

(2-5)

where \ isthe surface roughness factor ofthe ground sample asawhole, and:
A1=S f /s f

(2.6)

where X, is the roughness factor of the freshly created surfaces in the sample. Because the
ground sample contains only freshly created and naturally weathered surfaces, itfollows that:
^-(Sg-S.JAsj-s,)

(2.7)

where \ is the roughness factor of the naturally weathered surfaces in the sample,
originating fromthe unfractured material. Eqs. (2.3), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) combine to:

F.-IM^-tyl/iy^-ty]

(2-8)

From eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8) itfollows that:

1<=(\-\)/(K-Xt)

(2.9)

According toeqs. (2.8) and (2.9), theassumption that intensively ground samples contain
only freshly created surface area canbe tested for both the geometric andthe actual
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surfaces if A1,\ and \ areknown.X^ andX. canbeobtained from actual and geometric
surface area measurements ontheunfractured and ground material, respectively. However,
large unfractured fragments may notfit into experimental equipment. \ may befound from
surface area measurements on identical sample material that hasnever been exposed to
weathering conditions. However, this material may not be available. \ , and X, may
alternatively beestimated from values ofX,, as will beshown hereafter, if the sample mass
isconstant duringgrinding,itfollowsthat,atallgraindiameters:
S g - S f =Sw

(2.10)

where Sw isthe actual surface areaofthe unfractured fragments. Eqs. (2.1), (2.7) and (2.10)
give:
Sg-s^s.

(2.11)

where s^,isthe geometric surface area ofthe unfractured fragments. Eqs. (2.1), (2.5), (2.6),
(2.10) and (2.11) canbecombinedto:

A^V^-WSg

(2.12)

Ifthe sample massandthe valueof%donotchangeduring grinding,itfollowsfromeq.(2.2)
that:
Sw/VVd

(2-13)

w

whered isthe averagegraindiameter ofthegroundsample,andd w isthe averagediameter
of the unfractured naturallyweatheredfragments.Eqs.(2.12) and (2.13)give:

(2 14)

VV^-tydA

-

Thus, under therestrictions mentioned, a plot of A,g versus d g results ina straight line with
slope ( \ , - X,)/d w and intercept \ . Estimates of\ , and \ may then befound from data
extrapolation.
As will beshown inthesection hereafter, eq.(2.14) maynothold forground sample
materialwhen sievingisapplied.A, andd maythen have anon-linear relationship (eq.2.18)
of thetype shown in Fig. 2.1.Thenon-linearity manifests itself primarily at relatively small
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grain diameters, soan alternative approach must be usedtoestimate X,. Upon grindingand
sieving, ^ equals the ratio ofthe total increase inactual surface areatothe total increasein
geometric surface area. Denoting individual ground size fractions bythe subscript i,itfollows
that:

VPiSflj-SJ/fts.,-^)

(2.15)

under thecondition that:
S

(2.16)

i9g,i - 9w

In eq. (2.15), S ,and
s •aretheactual and thegeometric surface area, respectively, ofa
g.i
g,i
ground size fraction i. Ineq. (2.16),g g i isthe sample mass ofaground sizefraction i,and g w
isthe sample massofunfractured material.
The fact that non-linearity of A, versus d may be related to combined grindingand
sieving canbeseen from eq. (2.10). This assumes that naturally weathered surface area
cannot be destroyed orcreated bygrinding. If eq.(2.10) iscorrect, itwill still hold for the total
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Fig. 2.1. Exampleofa non-linear relationshipbetween thesurface roughness factor (Xg) and
thegrain diameter ofground material from large, naturally weatheredmineral fragments(see
eq. 2.18). The range ofpossible values of the roughness factor of freshly created surface
area (X,) is indicated by arrows. Theweight distribution of theground material must be
known tocalculate theexact valueofXf(eqs.2.15and2.16).
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massofgroundmaterialonly.Thus,whensievingisapplied,eq.(2.10)mustberewrittento:
2i(S g ,i-S u ) =Sw

(2.17)

where S f , refers to the freshly created actual surface area of a ground size fraction i. Eq.
(2.17)indicatesthatalinearrelationshipbetween\ andd existsonlywheneq.(2.10)holds
for all individual sizefractions after grinding andsieving.Anempirical relationthatdescribes
Xg asafunctionofdg innon-linearcasesisgivenby:
\ g =<xdg+ ß+ Y ( 1 - d g / c y 5

(2.18)

where (see Fig.2.1) a and ß arethe slope andintercept ofthetangent onX^ asafunction
of dg in (c^, Xy,),y is a magnitude factor for the non-linear term at d. = 0 u,m,and 8 isan
exponent which is related to the range of approximate linearity of the plot at larger grain
diameters,a, ß,y andSmaybeestimatedbyrewritingeq.(2.18)to:
log(\-X°)

=logy+ 8log{\ - d g / d j

(2.19)

X.° =ad g + ß

(2.20)

Whensufficient dataareavailablefor values of d g for whichthe non-linear term ineq.(2.18)
is insignificant,a andßcanbeestimatedbythe linear approachaccordingtoeq. (2.20).For
allother data,X°canthen becalculated andlinear regression from eq.(2.19) leadsto best
estimatesofy and8.
Non-linearity upongrinding andsievingcan be explainedfrompreferential fracturingof
naturallyweatheredmaterialrelativetofreshmineralbulk.Differentiation intoweatheredouter
layersandrelativelyfreshinner coreshasbeenobservedbothinlarge rockfragments andin
large individual crystals (e.g. Delvigne, 1965; Colman, 1986;Whitehouse etal.,1986;A.G.
Jongmans,pers.comm.).Undersuchconditions,preferentialfracturing ofweatheredmaterial
creates a relatively large amount of small particles with higher values of \ than predicted
from their diameter (eq.2.14). Upon sieving,the finer size fractions will be relatively rich in
particles with highvalues of X,causing relative enrichment of the coarser sizefractionswith
low-A.particles. Accordingly, non-linearity can be described by a concentration factor (Qg).
Forequalmassesofgroundandunfractured material,Q,„ isdefinedby:
QgS(Sg-Sf)/Sw

(2.21)
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Because eq.(2.10) holdsfor thetotal massofground material,itfollows from eqs. (2.10) and
(2.21) that:
9g= 9w
ß g d g . =g w

(2-22)

where g g isthesample mass of ground material. Fora number of i individual ground size
fractions, eq.(2.22) transforms into:
2 j ( n g j g g i ) =g w

(2.23)

where Q g i istheconcentration factor ofaground size fraction i.From eqs. (2.1), (2.4),(2.5),
(2.6), (2.9),(2.13) and (2.21)itfollows that:

Q^fd^g-Vl/Idg^-M

(2.24)

which may be rewrittentosolveforX accordingto:

Combination of Fig.2.1 andeqs. (2.14) and (2.25) demonstrates the existence ofthe
"transition" grain diameter (dt) for which Q equals unity again. At grain diameter d,,
enrichment of high-A. particles in finer size fractions andconsequent enrichment of low-X
particles incoarser size fractions balances, and eqs. (2.10) and (2.14) apply. In the absence
of exact relationships to determine thevalue of ^ in non-linear cases, it follows fromthe
existence ofthe "transition" grain diameter that the minimum value of\ isgiven byß,while
the maximumvalue of^ isgivenbythe minimum inthe A_-curve,whichfollows fromthe fact
thatX,<\ foralld g>0 ujn.

2.3. Applicationtoactualdata
Holdren andSpeyer (1987) report a comprehensive andinternally consistent set of
BET-argon surface area measurements. These were obtained for ground andsieved size
fractions from much larger, naturally weathered fragments of nine different feldspars.The
ground size fractions are: 0-37, 37-75, 75-150, 150-300, 300-600 and >600 u r nThe data
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were analyzed by the model described before to test the hypotheses: (1) X. shows a linear
relation with d as predicted by eq. (2.14); (2) values of X^are higher than values of \; and
(3) intensively ground samples from large, naturally weathered feldspar fragments essentially
contain only freshly created surface area. To simplify notations, subscripts ifor individual size
fractions are omitted hereafter.
From the specific BET surface areas (S*), reported by Holdren and Speyer (1987),
values of X can be calculated once the specific geometric surface areas (s*) are known. In
the absence of measured data, eq. (2.2) was used to estimate s* assuming % = 6 and
densities (g.cm~3) of 2.55 for Keystone Microcline and Bancroft Microcline, 2.56 for Hybla
Alkali Feldspar and Perth Perthite, 2.61 for Evje Albite, 2.65 for Mitchell Co. Oligoclase, 2.67
for Saranac Lake Andesine, 2.71 for Crystal Bay Bytownite and 2.76 for Grass Valley
Anorthite. s* was calculated for the two sieve openings used to collect each sample,
assuming these to be limiting average grain diameters. 1200 urn was assumed to be the
maximum average grain diameter for the coarsest size fraction. Plots of X. versus d for all
feldspars by Holdren and Speyer (1987) are shown in Fig.2.2.
For Bancroft Microcline, Hybla Alkali Feldspar and Grass Valley Anorthite (Figs. 2.2b, c
and i), X. and d. essentially show a linear relation as predicted by eq. (2.14). For the other
feldspars, the relation appears to be non-linear at smaller grain diameters. For instance, for
Keystone Microcline 37-75 urn and Perth Perthite 37-75 |im, the deviation from eq. (2.14) is
more than 100 % (Figs. 2.2a and d). The question arises whether this non-linear effect is
caused by uncertainties in X. From eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), uncertainties in X arise from
uncertainties in S*, % or d . For an internally consistent set of BET-krypton measurements,
Casey et al. (1988a) found a precision in S* of approximately 5 %, although the accuracy of
the BET-krypton method is approximately 20 % (Gregg and Sing, 1982). Apart from two
inaccurate estimates of S* (Figs. 2.2h and i),the data by Holdren and Speyer (1987) indicate
a precision of the same order of magnitude as found by Casey et al. (1988a). Thus, the nonlinear effects in Fig. 2.2 cannot be explained from uncertainties in S*. Furthermore, % is
relatively independent of grain diameter for identical materials and methods of determination
(Heywood, 1938; Cartwright, 1962). Experimental values of % ranged from 6.1 for rounded
grains to 7.7 for angular grains (Fair and Hatch, 1933). This leaves inaccurate estimates of d g
as the most likely source of uncertainty. Ify iszero, the relation between X. and d. is linear
(eq. 2.18). A straight line, intersecting all diagonal line portions in Figs.2.2a-i would then give
more accurate estimates of d . However, resulting values of d in non-linear cases would
indicate a systematic, almost total lack of grains in large portions of the distribution curve.
This seems hardly possible if normal grinding procedures were followed. These findings
strongly suggest that, alternatively, y ineq. (2.18) ispositive.
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Fig. 2.2. Plots ofthe surface roughness factor (Xg) versus the grain diameter for intensively
ground size fractions of nine different naturally weathered feldspars. Data ofspecific BETargon surface areas and sieve openings were taken from Holdren andSpeyer (1987). The
dotted lines for Crystal BayBytownite 300-600 pm (Fig. 2.2h) andGrass Valley Anorthite
600-1200 [jm (Fig. 2.2i) indicate inaccurate BET surface area estimates. The specific BET
surface area ofPerth Perthite 150-300/vm (Fig. 2.2d), which was lost before analysis, was
estimatedat500 cmf.g'1. Lines ofminimal slope (see text) are dashed. Maximum values of
the roughness factor of freshly created surfaces (Xf-max.) are indicated by the solid
horizontal lines.
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If the interprétation of surface roughness as presented here is correct, implying that
^ < A.g< \ , maximumvalues of ^ follow from Fig.2.2 without anyfurther assumptions.
These maxima are given by the minimum value of \ for any of the ground samples at
maximum average grain diameter (horizontal lines in Fig. 2.2). If the 600-1200 u,msize
fractions would consist only of freshly created BET surface area, their roughness factors
wouldobviouslyequalthoseoffreshlycreatedsurfaces.However,minimumvaluesofX.for
all 600-1200 u,msize fractions exceed maximumvalues of A,. These findings demonstrate
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the presence of naturally weathered BET surface area in all 600-1200 [xmfractions,
regardlessthevalidityofthemodeldescribedearlier. Exceptfor PerthPerthite (andpossibly
CrystalBayBytownite),thisconclusionisvalidtooforthe300-600urnsizefractions.
\ maybeestimatedassumingytobeeitherzeroorpositive.Ifyiszero,straightlines
intersect all À.granges. Lines of minimal slope,giving lowest estimates of \ and highest
estimates ofX,(Table2.1) areshownin Fig.2.2for allfeldspars.The averagediameterof
theunfracturedfragmentswasassumedtobe1 cminallcases(HoldrenandSpeyer,1987).
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Alternatively,ifyispositive,\ , maybeestimatedifa andßareknown(seeFig.2.1).a and
ß werecalculatedfromdataforthe sizefractions> 150pm Forthesefractions,ifgrinding
hasresultedinequalsamplemassesatallgraindiametersbetweenthetwosieveopenings,
itfollowsfromintegrationthat:
dg =[2d2d2/(dp+ dq)]

(2.26)
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where d . and d . are the sieve openings. Unlike the frequently used average ofd p and d .to
estimate d , eq. (2.26) accounts - to some extent - for skewing towards smaller grain
diameters inpoorly defined size fractions. Estimates ofa and ß,and resulting estimatesof
A^,,are given inTable 2.1. Because data on grain diameter and sample mass are absent, X,
at positive valuesofy could not be calculated.As discussed earlier, A,innon-linear casesis
larger than ß and smaller than the minimum value ofA.g. The actual average grain diameter
of these samples ismost likely smaller than thelarger sieve opening and may,forinstance,
be given byeq.(2.26).This restricts the range ofpossible values ofA,atthe high side, and
therefore (2ß +Aj-max.j/S isassumedtobe the best estimate ofA,ify > 0.Best estimates
of A,(Table 2.1) suggest that roughnessfactorsoffreshly created alkali-feldspar surfaces are
fairly constant, while those of plagioclase arerelated tothechemical composition. If so,in
cases where eq. (2.14) applies, A andFf can simply beestimated from \ if theaverage
graindiameters intheground and unfractured samples areknown.
For allfeldsparsbyHoldren andSpeyer (1987),Ay,» A,and A^,» Ag.This simplifies
eqs. (2.8) and (2.9)to:
(2.27)

Ff = A,/A, and: f f = 1

Thus,theassumption that these ground size fractions consist onlyoffreshly created surface
area is essentially true forthegeometric surfaces. However, estimates of Ff from thedata
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Table 2.1. Estimates of \,, A, and \ / \ for samples by Holdren and Speyer (1987)
using the minimal slope approximation (y= 0), and estimates of a, ß, A^, A,-max., A,
and\ , l \ forthe same sampleswhenallowing for high-A particle enrichment (y>0).
Mineral component

minimal slope

K
Keystone Microcline
Bancroft Microcline
HyblaAlkali Feldspar
Perth Perthite
Evje Albite
Mitchell Co. Oligoclase
Saranac Lake Andesine
Crystal Bay Bytownite
Grass Valley Anorthite

*f

K/\

41
23
ll
22
37
36
60
43
2250 18.4 122
184
115
40^
90
104
200
388
328

4.5
4.9
5.4
4.1
2.8
5.6
6.5
7.6

a
0.0235
0.0154
0.0136
0.0135
0.0128
0.0247
0.0453
0.0405
0.2607

nigh-A, particle enrichment
ß K A,-max.

1.8
3.2
3.3
1.5
1.6
3.6
3.1
3.5

237
157
139
137
130
251
456
408

10.6

2618

7.3
5.7
5.6
5.7
4.3
8.5
12.9
14.5
35.2

V K/h
66
49
42
47
52
48
72
57
247

3.6
3.2
3.3
2.9
2.5
5.2
6.3
7.1
10.6

1

estimated as (2ß + A1-max.)/3 incases of non-linear behaviour.
values should not be compared to other estimates of Ay, and X^/X,, because the size
fraction 600-1200 urncould not be taken into account.
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Table 2.2. Estimates of F,for the ground size fractions by Holdren and Speyer (1987)
between 37 and 1200urn.
Mineral component
Keystone Microcline
Bancroft Microcline
Hybla Alkali Feldspar
Perth Perthite
Evje Albite
Mitchell Co. Oligoclase
Saranac Lake Andesine
Crystal Bay Bytownite
Grass Valley Anorthite

37-75

75-150

150-300

300-600

600-1200

0.49
0.81
0.86
0.47
0.71
0.68
0.71
0.64
0.44

0.71
0.67
0.69
0.73
0.83
0.88
0.65
0.70
0.29

0.55
0.49
0.51
0.65
0.55
0.62
0.50
0.59
0.16

0.29
0.31
0.36
0.41
0.37
0.34
0.28
0.28
0.09

0.16
0.18
0.21
0.19
0.20
0.14
0.18
0.05

in Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.2 vary over almost the complete range from 0 to 1. Because data on
grain diameter are absent, exact values of Ff could not be calculated. Estimates of F, using
eq. (2.26) for the samples > 37 um (Table 2.2) show that in most cases, and even for the
finest size fractions considered, grinding was highly ineffective in creating samples with fresh
BET surface area only. These findings indicate that earlier dissolution studies assuming all
BETsurface areato befreshly created may need ^interpretation.
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Fig. 2.3. SEM images of two feldsparsby Holdrenand Speyer (1987). a: freshly created (left)
and naturally weatheredsurfaces of Crystal Bay Bytownite; b: naturally weathered surface of
Grass ValleyAnorthite.Xw from SEManalysisis approximately2 in both cases.
Scanning electron microscopy has revealed the presence of etch pits on surfaces of
both naturally and artificially weathered feldspars (e.g. Tchoubar, 1965; Lundström, 1974;
Berner and Holdren, 1979; Robert et al., 1980; Hochella et al., 1987). Analysis of SEM
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images indicates that the maximum value of \ , resulting from etch pitting, is approximately
10 to 30 (Helgeson et al., 1984). \ from SEM analysis is approximately 2 (Fig. 2.3) for the
Crystal Bay Bytownite and the Grass Valley Anorthite by Holdren and Speyer (1987). These
estimates are two to three orders of magnitude lower than those from BET analysis (Table
2.1), and include effects from etch pitting.The most likely source of naturally weathered BET
surface area that may explain this discrepancy is internal surface area from porosity.
Macropores (diameters > 50 nm; Gregg and Sing, 1982) have been observed in naturally
weathered feldspar grains (e.g. Brace er al., 1972; Montgomery and Brace, 1975; Ferry,
1985; Guthrie and Veblen, 1988; Worden et al., 1990; Walker, 1990). The macropores may
result from the formation of fluid inclusions during the initial cooling of the pluton,followed by
leakage and weathering under earth surface conditions (Parsons et al., 1988). Micropores
and mesopores (diameters < 50 nm;Gregg and Sing, 1982) have been observed in various
silicates after dissolution experiments (e.g. Pacco era/., 1976; Chon era/., 1978; Levine and
Garofalini, 1987; Bunker et al., 1988; Casey er al., 1989b; Zhang et al., 1993). These may
form, for instance, at crystal defects (Bennema and Van Enckevort, 1979; Van Der Hoek et
al., 1982; Lasaga and Blum, 1986), or during the formation of leached layers (Doremus,
1983; Casey and Bunker, 1990). These findings indicate that, during the natural weathering
of feldspar, the mineral surface area enlargement from pore formation is far more important
than that from etch pitting (see also Appendix 1 for pore formation during the natural
weathering of hornblende).

2.4. Conclusions
Laboratory dissolution studies commonly involve the use of ground samples, derived
from much larger, naturally weathered mineral fragments. In this chapter, a model has been
developed that relates the surface roughness factor of such samples to the grain diameter.
The model can be used to: (1) estimate the roughness factors of the freshly created and
naturally weathered surfaces in the ground samples; (2) estimate the ratio of freshly created
to measured surface area for the ground samples, both for the geometric and for the BET
surfaces; and (3) test the internal consistency of surface area estimates. Literature data for
intensively ground samples from nine different, naturallyweathered feldspars were evaluated.
Roughness factors of the freshly created surfaces ranged from 2.5 to 11. Roughness factors
of the naturally weathered surfaces ranged from 130 to 2600, which is much higher than is
generally recognized for feldspar. Additional SEM observations strongly suggest that virtually
all BET surface area, created during natural weathering, is present as internal surface
structures such as micropores. Due to the large amount of naturally weathered internal
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surface area, grinding is highly ineffective in creating large proportions of fresh BET surface
area. In these samples, the ratio of freshly created BET to measured BET surface area
varied over almost the entire range from 0 to 1, depending on the grain diameter after
grinding and on the specific feldspar type. These findings may affect the interpretation of
dissolution data from ground samples inseveral ways, forinstance, ifthefreshly created and
naturally weathered surfaces have different dissolution rates. Thus, earlier dissolution studies
assuming all BET surface area of ground samples to be freshly created may need
reinterpretation. Reinterpretation of dissolution data obtained forthe nine feldspars discussed
here isdealt with inthenext chapter.
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Final remarks
The theoretical considerations and the extrapolated values of \ , from this chapter,
presented in 1992 in Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta, were recently putto the test (see
A.E. Blum, in press). For eight 2 mm sized, strongly weathered (age 500-1000 Kyr),
unfractured oligoclase and alkali feldspar samples, BET and geometric surface area
measurements gave \ , that varied between 83 and 1029 (A.E. Blum, in press). These
findings confirm that "freshly ground" mineral samples as frequently used in dissolution
experiments may still contain large proportions of naturally weathered, internal BET surface
area.
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The dissolution of ground feldspar samples
in the laboratory

Chapter 3. The effect of grain diameter after
grinding
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Abstract
Ground samples from naturally weathered mineral fragments can still contain
substantial proportions of weathered surface area. If the freshly created and naturally
weatheredsurfaces in such samples have different dissolution rates, experimental dissolution
data must be interpreted by a kinetic model in terms of both types of surface area. Such a
kinetic model ispresented. Themodel was used to reexamine literature data for ground size
fractions from nine different naturally weathered feldspars. Ratios of dissolution reactive BET
to measured (dissolution reactive plus non-reactive) BET surface area were analyzed as a
function of the grain diameter, both for the freshly created and the naturally weathered
surfaces in the samples. For the naturally weathered surfaces, the ratio of reactive BET to
measured BETsurface area wasmost likely independentof thegrain diameter. Ifso, grinding
does not destroy or create naturally weathered reactive surface area (relative to naturally
weathered surface area). For the freshly created surfaces, the ratio of reactive BET to
measured BET surface area was approximately proportional to the grain diameter. Thus,
grinding destroys freshly created reactive surface area (relative to freshly created surface
area). Additional dissolution experiments on feldspar samples, essentially containing only
freshlycreated surfacearea, have confirmed thisfinding.
In the literature,ground samples from large, naturally weathered mineral fragments are
frequently implied to contain only freshly created BET surface area. Experimental dissolution
data can then be explained if the dissolution rate, normalized to freshly created BET surface
area, is essentially independent of the grain diameter after grinding. In fact, however, two
(partly) counteractingprocesses appear tobe active during grinding. Theseare: (1) increase
of theproportion of measured BETsurface area whichis freshlycreated; and (2) decrease of
the proportion of freshly created BET surface area which is dissolution reactive. These
observations demonstrate that rate "constants" and dissolution rates, normalized to the
freshly created BETsurface area, are valid at one grain diameter only. Tentativecalculations
suggest that, for fresh-surface feldspargrains, either the dissolution rate of the reactive sites
or the density of the reactive sites is approximately two orders of magnitude higher than for
equallysized naturally weatheredgrains.

3.1. Introduction
The mechanism and kinetics of mineral dissolution have been long and intensively
studied, both in the laboratory and in the field (e.g. Correns and Von Engelhart, 1938
Arrhenius, 1954; Garrels and Mackenzie, 1967; Bricker et al., 1968; Petrovich et al., 1976;
Holdren and Berner, 1979;Wollast and Chou, 1985;Schott and Berner, 1985;Cronan, 1985
Ovalle, 1987; Casey et ai., 1988a,b, 1991;Amrhein and Suarez, 1992). Laboratory data are
usually evaluated as dissolution rates, normalized to the mineral surface area (e.g.
mol.cm" 2 .s -1 ). Therefore, the specific surface areas of the investigated samples are
frequently reported. Specific surface areas can be estimated from various techniques.
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Some techniques account onlyfor the overall size and shape of the mineral grains (geometric
surface area), while others partly or totally account for existing surface details (actual surface
area). The geometric surface area may, for instance, be estimated by assuming a sample to
consist of spherical grains of average diameter (e.g. Lagache, 1965; Helgeson et al., 1984;
Knauss and Wolery, 1986), or from observations on the size and geometry of individual
grains (e.g. Evans, 1965; Fleer, 1982). The actual surface area may, for instance, be
estimated from the gas adsorption isotherm (BET method; Brunauer et al., 1938; Gregg and
Sing, 1982). BET measurements normally involve nitrogen,argon or krypton as the adsorbate
gas, with or without prior removal of adhering ultrafines from grinding procedures (e.g.
Busenberg and Clemency, 1976; Chou and Wollast, 1984; Holdren and Speyer, 1985,1987;
Knauss and Wolery, 1986; Sverdrup and Warfvinge, 1988; Casey er al., 1988a; White and
Peterson, 1990). This wide variety of measurement techniques and sample pretreatments
makes it difficult to assess the interchangeability of surface area estimates in kinetic
dissolution models. Furthermore, surface area estimates frequently cover a range of grain
diameters, both within and between individual samples. In this chapter, we will first examine
some of the problems that may arise when dissolution rates are normalized to mineral
surface area. Next, dissolution rates of ground feldspar samples in the laboratory are
discussed in relation to their dependence onthe graindiameter after grinding.
Several workers concluded that actual surface areas are larger than geometric surface
areas (Leamnson et al., 1969; Mandelbrot, 1983; Helgeson et al., 1984; Siegel and
Pfannkuch, 1984; Knauss and Wolery, 1986). The first systematic attempt to correlate actual
and geometric surface area over a wide range of mineral types, grain diameters and
measurement techniques was conducted by White and Peterson (1990). From literature data,
these authors calculated a surface roughness factor (X), defined by (Jaycock and Parfitt,
1981):
ÀsS/s

(3.1)

where S is the actual surface area (cm2) and s is the geometric surface area (cm2), which is
the area of a hypothetical smooth surface enveloping the actual surface. From about 40
studies on both natural and synthetic mineral specimens, White and Peterson (1990) found
the mean value of X to be approximately 7, regardless of grain diameter. X ranged from 1.08
for mica (Nonaka, 1984) to 540 for biogenic carbonate sediments (Walter and Morse, 1984).
Using the BET-nitrogen method, White and Peterson (1990) found X of four naturally
weathered mineral assemblages that varied between approximately 20 and 200. These
relatively high values primarily resulted from the iron hydroxides and mafic minerals in the
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samples (White and Peterson, 1990). BET-argon measurements for ground size fractions
from nine different, naturally weathered feldspars by Holdren and Speyer (1987) give
extrapolated k of the unfractured, naturally weathered fragments that vary between 130
and 2600 (chapter 2). These values are much higher than isgenerally recognized for
feldspar.
Clearly, at X > 1,dissolution rates normalized to the mineral surface area vary with the
measurement technique. Values of X > 1 may also affect interpretation of results from other
techniques such as Auger electron spectroscopy and X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(Holloway, 1978; DeBernardez etai, 1984;Wehbi and Roques-Carmes, 1985).
A second complication in normalizing dissolution rates to surface area arises when
naturally weathered mineral fragments are used asstarting material. Normally, such
fragments are intensively ground to obtain samples dominated by freshly created surface
area (e.g. Luce ef a/., 1972; Berner, 1976; Plummer and Wigley, 1976; Grandstaff, 1977;
Schott et al., 1981; Chou and Wollast, 1984; Knauss and Wolery, 1986; McKibben and
Barnes, 1986; Casey ef ai, 1988a). However, for nine different feldspars by Holdren and
Speyer (1987), grinding was highly ineffective in creating samples with fresh BET surface
area only (chapter 2). Depending on the surface morphology of the starting fragments, this
may also apply for minerals other than feldspar (chapter 2; see also Appendix 1 for
hornblende).
The fraction of the BET surface area of a ground sample occupied by freshly created
BET surface area (F f ) isdefined by:
FfSS,/Sg

(3.2)

where Sf is the freshly created BET surface area by grinding (cm2), and S. is the BET
surface area of the sample as a whole (cm2). Ffisfound from (chapter 2):

(3-3)

F,-lh(K-\)]/[\iK-*i)]

where A, is the roughness factor of the freshly created surfaces in the ground sample, \ is
the roughness factor of the naturally weathered surfaces in the ground sample, and Xg is the
surface roughness factor of the ground sample as awhole. For intensively ground feldspar
samples, itwas shown inchapter 2 thatX^» \ andX^» \ . This simplifies eq. (3.3) to:
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In eq. (3.4), inaccuracies in A^ from extrapolation have no effect on estimates of F f . For
instance, Knauss and Wolery (1986) report \ of their Evje (Norway) Albite samples,
obtained from naturally weathered fragments, to be 3.5 to 4.0. In chapter 2, À, of Evje Albite
was estimated to be 2.5.7^ and ^ may be inaccurate, and X, from the albite specimen and
samplepretreatment by Holdren and Speyer (1987) may differ fromthatforthe specimen and
pretreatment by Knauss and Wolery (1986). However, the data indicate that the samples by
Knauss and Wolery contained approximately 30 to 40 % of naturally weathered BET surface
area. Likewise, the Amelia Albite samples by Chou and Wollast (1984) may have contained
some 20 % of naturally weathered BET surface area in runs 1 and 3. Proportions of naturally
weathered BET surface area in ground feldspar samples > 37 UJTI by Holdren and Speyer
(1987) ranged from approximately 10 to 95 %, depending on grain diameter and feldspar
type (chapter 2). Proportions of naturally weathered BET surface area in ground hornblende
samples by Zhang et al. (1993) ranged from approximately 40 to 85 %, depending on grain
diameter (Appendix 1). If the naturally weathered and freshly created surfaces in such
samples have different dissolution rates,the experimental rates holdfor the "average" surface
morphology, rather than for freshly created surfaces. In such cases, dissolution data should
be explained from freshly created and naturallyweathered surface area inone sample.
A third complication in normalizing dissolution rates to surface area is due to the fact
that the relation between measured (geometric or BET) surface area and dissolution reactive
(geometric or BET) surface area is not yet clear. Helgeson ef al. (1984) defined the reactive
geometric surface area as the number of dissolution reactive sites, multiplied by their mean
geometric surface area. They estimated the ratio of reactive to measured geometric surface
area to be approximately 0.01 for the 100 UJTI Amelia Albite grains used by Holdren and
Berner (1979). The estimate was obtained by assuming all geometric surface area of
ultrafines from grinding to be reactive. At equal X of ultrafines and 100 u,mgrains (to convert
geometric surface area to BET surface area), this would indicate that dissolution rates
normalized to reactive BET surface area are approximately two orders of magnitude higher
than those normalized to measured BET surface area. For intensively ground samples from
nine different naturally weathered feldspars, Holdren and Speyer (1985, 1987) tested the
hypothesis that experimental dissolution rates normalized to BET-argon surface area are
independent of the grain diameter after grinding. They found this to be approximately true at
grain diameters > 75 UJTI. This would indicate that ratios of reactive to measured BET-argon
surface area are essentially constant with grain diameter above 75 u,m. As discussed earlier,
their results may have been influenced, however, by the presence of varying proportions of
freshly created and naturally weathered surface areas, dissolving at different rates. This
hypothesis will be examined ingreater detail inthe sections hereafter.
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3.2. Modeldescription
Hereafter, a model is derived to analyse experimental dissolution data in terms of
freshly created and naturally weathered, and in terms of reactive and non-reactive BET
surface areas. In the model, all surface area of unfractured naturally weathered mineral
fragments is by definition naturally weathered surface area. Furthermore, it is assumed that
all surface area additionally created by grinding is surface area of freshly exposed mineral
bulk, i.e. freshly created surface area. This is a reasonable assumption because all naturally
weathered surface area is already exposed (to the measurement technique) at the start of
the grindingprocess.
To discriminate between the different types of surface area, first consider the apparent
dissolution rate (R),which isdefined by (Helgeson etal., 1984):
R»-(1/S)(dh/(ft)

(3.5)

where R is in mol.cm -2 of (measured) BET surfaces -1 , S isthe BET surface area in cm 2 , n
is the number of moles, and t is time in seconds. The ratio dn/dt for a ground sample as a
whole, (dn/dt) , is found by summation of the respective ratios dn/dt for the fresh and
weathered surfaces inthe sample.Thus,accordingto eq.(3.5):
- (dn/dt) g = S g R g = S,R,+ (Sfl - SfJR,

(3.6)

where R is the apparent dissolution rate of the ground sample as a whole, and R, and F^
are the apparent dissolution rates of the fresh and weathered surfaces, respectively.
Combination of eqs. (3.2) and (3.6)gives:
Rfl-(R,-Rw)Ff+Rw

(3.7)

In the literature, Rf and R^,are frequently implied to be independent of the grain diameter.
However, itwill be shown hereafter (Fig.3.1) that application of eq. (3.7) to experimental data
strongly suggests that for feldspars, either Rf or Rw or both vary with the grain diameter
instead.
Variations in the apparent dissolution rates Rf and Rw with grain diameter may arise
from variations in (Aagaard and Helgeson, 1982; Helgeson er al., 1984; Holdren and Speyer,
1985,1987): (1) the density of dissolution reactive sites (cm - 2 of BET surface); (2) the mean
BET surface area per reactive site; and/or (3) the mean effective dissolution rate of the
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reactive sites.The effective dissolution rate (Ft) isdefined by (Aagaard and Helgeson, 1982):
R =- ( l / S ) ( d n / o f t )

(3.8)

where Ris in mol.cm"2 ofreactive BET surfaces -1 , and S is the reactive BET surface area
in cm 2 . The product of reactive site density and mean reactive BET surface area per site
equals the fraction ofthe BET surface area that isoccupied by reactive BET surface area.
For the fresh surfaces, the product (Pf) isgivenby:
P, = S f /S f

(3.9)

where Sf is thefresh reactive BET surface area intheground sample. Theproductof
reactive site density and mean reactive BET surface area per site for the weathered surfaces
(P w ) isgiven by:
Pw= ( S g - S f ) / ( S g - S f )

(3.10)

where S is the reactive BET surface area of the ground sample as awhole. Itfollows from
eqs. (3.5), (3.8) and (3.9) thatthe apparent dissolution rate of the fresh surfaces isgiven by:
Rf=PfRf

(3.11)

where R, isthe effective dissolution rate ofthe fresh surfaces. From eqs. (3.5), (3.8)and
(3.10), the apparent dissolution rate of theweathered surfaces isgiven by:

(3- 12 )

FWvÄ

where R^ isthe effective dissolution rate ofthe weathered surfaces. Combination ofeqs.
(3.7), (3.11) and (3.12) gives:

R^F^Rf+O-F^R*

(3.13)

Unfortunately, at the present state of knowledge there is no possibility to discriminate
between fresh reactive BET and weathered reactive BET surface area. Thus, in ground
samples containing both fresh and weathered surfaces, P, and Pw cannot bedetermined
separately asfunctions ofthe grain diameter. Additional information isobtained, however,
from the effective dissolution rates R,and R^. The fraction of the reactive BET surface area
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ofagroundsamplethatisoccupiedbyfreshreactiveBETsurfacearea(Ff) isgivenby:
Ff=S f /S g

(3.14)

Becausethe ratiodn/cftforthegroundsampleasawholeisagainfoundfromsummationof
the ratios cm/dt for the fresh and weathered surfaces, itfollowsfrom eqs. (3.8) and (3.14)
that,inanalogytoeq.(3.7):
Rg= (Rf-Rw)F, + Rw

(3-15)

where R is the effective dissolution rate of the ground sample as a whole. Unlike the
apparent dissolution rates R, and F^, the effective dissolution rates R, and F^ are
independent ofthedensityandthe meanreactivesurfaceareaofdissolutionsites. Hereafter,
it is assumed that R,and F^ are independent of the grain diameter. This is a reasonable
assumption if the dissolution reaction takes place far from equilibrium (Lasaga, 1981a;
Aagaard and Helgeson, 1982; Helgeson et al., 1984). From eqs. (3.11) and (3.12), the
assumption iscritical onlyforthe origin,butnotforthe magnitude,ofvariations inRfandF^
withgraindiameter.Accordingtoeqs.(3.5) and(3.8):
Rg= R g S g /S g

(3.16)

soeqs.(3.2),(3.9),(3.10)and(3.16)canbecombined to:
Rg= R g /[F f P f+ ( 1 - F f ) P J

(3.17)

andeqs.(3.2),(3.9),(3.10) and(3.14)to:
Ff = F f P f /[F f P f+ ( 1 - F f ) P J

(3.18)

Becausethemagnitudeofvariations inR, andF^withgraindiameter maybeanalyzed
byassuming R, andH^ tobe independentofthegraindiameter, eq.(3.15) should result ina
straight line if R is plotted versus Ff. Thus, if hypothetical R, and ^ do not explain
experimental data from eq. (3.7), linearity according to eq. (3.15) can be used to determine
possible alternatives for Pf and Pw as functions of grain diameter. These can be tested in
experiments on samples containing only fresh or weathered BET surface area (see
hereafter).
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3.3. Materials and methods
Datafromtheliterature
Holdren andSpeyer (1985, 1987)report a comprehensive setof specific BET-argon
surface areas (S*; cm 2 .g -1 ) andapparent dissolution rates (R )forground size fractionsof
nine different feldspars. Thesize fractions are: 0-37, 37-75, 75-150, 150-300, 300-600and
> 600 |xm. Inchapter 2,theproportion offresh BET surface area (Ft) was estimated for all
samples>37 urn (seeTable 2.2).Oncevalues ofFfare known for the 0-37 u/nfractions,all
data (F f , FL)canbeinterpreted bythemodel described intheprevious section to testthe
hypothesis advanced byHoldren and Speyer (1985,1987) that apparent dissolution ratesof
freshly created surfaces, normalized to BET area, areessentially independent of thegrain
diameter above 75u r n
Estimates of A, andA^ (Table 3.1;seealso chapter 2) give estimates of Ff for the
samples 0-37|xmonce their valuesof\ are known (eq.3.3). For thesesamples, Àg may be
estimated from (chapter 2):
^ a d g + ß +y O - d g / d J 8

(3.19)

where a ,ß,y andSare independent ofthe grain diameter, d . isthe average grain diameter
of the ground sample, and d w is the average grain diameter of the weathered starting

Table 3.1. X,, X^, cc,ß,y and 5for the feldspar samples byHoldren and Speyer (1985,
1987), and F,forthe size fractions 0-37 |jm (see Table 2.2forF,ofthe size fractions
> 37urn).

Keystone Microcline
Bancroft Microcline
HyblaAlkali Feldspar
Perth Perthite
EvjeAlbite
Mitchell Co.Oligoclase
Saranac LakeAndesine
Crystal Bay Bytownite
GrassValley Anorthite

\

K

3.6
3.2
3.3
2.9
2.5
5.2
6.3
7.1

237
157
139
137
130
251
456
408

10.6

2618

«
0.0235
0.0154
0.0136
0.0135
0.0128
0.0247
0.0453
0.0405
0.2607
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ß
1.8
3.2
3.3
1.5
1.6
3.6
3.1
3.5
10.6

y
23
0
0
15
7.5
26
6
12
0

ô

Ff(0-37)
325
1
1
250
325
400
105
150
1

0.25
0.92
0.93
0.26
0.44
0.33
0.70
0.52
0.76

material. A detailed discussion of eq. (3.19) is given in chapter 2, and only two aspects are
repeated here: (1) if y = 0, the relation is linear and ß = X,; in such cases, all BET area at
grain diameter zero is freshly created by grinding (eq. 3.3); and (2) inaccuracies in d w have
little effect on A, at small grain diameters if a, ß, y and 8 are estimated from experimental
data for ground samples. Here, d w is approximately 1 cm in all cases (Holdren and Speyer,
1985,1987). a , ß, y and Ô(Table 3.1) were calculated from linear regression (chapter 2) for
all nine feldspars using data for the samples > 37 u,m. Resulting estimates of Ff at 0 and 37
urn were averaged to estimate Fffor the size fractions 0-37 UJTI (Table 3.1). These should be
accurate within 0.1 units of F f .
For an internally consistent set of BET-krypton measurements, Casey et al. (1988a)
found a precision in the specific BET area (S*) of approximately 5 %, although the accuracy
of the BET-krypton method is approximately 20 % (Gregg and Sing, 1982). Apart from two
inaccurate estimates of S* the data by Holdren and Speyer (1987) indicate the same order
of precision of approximately 5 % (chapter 2). Beside the two inaccurate estimates of S*
(Crystal Bay Bytownite 300-600 |xm and Grass Valley Anorthite > 600 UJTI), Holdren and
Speyer (1987) slightly overestimated S* for Perth Perthite 150-300 UJTI, which was lost before
BET analysis. From chapter 2, values of S* for these three samples of 1080, 5960 and 500
cm 2 .g" 1 , respectively, are internally consistent with the other BET measurements. These
were used to recalculate the apparent dissolution rates R from data by Holdren and Speyer
(1987).

Additional experiments
To determine Pf as a function of grain diameter in sampleswith fresh BET surface area
only, dissolution experiments were performed on adularia and labradorite specimens from
Vals (Switzerland) and from Ylijärvi (Finland), respectively. No particular care was taken to
create fresh surfaceswhich are fully comparable to those by Holdren and Speyer (1987).
By careful wet-sawing, fracturing and handpicking, "fresh" inner core material was
collected from large, naturally weathered single crystals. The core materials were ground in a
mortar and dry-sieved to different size fractions (Table 3.2). Three ultrasonic cleaning steps
were applied of 10 minutes each, followed by thorough washing with deionized water after
each step. From earlier experience with the equipment used, this suffices to remove most of
the adhering ultrafines from grinding procedures. To allow for initial changes in surface
morphology during dissolution, the samples were preconditioned in static batches for three
weeks, using a pH 3 HCl solution and a liquid to solid mass ratio of 100. Solutions were
refreshed twice weekly and batches were stirred daily. According to initial studies on these
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Table 3.2. Dissolution data for Vals Adularia and Ylijärvi Labradorite (see text).
Apparent dissolution rates Rgin 10~17mol.cm-2 of BETsurfaces-1. Bulkdissolution
ratesR!in10"14mol.g_1.s_1.
— YlijärviLabrad
fraction(um)
1

1

S*2 (cmV )

d (u.m)

*

R AI
R Si
R AI
RSi

53-105
1460

73
4.5

105-210

210-300

600-850

750
146
4.7

410
250
4.4

160
711
4.8

0.98
7.0± 0.6
33±4
2.9±0.2
13±2

0.94
9.8±1.1
50±5
1.6±0.2
8.0± 0.9

0.99
0.99
8.6± 0.9 3.2± 0.5
36±2
16 +3
12±1 2.4± 0.4
53± 3
12±2

53-75
2360

105-150
1270

300-425

63
6.7

125
7.1

540
355
8.6

0.94
34±3
170±21
80±7
410±50

0.88
68 +4
350±24
86±5
450±31

0.73
150±17
710±36
82 ± 9
380±19

specificBETsurfacearea,estimatedfrom3-pointBET-krypton; accuracy± 20 %.
averagesphericalgraindiameter,estimatedfromeq. (3.20).

:

specimens (unpublished data), evaluated using GEOCHEM (Mattigod and Sposito, 1978),
this suffices to keep the aqueous concentrations below the saturation level of common
secondary phases,except perhaps during the first few dayswhen highly reactive ultrafines
fromgrinding maystill bepresent (Holdrenand Berner, 1979;Gillman and Sumner, 1987).
Afterpreconditioning,BET-kryptonsurfaceareasweredeterminedforallsamples(Table3.2)
usingthemethodbyDeKanelandMorse(1979).Averagegraindiameters (Table3.2)were
estimatedassumingeachsizefractiontocontainequalsamplemassesatallgraindiameters
betweenthetwosieveopenings. Theaveragegraindiameter(d )isthengivenby:

dg=pdEdjM,+d.)]1

(3.20)

where d. anddq arethetwosieveopenings. Unlikethefrequently usedaverage of thetwo
sieve openings to estimate d g , eq.(3.20) accounts -to some extent - for skewingtowards
smaller graindiameters inpoorlydefinedsizefractions.Thespecific geometric surfacearea
ofthesamples(s*)wasestimatedfrom(Cartwright,1962):
(3.21)

'V(pdg)
where%isageometryfactorrelatedtotheaverageshapeofthegrains,andp isthedensity
(g.cm~3).Asphericalgraingeometrywasassumed fö =6ifd isincm).Thedataindicatea
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linear relation between d. and \ for both the adularia and the labradorite samples (Table
3.2). Thus, y ~ 0 and ß = X, in eq. (3.19). Resulting estimates of Ff (Table 3.2) indicate that
the samples are largely dominated byfresh BET surface area.
In the final experiments, dissolution rates of AI and Si were determined using singlepass flow-through reaction cells (Levenspiel, 1972; Weed and Jackson, 1979), a pH 3 HCl
input solution,and a flow rate of 1.03 ± 0.08 ml.hr-1. Temperature was 2 1 + 3 °C. One blank
was run to check for leachant composition. Three feldspars (adularia, albite and labradorite),
dissolving at steady state pH 3 HCl before the final experiments started, were used to test
analysis equipment performance. Leachates, removed on a 3 to 4 days interval basis, were
analyzed using a Varian SpectrAA 300 graphite tube autoanalyzer. Analyses showed that,
after eight weeks of running time, approximate steady state was reached for all samples.
Analyses over the next three weeks were averaged to calculate mean steady state
dissolution rates (Table 3.2).

3.4. Results
Data fromthe literature
Plots of alldata (F f , R g )for the samples by Holdren and Speyer (1985,1987) are given
in Figs.3.1a-j. The dissolution data were obtained for Si at pH 3 HCl, except for the Bancroft
Microcline (pH 2 HCl). The estimates of Ff for the samples > 37 UJTI hold for average grain
diameters from eq. (3.20), assuming d . = 1200 pjn for the samples > 600 |xm. Eq. (3.20)
cannot be used for the fractions 0-37 u,m, but back-calculation from their estimates of F,
indicates average grain diameters between 15 and 20 (im in mostcases.
Two maintypes of dissolution behaviour can be distinguished,depending on whether F,
increases or decreases below about 100 UJTI. A decrease in Ff with decreasing grain
diameter can be explained from preferential fracturing of weathered outer layers of grains,
relative to fresh inner core material (chapter 2). The decrease in F, is equivalent to a
positive value of y in eq. (3.19). Keystone Microcline, Perth Perthite, Evje Albite, Mitchell
Co. Oligoclase, Saranac Lake Andesine and Crystal Bay Bytownite are referred to hereafter
as Y > 0 feldspars (Table 3.1). Bancroft Microcline, Hybla Alkali Feldspar and Grass Valley
Anorthite are referred to hereafter as y=0 feldspars. Unless the high value of Rg for the
coarsest size fraction of Crystal Bay Bytownite (Fig.3.1i) iscaused by experimental error, this
feldspar may represent a third type ofdissolution behaviour.
To illustrate the essence of the problem in Fig. 3.1, assume that the apparent
dissolution rates R, and R^ are independent of the grain diameter, as frequently implied in
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Fig.3.1. Plots of theapparent dissolution rate(Rg) versus theratioof fresh BET toBET
surface area(F() fortheground feldspar samples byHoldren andSpeyer (1985, 1987). The
actual data areindicated bytheir errorbars,which hold forestimates ofRgandthe surface
roughness factor (k.; see eq. 3.3) thatare accurate within 20 %. Thedashed curves are
modeledrelations, withsymbols indicating model valuesat averagegrain diameters as
estimated forthe samples. D : 600-1200\im;0 ;300-600 //m; A : 150-300 vm;* : 75-150
\im; v : 37-75\}m;O : 0-37\im. Thesmall verticä lines at theendof the dashed curves
indicate Ffatgrain diameter 0\im. ForBancroft Microcline, Hybla Alkali Feldsparand Grass
Valley Anorthite, Ff= 1 at graindiameter 0 \im. Symbols are repeated foractual data of
CrystalBay Bytownite(whosepoorfitisdue tothe limitations ofeq. 3.23).
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the literature. R, and F^ in ground samples should then be independent of the proportionof
fresh BET surface area (F f ), which isafunction of the grain diameter. Itfollows from eq. (3.7)
that, if R, equals F^, Rg should beindependent of F f . This is obviously incorrect for all
feldspars inFig. 3.1. If, alternatively, R, does not equal F^, a plot ofRg versus Ff should
result in a straight line (eq. 3.7). However, a linear relation is found only for Bancroft
Microcline (Fig. 3.1c) and Hybla Alkali Feldspar (Fig. 3.1d; the non-linear curves inFig. 3.1
are explained later and should not be considered here). Furthermore, extrapolation to Ff=1
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in Figs.3.1c andd shows that R, = 0(eq.3.7). Because R, wasassumed independent ofthe
grain diameter, consequently, the fresh surfaces would hardly dissolve at all in any size
fractionofthesetwofeldspars.Thesefindings leavelittledoubtthattheoriginalassumptionis
incorrect,soeither R, orF^ orboth areafunctionofgraindiameter inthese experiments.
To determine possible alternatives forthe dependence ofR,and R^, ongrain diameter,
plots of Rgversus Ffwere tested for linearity ofdata (eq.3.15), using several combinations
of P,and Pw asfunctions ofgrain diameter (R istheeffective dissolution rate ofa ground
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sample, Ff is the ratio of fresh reactive BET to reactive BET surface area, Pf is the ratio of
fresh reactive BETto fresh BET surface area,and Pwis the ratio of weathered reactive BET
toweathered BETsurface area). Because actual values of Pfand Pware unknown,functions
were arbitrarily defined between minimum and maximum values of zero and unity,
respectively, within the range of grain diameters investigated. The validity of this approach
canbeseen from eqs.(3.11) and (3.12). Ifactualvalues of R,,P^,,Pfand Pw(asopposed to
their model assumptions) are denoted by the superscript #, it follows that P*and P* differ
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from Pf and Pw only by constant multiplication factors RJ/Rf and R^/R«, respectively, at all
relevant grain diameters. A total of nine functions, including linear and non-linear forms, were
analyzed on their capability to explain the experimental data. Two functions showed a
minimum or a maximum, respectively, at intermediate grain diameters. However, functions of
P,or Pw showing minima and/or maxima seem rather unlikely, because they would indicate
that grinding creates reactive surface area (relative to measured surface area) at some grain
diameters, while destroying reactive surface area (relative to measured surface area) at
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others. Most of the tested combinations could not explain the experimental data, or,
alternatively, ledto almost similar conclusions asforthe (linear) functions in the analysis
hereafter.
Within therangeofavailable grain diameters, Pfand Pwwere independently allowedto
either remain constant or to decrease (relative destruction of reactive surface area by
grinding) or increase linearly with decreasing grain diameter. Pf and Pw were defined by
P =1,P=d g / d r , orP= 1- d g / d r , where d r isareference grain diameter. Here, d r = 832
|xm, which istheaverage grain diameter ofthe coarsest size fraction accordingtoeq.(3.20).
Perhaps itshould beemphasized that Ffisanintricate function ofthegrain diameter, so the
linear shape ofP,and Pwwith grain diameter isnotasimple explanation foranylinearityof
data (F f , R ) hereafter.
Typical examples ofplots R. versus Ffaregiven forKeystone Microcline, run1(Figs.
3.2a-c) andfor Bancroft Microcline (Fig.3.2d). A highly significant linear relationshipwas
observed in a number of cases (Table 3.3). Furthermore, eq.(3.15) states that, if Ff is
independent ofthegrain diameter, R should beindependent ofthegrain diameter too (i.e.
data clustering). Significant data clustering wasobserved fory =0,Pf = d g / d r andPw =1
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(Table 3.3; see also Fig. 3.2d and Appendix 2). For Bancroft Microcline and Hybla Alkali
Feldspar, highly significant linear relationships were found if Pfand/or Pware 1or 1- d . / d r
(Table 3.3). From model analysis,these reflectthe linearity of the original dataset (Figs. 3.1c
andd), rather than implyingfromtheir slope andintercept thatfresh surfaces do notdissolve.
Thus, for the functions analyzed, and apart from the Crystal Bay Bytownite, the dissolution
behaviour of the fresh surfaces inthese feldspars can be explained only if Pf» d / d r (Table
3.3). Thiswas not recognized by Holdren andSpeyer (1987) becausethey did not recognize
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the presence of varying proportions of weathered BET surface area in their samples. In
feldspar sampleswithessentially fresh BETsurface areaonly,thesametrend of P,withgrain
diameterwas observed (see hereafter).
The general trend of P{ « d g / d r shows that the effect of grinding is approximately
similar for all feldspars analyzed. This seems logical: if grinding destroys fresh reactive
surface area in one feldspar, it is unlikely that it would create fresh reactive surface area in
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Table 3.3. Linear correlation coefficients from eq. (3.15) forground feldspar samples
by Holdren and Speyer (1985,1987). Data clustering (D.C.) and data linearity of more
than 99%statistical significance isunderlined inbold printing. The number ofdatais
6 for allfeldspars,exceptfor HAF (n=5). Forexplanation and interpretation:see text.

KM11 KM2BM HAF PP EA MCO SLACBB GVA
P 1

f -Pw=1
Pf=1.P w =d g /d r/
Pr1>P w =1-dgM
Pfdg/drIPw=1 #
P r d g M , P w =d g /d
Pf=d g /d P w =1-d g /d r
Pf=1-d g /d r ,Pw=1
P,=1-d g /d r ,P w =d g /d r
P r 1 - d g / d r , P w =1-d g /d r

-.02
-.34
+.79
+.96
+.59
+.98
-.24
-.39
-.59

-.15
-.51
+.79
+.98
+.71
+.99
-.37
-.54
-.59

-.97
-.63
+.40
D.C.
+.94
+.99
-.98
-.65
-.65

-.99
-.86
-.97
D.C.
+.93
+.79
-.99
-.88
-.98

-.00
-.57
+.80
+.99
+.90
+.99
-.34
-.61
-.57

-.14
-.38
+.73
+.94
+.94
+.94
-.36
-.45
-.69

-.16
-.40
+.62
+.97
+.29
+.96
-.35
-.45
-.59

-.83
-.43
+.70
+.61
+.67
+.99
-.86
-.47
-.73

-.81
-.94
+.88
+.34
+.33
+.95
-.84
-.95
-.78

1

from left to right: Keystone Microcline runs 1 and2, Bancroft Microcline, Hybla Alkali
Feldspar, Perth Perthite, Evje Albite, Mitchell Co.Oligoclase, Saranac Lake Andesine, Crystal
Bay Bytownite,andGrass Valley Anorthite, respectively.

another. All available data in Table 3.3for Pf = d / d r show that slopes in eq.(3.15)are
positive, so FL> FL^. Furthermore, thedissolution behaviour of Bancroft Microcline, Perth
Perthite, Evje Albite and Grass Valley Anorthite islargely independent of Pwasafunctionof
grain diameter (Table 3.3). This can beexplained only if FL» Rwforthese feldspars (e.g.
Fig. 3.2e forPerth Perthite). Forinstance, inthelimiting case of FL,=0,the contributionof
the weathered surface areatothe total dissolution kinetics iszero forany Pwas afunctionof
grain diameter. According totheother feldspars, either Pw = 1or Pw = 1- d g / d r (Table
3.3). However, if Pw ~ 1 —d g / d r , weathered reactive surface area would be createdby
grinding. This seems impossible almost bydefinition, soPw was most likely independentof
grain diameter inthese experiments.
For Keystone Microcline and Bancroft Microcline,the theoretical effect ofPwand R^ on
R ,using P,=d / d r and Rf» R,,isshown inFigs.3.3a and b.Both plots reflect the earlier
findings from Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. Note also that at 100 |xm, Rg= 0.01Rfforboth (and, from
similar plots, forall)feldspars. This agrees well with the findings by Helgeson etal. (1984),
discussed inthe introduction.
Hereafter, itisassumed that P,= d g / d r (P,= 0atd g =0 and Pf= 1 atd g =d r ), and
that Pw = 1or Pw = 1 - d g / d r (Pw = 1 at d g =0 andPw= 0 at d g = d r ). Methodsare
discussed toestimate the effective dissolution rates Rf and FL^from experimental data, and
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Fig.3.3.Plots ofthe theoreticaleffect ofgrain diameter ontheapparentdissolution rate (Rg)
and on the ratio of fresh BETto BET surface area (F() for ground feldspar samples by
HoldrenandSpeyer(1985, 1987).Plota: KeystoneMicrocline;plot b: BancroftMicrocline.In
bothplots: Pf=d./dr Rf= 100unitsanddr= 10,000\im, whichistheaverage diameterof
the unfracturedsample material. Datapointsof (Ff, Rg) areindicatedin ym at several gran
diameters. Curves a: Rw = 2.5 units, Pw = 1;curves b: Rw = 2.5 units, Pw = 1 - dg/dr;
curvesc:Rw=2.5units,Pw=dg/dr; curvesd:R~w=0.Dashedlineinplot a:see eq.(3.22).
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to evaluate possible deviations in the ratio of fresh reactive BET to fresh BET surface area
from the simple approximation used so far (P{ = d / d r ) . It is repeated that values of Pf,P w ,
R,and F^ are correct on an internal basis only, but thatthey can be used to calculate actual
values of the apparent dissolution rates Rfand F^ at all graindiameters from eqs. (3.11) and
(3.12).
F^ in most of these experiments is too small for accurate extrapolation in plots of the
effective dissolution rate (FL) versus the ratio of fresh reactive BET to reactive BET surface
area (Ff) (see, for instance, Figs. 3.2c and e). However, at d g = 0 u,m it follows from eq.
(3.13) that bothfor Pw= 1andfor Pw= 1- d g / d r :
Rg= ( 1 - F f ) R „

(3.22)

According to eq. (3.22), a straight line through (F f , Rg) = (1,0) and (F fI Rg) at d g = 0 |xm
gives FL,as the y-intercept at Ff= 0. This relation is plotted by the dashed line in Fig.3.3a.
Once FL,has been estimated,the corresponding value of Ft,isfoundfrom Ffand Rgat grain
diameter d r (Fr and Rr). This estimate of Rf can be checked from a plot R versus F f . For
instance, for Keystone Microcline run 1, R,, = 0.75-10-15 mol.cm~2.s_1 (Fig. 3.1a) and
R, = 23-1<r 15 m o l . c n r V 1 if Pw- 1, or R,- 27-10"15 mol.cnrrV 1 if Pw « 1 - d g / d r (eq.
3.13). Both estimates of R, are in general agreement with Fig. 3.2c. Estimates of Rf for

Table 3.4. R, and Rw (10~15 mol.crn"2 of reactive BET surfaces -1 ), and P, of the
intermediate sizefractions (seetext)for samples by Holdrenand Speyer (1985,1987).

R.
Keystone Microcline run1
Keystone Microcline run 2
Bancroft Microcline
HyblaAlkali Feldspar
Perth Perthite
EvjeAlbite
Mitchell Co.Oligoclase
Saranac LakeAndesine2
Crystal Bay Bytownite2
Grass Valley Anorthite
1
2

23.0
31.5
52.2
51.6
43.0
57.0
20.8
13.5

360
1610

Rw

0.75
0.60
1.66
2.00
0.40
1.50
1.70

5.0
20
31

P,
P, .
0-37ujn 52|xm'
0.002
0.003
0.027
0.022
0.004
0.024
0.001
0.084
0.015
0.022

104UJT11

P, ,
Pi.
208|xm1 416u.m1

0.158
0.126
0.137
0.155
0.143
0.251
0.220
0.253
0.060
0.263

0.440
0.315
0.330
0.330
0.265
0.370
0.473
0.615
0.065
0.410

0.014
0.015
0.053
0.064
0.020
0.100
0.020
0.154
0.042
0.148

average sphericalgraindiameter, estimatedfromeq.(3.20).
inaccurate values,due to likely extrapolationand/or experimental error.
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P, .

0.660
0.580
0.550
0.554
0.550
0.605
0.690
0.905
0.105
0.640

Pw = 1, and of P^, are given in Table 3.4 for all y>0 feldspars. Except for Saranac Lake
Andesine, estimates of Ft, are much higher than those of R^. The deviate estimates for
Saranac Lake Andesine may be due to extrapolation error in R,,,and/or to the relatively high
value of Rgat0-37u,m,comparedto other identicalsizefractions (Fig.3.1h).
For Y=0 feldspars, F^ (and, consequently, R,) cannot be estimated from eq. (3.22)
because, at d g = 0 |xm, Ff= 1.However, if Pw= 1,the data tend to cluster, so, for instance,
for Bancroft Microcline: 0.20 Rf + 0.80 R^ = 10" 14 mol.cm"2.s"1 (eq.3.15 and Fig. 3.2d). It
was shown for Bancroft Microcline that Rf » F^, so R, = 5.0-10"14 mol.cm~2.s~1. If,
alternatively, Pw = 1 - d g / d r , it follows that R, = R r / F r (eq. 3.13), so R, - 4.8-10"14
mol.cm"2.s_1 instead. Unfortunately, there seems to be no reasonably accurate procedure to
estimate F^ for ^ 0 feldspars, other than to determine the dissolution rate of the unfractured
material. If Pw= 1- d g /d r , a first estimate of R,, can befound fromthe best line in a plot of
Rg versusF f . Estimates of Rf for Pw = 1 and Rf » Rw are given in Table 3.4 for the y=Q
feldspars.The estimates of R,, for the T*=0feldspars (Table 3.4) are frombest lines in plotsof
Rgversus Ftassuming Pw= 1- d g /d r .
Theoretical plots of the apparent dissolution rate of ground samples (Rg) versus the
ratio of fresh BET to BET surface area (Ff), using Pf = d / d r , are not fully identical to
experimental plots (e.g.Figs.3.1aand bversus Fig.3.3a). From model analysis,variations in
Pw as a function of grain diameter, and in d r , X, and d^ (and,consequently, \ , ) , have little

Table 3.5. Cv C 2 , C 3 , Pfat grain diameter d w , Pf at grain diameter d w , R|and R* (see
text) for groundfeldspar samples by Holdren andSpeyer (1985,1987).

c,
Keystone Microcline run1
Keystone Microcline run 2
Bancroft Microcline
HyblaAlkali Feldspar
Perth Perthite
Evje Albite
Mitchell Co.Oligoclase
Saranac LakeAndesine2
Crystal Bay Bytownite2
GrassValley Anorthite
1
2

50
25
1.5
1
30
25
35
5
5
25

c2

c3

P.W.}

PfMJ

R*

^1

0.12
0.10
0.10

0.58
0.77
0.12

4.3
6.9
2.1
1.9
9.0
5.5
3.6
1.1
4.1
4.4

0.27
0.55
0.15
0.12
0.63
0.22
0.16
0.04
0.69
0.17

4-10 -13
4-10 -13
7-10 -13
8-10"13
6-10 -13
MO" 1 2
5-10 -13
3-10 -13
2-10 -12
4-10-11

3-10 -15
1-1(T 15
MO" 1 4
2-10"14
MO" 1 5
7-10 -15
MO" 1 4
MO-13
3-10 -14
2-10 -13

0

0

0.06
0.02
0.11
0.07
0.60
0.02

0.88
0.68
0.51

0
0.50
0.59

obtained by assuming Pf(dw) = P*(d„,) (seetext).
inaccurate values,due to likely extrapolation and/or experimental error.
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effect on the explanation of the actual data. However, deviations from Pf= d g /d r may explain
the discrepancies between model predictions so far and the data in Fig. 3.1. This was
analyzed in case of Pw = 1.Although Pw possibly equals 1 - d / d r instead, and although
estimates of F^ for the Y=0 feldspars may be inaccurate, ratios of Rfto P^ (Table 3.4) show
that the contribution of the weathered surfaces to the total dissolution kinetics is relatively
small for all feldspars except perhaps for Saranac Lake Andesine. Thus, with the possible
exception of Saranac Lake Andesine, the analysis of Pf hereafter is approximately
independent of Pw as a function of grain diameter, and holds also for reasonable alternative
estimates of R,,for the7^0feldspars.
From eq. (3.13), P,was estimated at grain diameters smaller than dr for all feldspars,
using Pfs 1 at grain diameter d r (Table 3.4). For most feldspars, Pf as a function of d / d r
can bedescribed empirically by:

P,
'

arctan[C,(d./d. - C2)]+ arctan(C,C?)
; c,
1 g/
'
^-^-(d0/dr)3
g/
arctan[ 0 , ( 1 - 0 , ) ] + arctan(C,C2)
'

(3.23)

where C,, C2 and C3 are independent of the grain diameter. C, is related to the maximum
slope of the arctan fraction. C2 equals d / d r where the slope of the arctan fraction is at
maximum.C3 accounts for additional deviations from linearity. The arctan fraction models the
observation that several y>0 feldspars show a marked decrease in P, at grain diameters
around 100 u,m. This was also observed by Holdren and Speyer (1985, 1987). If the high
value of Ft at 832 |xm for the Crystal Bay Bytownite is not an experimental error, then
according to this model, a marked decrease in P,occurs at grain diameters around 600u.m
to a fairly constant level at smaller grain diameters (Table 3.4). The data in Table 3.4 were
used to estimate C,, C 2 , C3 and P,at grain diameter dL, (Table 3.5). Resulting plots of P,
versus d / d r are shown in Fig.3.4. Using thedata from Fig.3.1 andTables 3.1,3.4 and3.5,
modeled relations of R. versus F, are shown in Fig. 3.1. The poor fit for Crystal Bay
Bytownite (Fig.3.1i) isdueto the limitations of eq.(3.23).

Additional experiments
The apparent dissolution rate (Rg) in the Vals Adularia and Ylijärvi Labradorite
experiments essentially equals that of the fresh surfaces in these samples (Table 3.2). Apart
from the finest adularia fraction, R of both feldspars, both for AI and Si, is approximately
proportional to the grain diameter (Table 3.2).Thisconfirms the earlier finding that Pf= d g /d r
in the experiments by Holdren and Speyer (1985, 1987). The data were also interpreted in
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Fig. 3.4.Plot ofalldata (dg/dr, Pf) from Table3.4andfits from eq. (3.23) used togenerate
thecurves inFig. 3.1. Dashed curves areforKeystone Microclinerun 1and 2, indicatingthe
variation between duplos. At dg/dr = 0.25,from top to bottom: Saranac Lake Andesine,
Mitchell Co. Oligoclase, Keystone Microcline run 1, Grass Valley Anorthite, Evje Albite,
Keystone Microcline run 2, Hybla Alkali Feldspar, Bancroft Microcline, Perth Perthite and
Crystal Bay Bytownite. The deviations from Pf = dg/dr (and Pw = 1) for Saranac Lake
Andesine andCrystal BayBytownite mayalso beseen from Table 3.3, andmaybedueto
experimentaland/or extrapolationerror (seetext).
terms of bulk dissolution rates (R*; mol.g~1.s~1; Table 3.2). This eliminates all possible
effects from surface area measurements. For these samples, the bulk dissolution rates
should beapproximately independent ofgrain diameter if Pf=d g / d r (Appendix 3). Apart from
the finest adularia fraction, theresults again confirm theearlier findings onP f . In batch-type
dissolution experiments onthesame labradorite specimen asused here, similar results were
obtained (L.G.Wesselink, pers.comm.).

3.5. Discussion
The preceding analysis strongly suggests that the ratio of fresh reactive BETto fresh
BET surface area (Pf) isapproximately proportional tothegrain diameter within therangeof
grain diameters investigated. This indicates that experimentally derived rate "constants" and
apparent dissolution rates offresh feldspar surfaces, when normalized totheir BET area,are
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valid at one grain diameter only. Correction procedures for differences in grain diameter
should be applied with care, because from this research it is not yet fully clear if relationships
between Pf and grain diameter are identical for all feldspars. Also, methods and artifacts of
grinding have widely recognized effects on apparent dissolution rates for a variety of minerals
(e.g. Boldyrev, 1979; Rimstidt and Barnes, 1980; Petrovich, 1981a,b; Sangwal, 1982, 1987;
Eggleston eral., 1989).
The observed trend of decreasing amounts of fresh reactive BET surface area at all
grain diameters (relative to fresh BET surface area) can be explained if preferential fracture
planes have a relatively high density of potentially dissolution reactive sites.This can be seen
as follows. At some grain diameter after grinding, the exposed fresh surfaces have a given
average density of dissolution sites. As grinding continues, surfaces with increasingly smaller
density of dissolution sites will be exposed, thereby decreasing the average density at all
grain diameters. If so, fresh reactive BET surface area is "diluted" rather than "destroyed" by
grinding. For the weathered surfaces, originating from the unfractured grains, the dissolution
site density is determined by the initial grain diameter rather than by the grain diameter after
grinding. This explains the observation that, contrary to P f , Pw does not decrease with grain
diameter inthe samples by Holdren and Speyer (1985,1987).
Casey ef al. (1991) determined the relation between chemical composition and
apparent dissolution rate for a number of plagioclases. They found the apparent dissolution
rate of Pacaya Anorthite, reported by Fleer (1982), to be approximately 75 times higher than
expected from the other data. The present analysis offers an explanation for this discrepancy.
From the description by Casey et al. (1991), the single crystal used by Fleer (1982) was
much larger than the average grain diameter of the other plagioclases in their study. Thus, its
ratio of reactive BET to BET surface area may have been much larger too. Even if the
effective dissolution rates of all anorthites in their study would be of comparable value, the
Pacaya Anorthite may well have had a much higher apparent dissolution rate. Furthermore,
Fleer (1982) estimated the geometric, rather than the actual surface area as for the other
samples in their study (Casey et al., 1991). The roughness factor of fresh anorthite surfaces
is approximately 10, however (Table 3.1).
Brady and Walther (1989) determined the relation between the apparent dissolution
rate at pH 8 and the mean electrostatic site potential for a number of silicates. They found
the apparent dissolution rate of nepheline, reported by Tole ef al. (1986), to be two orders of
magnitude higher than predicted from the other data. Again, from the description by Tole ef
al. (1986), differences in grain diameter may explain this discrepancy if the findings on Pf
from the present analysis hold for silicates in general.
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Specific surface areas have been estimated from genetic considerations, geometric
surface area calculations and BET measurements for a number of weathered silicates in
natural systems (e.g. Hurd, 1973; White and Claassen, 1979; Claassen and White, 1979;
Paces, 1983; Siegel 1984; Velbel, 1985; Gislason and Eugster, 1987a,b; Schnoor, 1990;
Swoboda-Colberg and Drever, 1993). For most of these systems, calculated aqueous
concentrations from laboratory derived rate constants significantly exceed the observed
concentrations. In contrast, Gislason and Eugster (1987a,b) found aqueous concentrations
from pebble sized silicates in a N.E. Iceland aquifer that exceeded calculated concentrations
from laboratory experiments. However, they determined rate constants for the naturally
weathered, pebble sized materials from dissolution experiments on ground 125-250 u,m
samples. The studied materials were rhyolitic ash from the Askja 1875 eruption, and basaltic
glass from the Krafla 1981 eruption (Gislason and Eugster, 1987a,b). The eruption dates
indicate that the materials possibly differed in degree of natural weathering, and thus, in the
comparability to freshly created surfaces by grinding. Also, naturally weathered surfaces may
still have been present in the ground samples. The findings on P,from the present analysis
may not apply to their experiments, but alternatively, rate "constants" for the pebble sized
materials may have been higher than those for the ground 125-250 |xmgrains by more than
an order of magnitude. If so, this would bring their results in much better agreement with
those of similar studies.
Ratios of the number of dissolution reactive surface sites to the total number of surface
sites have been related to the surface roughness factor (Helgeson ef a/., 1984),to the fractal
dimension of mineral grains (Avnir ef a/., 1985), to the morphology of etch pits (Lasaga and
Blum, 1986), to the activation energy of the dissolution reaction (Wehrli, 1989b), and to the
kinetic effect of cation adsorption (Wehrli ef a/., 1990). For instance, Helgeson ef a/. (1984)
estimated the actual value of Pf (P*) to be approximately 0.01 for the 100 [xmAmelia Albite
grains used by Holdren and Berner (1979). The estimate of 0.01 was obtained by assuming
P* of ultrafines to be unity, and may therefore represent a maximum. Also, X. was assumed
to be unity. The value of 0.01 will be used hereafter to derive tentative estimates of Pf, P*,
P^,and R£for thefeldspars by Holdren and Speyer (1985,1987).
Because the value of 0.01 holds for geometric surface areas (X,= 1), it should first be
recalculated to BET surface area. According to their description, Holdren and Berner (1979)
used naturally weathered albite fragments of perhaps 1 cm average diameter as starting
material. If so, 100 u,mgrains, obtained from grinding and sieving, have a A,gand Ffof about
3.0 and 0.83 respectively (chapter 2). If the albite ultrafines consist of freshly created surface
area only,then^ ltrafines~ 2.5 (Table 3.1). These data indicate that P*for the 100 urn Amelia
Albite, normalized to BET surface area, essentially equals P*, normalized to geometric
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surface area. Assuming the value of 0.01 to be approximately correct for all feldspars by
Holdren and Speyer (1985,1987) at 100 u,m(p. 63, 2nd par.), it follows from eq. (3.11) that
0.01/P f 1 0 0 M n ) can be used as a multiplication constant to estimate P*at all grain diameters
from eq. (3.23). Resulting estimates of P* at grain diameter dL,(Table 3.5) suggest that for
hypothetical 1cm sizedfresh-surface feldspar fragments,the fraction of the BETsurface area
occupied by reactive BET surface area ranges from approximately 0.1 to 0.7, provided that
all BET area of ultrafines is reactive. These estimates are much higher than that for the 100
UrnAmelia Albite by Helgeson etal.(1984).
The ratio of P,to Pf at grain diameter a^, can be used to calculate R| from R{ (eq.
3.11). First estimates of RJ[ (Table 3.5) are approximately two to three orders of magnitude
higher than the apparent dissolution rates of these samples.
Estimates of R£ depend on the relation between P* and P*. If P* « P* at grain
diameter d w (i.e. fresh and weathered BET surfaces on similarly sized grains have similar
densities of identical dissolution sites), R^ would be approximately two orders of magnitude
smaller than RJ[(Table 3.5). However, an alternative explanation for these data would be that
RJ|= R£, SO that P*= 100 P* at grain diameter dL,(eq.3.12). It will be shown in chapter 7
that the second explanation is,infact,the most accurate.

3.6. Conclusions
A kinetic model is presented for the analysis of experimental dissolution data in terms
of both fresh and weathered mineral surfaces. These may be simultaneously present, for
instance, in ground samples from naturally weathered mineral fragments. Literature data for
nine different feldspars were reinterpreted to yield the proportion of the BET surface area
which is dissolution reactive as a function of the grain diameter. For the weathered surfaces
(originating from the unfractured fragments), the proportion of the BET surface area which is
dissolution reactive was most likely independent of the grain diameter. If so, grinding does
not destroy or create weathered reactive BET surface area, relative to weathered BET
surface area. For the fresh surfaces, the proportion of the BET surface area which is
dissolution reactive was approximately proportional to the grain diameter. Thus, grinding
destroys fresh reactive BET surface area, relative to fresh BET surface area, at all grain
diameters. This can be explained if preferential fracture planes have relatively high densities
of potentially dissolution reactive sites. Fresh reactive BET surface area is then "diluted",
rather than "destroyed" by grinding. These findings demonstrate that experimental feldspar
dissolution rates cannot be compared if the grain diameters are different. They also
demonstrate that the proposed nature of dissolution reactive sites in the literature so far is
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incorrect. Tentative calculations suggest that the ratio of reactive BET to measured BET
surface area for hypothetical, 1 cm sized fresh-surface feldspar fragments ranges from
approximately 0.1 to0.7,ifall BETsurface area of ultrafine particles from grinding isreactive.
These estimates are much higher than literature estimates forgrain diameters, normally used
in dissolution studies. Tentative calculations also suggest that, at pH 3 HCl: (1) the
dissolution rate of reactive sites, normalized totheir BETarea, isapproximately twoordersof
magnitude higher forfresh than forweathered feldspar surfaces; or (2)thedensity of reactive
sites, normalized to BETarea, isapproximately twoorders of magnitude higher forfresh than
for weathered feldspar surfaces.
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The dissolution of ground feldspar samples
inthe laboratory

Chapter 4. The effect of grain diameter in the
starting material
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Abstract
Surface areameasurementsand dissolutionexperiments wereperformed on anaturally
weathered feldspar-quartzassemblage. The surface areas of the unfractured (612 ym) and
ground samples were measured at different levels of surface detail, using a dissecting
microscope, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and the BET-krypton method. Roughness
factors of the freshly created surfaces by grinding were 2.1 (SEM at 10,000xmagnification)
and 4.8 (BET) respectively. Roughness factors of the naturally weathered surfaces were 2.8
(SEM at 10,000x;including effects from etch pitting) and 34 (BET) respectively. These data
indicate that: (1) a large amount ofBET surface area was created during natural weathering;
and (2) etchpits do not contributesignificantlyto theBET surface area created during natural
weathering. Comparison of these and earlier results suggests that the surface roughness
factor of unfractured naturally weathered feldspar grains decreases with decreasing grain
diameter.
Dissolution experiments at pH 3 and 5 HCl showed that, at 612 jjm, freshly created
BET surfaces dissolve approximately one order of magnitude faster than their naturally
weathered counterparts. Comparison with earlier results indicates that this discrepancy in
dissolution rate, at equal diameters of freshly created and naturally weathered grains,
decreases with decreasing grain diameter. This can be explained from the suggested
decreasingsurface roughness withdecreasinggrain diameterif the BET surface area created
duringnatura weatheringisnon-reactive.
Dissolution rates of freshly created feldsparsurfaces in thelaboratory are frequently up
to several orders of magnitude higher than those of naturally weathered feldspar surfaces in
actual field situations. The findings from this research help to explain these discrepancies.
However, effects from other factors, such as imperfect contact between solution and solids,
thepresence of organicligands, etc., shouldalso beconsidered.

4.1. Introduction
Over the past several decades, many authors have reported on the kinetics of mineral
dissolution in the laboratory (e.g. Lagache, 1965; Berner and Holdren, 1977; Chou and
Wollast, 1984; Holdren and Speyer, 1985,1987; Knauss andWolery, 1986;Grandstaff, 1986;
Casey et al., 1989a,b). The kinetics of mineral dissolution have also been studied in natural
systems (e.g.Garrels, 1967; Paces, 1983;Velbel, 1985; Bruton, 1986;Olsson and Melkerud,
1987; Matzner, 1987;Sverdrup and Warfvinge, 1987,1988). Dissolution rates from laboratory
experiments are frequently normalized to the mineral surface (e.g. mol.cm~2.s~1). Dissolution
rates in natural systems, normally obtained from budget studies, are frequently normalized to
the landscape surface (e.g. kmol.ha~1.yr_1). If the amount of mineral surface per unit of
landscape surface is estimated, dissolution rates in natural systems can be compared to
those inthe laboratory. Inthis way, Paces (1983) found natural weathering rates of oligoclase
in some Czechoslovakian drainage basins that are one to three orders of magnitude lower
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than feldspar dissolution rates in the laboratory. Velbel (1985) found oligoclase weathering
rates in a North Carolina watershed that are approximately one to two orders of magnitude
lower than feldspar dissolution rates in the laboratory. Incontrast, Knauss and Wolery (1986)
found laboratory rates for Evje Albite at25 °C that arecomparable to naturaloligoclase rates
by Velbel (1985). However, Knauss and Wolery (1986) reported dissolution rates in mol.cm -2
of BET-argon surface.s-1, where Velbel (1985) reported rates in mol.cm -2 of geometric
surfaces -1 . For nine different, 1 cm sized naturally weathered feldspars by Holdren and
Speyer (1987), it was shown in chapter 2 that their BET-argon surface area is two to three
orders of magnitude larger than their geometric surface area. If this discrepancy holds also
for the naturally weathered oligoclase by Velbel (1985), its dissolution rate normalized to the
BET-argon surface would be two to three orders of magnitude lower than that for the albite
by Knauss and Wolery (1986). Based on similar arguments, the discrepancy between field
rates (in mol.cm -2 of geometric surface.s-1) and laboratory rates (in moLcm -2 of BET
surface.s-1) as reported by Paces (1983) and Velbel (1985) would probably be larger still if
the field rateswere normalized tothe BET surface.
Discrepancies between natural and laboratory dissolution rates may arise from
differences in such factors as:pH,P c ~ , the proportion of mineral surface incontact with the
solution, concentrations of organic ligands, concentrations of inorganic solutes, liquid-flux,
temperature, and the character of the mineral surfaces (Velbel, 1985, 1986; Furrer and
Stumm, 1986;Amrhein and Suarez, 1988;Sverdrup and Warfvinge, 1988; Van Grinsven and
Van Riemsdijk, 1992). In a comparison between laboratory feldspar dissolution rates and
natural weathering rates of oligoclase, Velbel (1985,1986) proposed that the two most likely
sources of rate discrepancy were: (1) difficulties in estimating the reactive mineral surface
area in natural systems; and (2) the reactive character of freshly created feldspar surfaces by
grinding inthe laboratory, relative to their naturally weathered counterparts.
Sverdrup and Warfvinge (1988) and Sverdrup (1990) studied the natural weathering of
a number of minerals in the Gàrdsjon watershed (Sweden). By using a kinetic expression to
calculate natural weathering rates from laboratory dissolution data, they concluded that
weathering rates inthe Gàrdsjonwatershed can be explained satisfactory from the dissolution
rates of ground samples. Uncertainties in their data still allow for rate discrepancies upto one
order of magnitude, however. Moreover, they assumed that all BET surface area in their
laboratory samples was freshly created by grinding. However, their samples presumably still
contained substantial proportions of naturally weathered BET surface area, dissolving at a
much lower rate (chapters 2 and 3). Furthermore, Sverdrup and Warfvinge (1988) and
Sverdrup (1990) did not recognize the proportionality between dissolution rates of freshly
created feldspar surfaces and grain diameter (chapter 3), and did not consider this possibility
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for minerals other than feldspar. For instance, ifthe grain diameter after grinding were 10 %
of theoriginal grain diameter, thiswould explain approximately oneorder of magnitude in rate
discrepancy. Finally, Sverdrup andWarfvinge (1988) andSverdrup (1990) estimated specific
BET surface areas (cm2.g~1) inthe Gârdsjon watershed by assuming that the magnitude of
surface roughness of the naturally weathered grains was similar to that of grains in their
ground samples. However, roughness factors of naturally weathered surfaces may be upto
several orders ofmagnitude larger than those offreshly created surfaces bygrinding (chapter
2). Ifthis were true forthesamples by Sverdrup andWarfvinge (1988) andSverdrup (1990),
natural weathering rates inthe Gârdsjon watershed, normalized to BETsurface area, would
be anadditional feworders ofmagnitude smaller than calculated bythese authors.
In chapter 3, the dissolution rates of freshly created and naturally weathered surfaces
were compared for nine different, 1 cm sized feldspars used by Holdren and Speyer (1985,
1987). However, the diameter of naturally weathered grains in actual field situations is
generally much smaller than 1cm.Inthis chapter, thedissolution rates offreshly createdand
naturally weathered surfaces are compared for a mineral assemblage of much smaller
average grain diameter (612 u,m). Additionally, the results at this smaller grain diameter are
compared totheearlier resultsfrom chapters 2 and3 forthe 1cmsized fragments.

4.2. Theoretical considerations
In the analysis hereafter, all surface area of unfractured naturally weathered grains is
by definition naturally weathered surface area. Furthermore, it is assumed that all surface
area additionally created by grinding is surface area of freshly exposed mineral bulk, i.e.
freshly created surface area. This is a reasonable assumption because all naturally
weathered surface area is already exposed (to the measurement technique) at the start of
the grinding process.
The effect of natural weathering on the dissolution rate can be quantified by the rate
discrepancy factor, R , / ^ , where R, (mol.cm -2 of freshly created BET surfaces -1 ) and F^
(mol.cm -2 of naturally weathered BETsurface.s-1) arethedissolution rates offreshly created
and naturally weathered surfaces, respectively. F^ can be determined directly from
dissolution experiments on unfractured naturally weathered sample material. Normally,
however, Rf must bedetermined from experiments onground samples containing both freshly
created and naturally weathered surfaces (chapter 2). In such samples, Rf decreases with
decreasing grain diameter, for instance, because the average density of dissolution reactive
sites on freshly created surfaces decreases during grinding (chapter 3). R, is actually the
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hypothetical dissolution rate of the unfractured sample material, provided that it had not
weathered.Therefore, R,must bedetermined atthe grain diameter of the unfractured sample
material. Inartificially ground samples, Rfisgiven by (see eq.3.7):
R f = ( R g - R w ) / F , + Rw

(4-1)

where R (mol.cm~2 of BET surface.s-1) is the dissolution rate of the ground sample as a
whole, and where Ffisthe proportion of the BET surface area of the ground sample which is
freshly created by grinding.Thus, if Rfis calculated from eq. (4.1) at several grain diameters
after grinding, R,at the grain diameter of the unfractured material can beestimated from data
extrapolation. For ground samples from nine different feldspars by Holdren and Speyer
(1985,1987), itwas shown inchapter 3 that: (1) R,is approximately proportional to the grain
diameter below 1000 urn (for instance, because preferential fracture planes have relatively
high densities of dissolution reactive sites); and (2) at infinitely large grain diameter, R,
reaches a maximum (for instance, because the density of dissolution reactive sites reaches a
maximum). Rfmay then bedescribed empirically as afunction of graindiameter by:
d

D

L

d

Rf-max.

(4.2)

V r
where d g is the average grain diameter of the ground material, d r is a reference grain
diameter (for which Rf = 0.5 Rf-max.), and R,-max. is the hypothetical dissolution rate of
freshly created surfaces at infinitely large grain diameter.
Determination of the proportion of freshly created BET surface area (Ff) in artificially
ground samples is dealtwith inchapter 2. Briefly, the surface roughness factor (A,)of ground
sample material equals the ratio of the BET surface area (S;cm2) to the geometric surface
area (s;cm2):
X= S/s

(4.3)

For ground sample material, derived from naturally weathered grains, the surface roughness
factor (A.g)can be empirically described asafunctionofgraindiameter (d )by (eq.2.18):
X ^ a d g + ß +y O - d g / c g 8

(4.4)

where a (> 0), ß (> 1),y (> 0) and 5 (> 1) are independent of the grain diameter and may
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be estimated from data extrapolation, and where dw is the average grain diameter of the
naturallyweatheredstartingmaterial.Eq.(4.4)canbeusedtoestimatetheroughnessfactors
of the freshly created surfaces (\) and naturally weathered surfaces {\) in the ground
sample material. For instance, if y = 0, the relation is linear and ß equals ^ (chapter 2).
OnceX,andX^areestimated,Ffisfoundfrom(eq. 2.8):
Ff-IM**-ty]/[yA»-*f)]

(4-5)

Itfollowsfromeq. (4.5)thatFf=0fortheunfracturedmaterial(A,g=\,). Itfollowsfrom eqs.
(4.4)and(4.5)that,atgraindiameter0u,m,Ff=1 ify =0(X,g =ß=^ ify=0).

4.3. Sample preparation and characterization
One of the research aims was to relate the mineralogy of exposed surfaces in the
samplestothebulkmineralogicalcomposition.Therefore,preliminary studiesusingscanning
electron microscopy (SEM), optical microscopy and X-Ray diffraction were performed on
unfractured naturally weathered grains of several candidate samples to select material:
(1)free from secondary mineral coatings; and (2) with the constituent minerals
homogeneously distributed over the grains. The selected material was a non-calcareous
coastal sand from Tatamagouche Bay, Nova Scotia,Canada,containing approximately50,
33 and 7 %by mass of quartz, microcline-perthiteand plagioclase, respectively. Itsnature
andgeologicsettingarediscussedinmoredetailbyLoringandNota(1973).
Allavailable materialwasdry-sievedtocollectthecoarsestsizefraction(600-850UJTI).
Thefeldspar (andquartz) inthe 600-850|im fractionwasconcentrated by removinggrains
withdensitiessmallerthan2.56andlargerthan2.88g.crrT3 usingbromoformandamixture
ofbromoformanddecaline(VanDerPlas,1966).Thefeldsparconcentrate(8g)waswashed
withethanoltoremovethebromoformanddecaline,andwithdeionizedwatertoremovethe
ethanol.6gwasgroundinamortarbyapplyingafewlightstrokesatatime,followedbydrysievingtofractions300-425|im (2g), 105-210|xm(2g),53-105 u,m(0.8g) and<53 urn
Thegroundsamplesandtheremainingunfracturedconcentratewerewashedwithdeionized
water until the supernatant was clear immediately after settling of the bulk. Grains < 5u,m
werewashedfromthesample<53urn Three mild(low intensity) ultrasonic cleaningsteps
of 10minuteseach,followedbywashingwithdeionizedwater after eachstep,wereapplied
to all samples, in our experience, this should suffice to remove most of the adhering
ultrafinesproducedbygrinding.However,afterthethirdcleaningstepthesupernatantswere
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Table 4.1. X-Rayfluorescence spectrometry data.
fraction (jim) 600-850
Na^1

K20
CaO
Al ? 0 ?

MgO
Fe 2 0 3
SiO,
others

sum
1
2

2.66/ 2.69
3.70/ 3.62
0.46/ 0.38
11.66/11.40
0.11/ 0.14
0.23/ 0.32
81.01/80.57
0.09/ 0.17
99.92/99.29

300-425
2.70/ 2.63
3.73/ 3.69
0.39/ 0.50
11.91/11.59
0.11/ 0.07
0.32/ 0.22
81.46/81.11
0.10/ 0.13
100.72/99.94

105-210

53-105

2.74/ 2.59
3.55/ 3.68
0.40/ 0.42
11.23/11.57
0.04/ 0.13
0.32/ 0.26
80.99/80.43
0.06/ 0.13
99.33/99.21

2.65/ 2.72
3.68/ 3.67
0.41/ 0.36
11.31/11.48
0.16/ 0.10
0.16/ 0.29
79.98/80.24
0.10/ 0.26
98.45/99.12

< 53
2.02/ 1.89
3.79/ 3.70
0.15/ 0.21
10.43/10.01
0.24/ 0.21
1.40/ 1.32
82.97/82.43
0.22/ 0.12
101.22/99.89

alloxides induplicate,expressed asweight %.
BaO +Ti0 2 + MnO.

still slightly cloudy for all samples. The cloudiness of the unfractured sample indicates that
(part of) the suspended ultrafines did not result from grinding. Given the careful sample
selection, the cloudiness most likely can not be attributed to secondary phases. Alternatively,
it may be due to the presence of finely divided primary phases, or of residual layers from
natural weathering on the primary phases. To avoid further possible damage of existing
surface structures,the ultrasonic cleaningwas restrictedto 30 minutestotalfor allsamples.
All samples were analyzed by X-Ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRFS; Table 4.1),
X-Ray diffraction and optical microscopy for normative calculations (Brown and Skinner,
1974; Davis, 1986). Powder diffraction patternswere obtained from aGuinier camera. Optical
polarizing microscopy (Van Der Plas, 1966) and X-Ray diffraction data indicate that all
samples are composed of microcline-perthite (= 33 weight %, assumed to consist of a pure
albite, NaAISi308, and a pure microcline, KAISi308, component), plagioclase (= 7 weight %,
according to the method byTobi (1963) consisting of oligoclase and andesine of approximate
average composition A b ^ A n ^ , quartz (= 50 weight %, assumed pure Si0 2 ), muscovite
(= 9weight %, assumed pure KAI3Si3O10(OH)2) and biotite (« 1 weight %, assumed pure
K(Mg,Fe++)3AISi3O10(OH)2). According to XRFS, the summed mass fraction of oxides of
other elements (Ba,Ti and Mn) was < 0.2 % in all samples. Optical microscopy showed that
the samples contain approximately 5 % of rock fragments with very small amounts (= 0.1 %
of total mass) of amphibole, hypersthene and garnet. The results of the normative
calculations aregiven inTable4.2.
Using the method by De Kanel and Morse (1979), specific BET surface areas were
estimated for all samples from a 3-point krypton adsorption isotherm (Table 4.2). General
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Table4.2.Sample characterization.
fraction (firn)

600-850

300-425

105-210

53-105

albite1
microcline
plagioclase2
muscovite
biotite
quartz

693/.18
523/.15
251/.07
237/.09
22/.01
8419/.50
1730
50.4

673/.17
519/.15
264/.07
249/.10
19/.01
8408/.50
1780
87.9

695/.18
522/.14
247/.07
233/.09
19/.01
8473/.51
2200

716/.18
542/.15
233/.07
229/.09
20/.01
8371/.50
3900

612

346

144
205

482
69

3
SMcmV)
2
1 4

s*(cm g- )

d (urn)5

<53
554/.15
461/.13
107/.03
256/.10
75/.03
9385A56
13650

14

1

all minerals expressed as punol.g-1 sample/mass fraction; the albite and microcline are
mainly present as microcline-perthite.
2
present as oligoclase and andesine (Ab70An30).
3
specific BET-krypton surface area;estimated accuracy± 20%, estimated precision ± 5 %.
4
specific geometric surface area;estimated accuracy± 10%.
5
average equivalent spherical grain diameter; estimated accuracy± 10%.

equations were derived for 17different types of grain geometry (ellipsoids, prisms, pyramids,
etc., and combinations) to calculate the volume and geometric surface area of individual
grains from variable linear grain dimensions. This allows determination of the average
equivalent spherical grain diameter and of the specific geometric surface area of samples in
terms of an almost infinitely large number of possible grain shapes. The linear dimensions of
50 individual grains in each of the samples > 53 u,mwere determined from observation by a
dissecting microscope (40x). At this scale of surface detail, etch pits and pores are not
observed and have no effect on the surface area estimate. Dimensions parallel to the
microscope axis were obtained from measurement of shadows, cast by a rotatable light
source at known angles.The average equivalent spherical grain diameter of the sample < 53
|xmwas estimated from microscopic observation at250x magnification (Ellison, 1954;Robins,
1954). Data on specific geometric surface area and average equivalent spherical grain
diameter are given inTable 4.2.
The surface morphology of grains in the unfractured 600-850 u.m and in the ground

105-210 |xm material was examinedbySEM. Theunfractured materialcontains onlyfewand

small etch pits (Fig. 4.1). Apart from the etch pits, no other weathering-related surface details

Table 4.1. X-Rayfluorescence spectrometry data.
fraction (jim) 600-850
Na 2 0 1

KgO
CaO
Al,0<,

MgO
Fe ? 0 ?
Si0 2
others

sum

2.66/ 2.69
3.70/ 3.62
0.46/ 0.38
11.66/11.40
0.11/ 0.14
0.23/ 0.32
81.01/80.57
0.09/ 0.17
99.92/99.29

300-425
2.70/ 2.63
3.73/ 3.69
0.39/ 0.50
11.91/11.59
0.11/ 0.07
0.32/ 0.22
81.46/81.11
0.10/ 0.13
100.72/99.94

105-210

53-105

2.74/ 2.59
3.55/ 3.68
0.40/ 0.42
11.23/11.57
0.04/ 0.13
0.32/ 0.26
80.99/80.43
0.06/ 0.13
99.33/99.21

2.65/ 2.72
3.68/ 3.67
0.41/ 0.36
11.31/11.48
0.16/ 0.10
0.16/ 0.29
79.98/80.24
0.10/ 0.26
98.45/99.12

<53
2.02/ 1.89
3.79/ 3.70
0.15/ 0.21
10.43/10.01
0.24/ 0.21
1.40/ 1.32
82.97/82.43
0.22/ 0.12
101.22/99.89

1

all oxides in duplicate, expressed asweight %.
' B a O + Ti0 2 + MnO.

still slightly cloudy for all samples. The cloudiness of the unfractured sample indicates that
(part of) the suspended ultrafines did not result from grinding. Given the careful sample
selection, the cloudiness most likely can not be attributed to secondary phases. Alternatively,
it may be due to the presence of finely divided primary phases, or of residual layers from
natural weathering on the primary phases. To avoid further possible damage of existing
surface structures, the ultrasonic cleaningwas restrictedto 30 minutestotalfor all samples.
All samples were analyzed by X-Ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRFS; Table 4.1),
X-Ray diffraction and optical microscopy for normative calculations (Brown and Skinner,
1974; Davis, 1986). Powder diffraction patterns were obtained from aGuinier camera. Optical
polarizing microscopy (Van Der Plas, 1966) and X-Ray diffraction data indicate that all
samples are composed of microcline-perthite (= 33 weight %, assumed to consist of a pure
albite, NaAISi3Og, and a pure microcline, KAISi308, component), plagioclase (= 7 weight %,
according to the method by Tobi (1963)consisting of oligoclase and andesine of approximate
average composition Ab 70 An 30 , quartz (~ 50 weight %, assumed pure Si0 2 ), muscovite
(~ 9weight %, assumed pure KAI3Si3O10(OH)2) and biotite (= 1 weight %, assumed pure
K(Mg,Fe++)3AISi3O10(OH)2). According to XRFS, the summed mass fraction of oxides of
other elements (Ba,Ti and Mn) was < 0.2 % in all samples. Optical microscopy showed that
the samples contain approximately 5 % of rock fragments with very small amounts (= 0.1 %
of total mass) of amphibole, hypersthene and garnet. The results of the normative
calculations aregiven inTable4.2.
Using the method by De Kanel and Morse (1979), specific BET surface areas were
estimated for all samples from a 3-point krypton adsorption isotherm (Table 4.2). General
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Table 4.2.Sample characterization.
fraction (u.m)

600-850

300-425

105-210

53-105

albite1
microcline
plagioclase2
muscovite
biotite
quartz

693/.18
523/.15
251/.07
237/.09
22/.01
8419/.50
1730
50.4

673/.17
519/.15
264/.07
249/.10
19/.01
8408/.50
1780
87.9

695/.18
522/.14
247/.07
233/.09
19/.01
8473/.51
2200

716/.18
542/.15
233/.07
229/.09
20/.01
8371/.50
3900

612

346

144
205

482
69

SMcmV)3

s*(cm 2 g- 1 ) 4
d(u.m) 5

<53
554/.15
461/.13
107/.03
256/.10
75/.03
9385A56
13650

14

1

all minerals expressed as u/nol.g -1 sample/mass fraction; the albite and microcline are
mainly present asmicrocline-perthite.
2
present as oligoclase and andesine (Ab70An30).
3
specific BET-krypton surface area;estimated accuracy± 20%,estimated precision± 5 %.
4
specific geometric surface area;estimated accuracy ± 10%.
5
average equivalent spherical graindiameter; estimated accuracy +10%.

equations were derived for 17different types of grain geometry (ellipsoids, prisms, pyramids,
etc., and combinations) to calculate the volume and geometric surface area of individual
grains from variable linear grain dimensions. This allows determination of the average
equivalent spherical grain diameter and of the specific geometric surface area of samples in
terms of an almost infinitely large number of possible grain shapes. The linear dimensions of
50 individual grains in each of the samples > 53 |xmwere determined from observation by a
dissecting microscope (40x). At this scale of surface detail, etch pits and pores are not
observed and have no effect on the surface area estimate. Dimensions parallel to the
microscope axis were obtained from measurement of shadows, cast by a rotatable light
source at known angles.The average equivalent spherical grain diameter of the sample < 53
u.m was estimated from microscopic observation at 250x magnification (Ellison, 1954;Robins,
1954). Data on specific geometric surface area and average equivalent spherical grain
diameter aregiven inTable4.2.
The surface morphology of grains in the unfractured 600-850 u,m and in the ground
105-210 |xm material was examined by SEM.The unfractured material contains only few and
small etch pits (Fig.4.1). Apart from the etch pits, no other weathering-related surface details
were found with magnifications up to 10,000x. Geometric calculations on SEM images of
representative surfaces at 1000x (taken at different angles to obtain 3-dimensional
information) give an estimated roughness factor of approximately 2.2 ± 0.3 for naturally
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Fig. 4.1. Morphology of naturally weathered surfaces in the 600-850 \im fraction as viewed
by SEM, prior to experiments, a: microcline-perthitesurface with few and small etch pits;
\ w = 1.3; the central, triangularfeature is not an etchpit. b: smäl microcline-perthite (lower
left) and large quartz crystals on a very rough surface; Xw~ 3 to 4; notice the absence of
etchpits in thequartz.
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weathered surfaces (Fig. 4.1) and 1.6 ± 0.2 for freshly created surfaces. Roughness factors
were also estimated from SEM images of representative surfaces at 10,000x. Due to the
increased surface detail these were higher than those at 1000x, and were approximately
2 . 8 + 0.4 and 2.1 ± 0.3 for the naturally weathered and freshly created surfaces,
respectively.

4.4. Dissolutionexperiments
Single-pass flow-through reaction cells (Levenspiel, 1972; Weed and Jackson, 1979)
were used for experiments. Their advantages over static and multiple-pass dynamic systems
are: (1) no precipitation of secondary solids at sufficiently high flow rates; (2) dissolving
minerals are easily kept far from equilibrium; (3) aqueous concentrations in the reaction cells
are essentially constant with time; and (4) close simulation of the leaching action of dilute
solutions in saturated groundwater systems. The samples and two blanks on empty cells
were leached with HCl solutions at pH 3 and pH 5. Due to atmospheric C 0 2 , pH 5 was
reached at a slightly lower HCl concentration than in pure H 2 0/HCI. The pH was set by a
voltmeter andwas periodically checked, both inthe leachants and inthe leachates of all runs.
Variations in pH of the leachants were always within 0.1 units and usually within 0.04 units.
All H 2 0 was obtained from an ELGASTAT UHQ unit. All pH 5 leachates were acidified to pH
3 by adding 1 M HCl before storage. Samples were analyzed for Na, K, Ca, AI and Si at 1to
3 weeks intervals using a Varian SpectrAA 300 graphite tube autoanalyzer. The experiments
were run at 21 ± 3 °C. Leachates were collected at 3 to 4 days intervals.
The experimental equipment consists of: (1) several three-liter hospital infusion bags as
closed leachant supply tanks; (2) peristaltic pumps at a flow rate of 0.48 ± 0.03 ml.hr -1 ; (3)
polycarbonate in-line filter holders, switched for upward flow, as reaction cells; (4) 100 ml
plastic bottles to collect leachates; and (5) waterseals to avoid atmospheric contamination in
the collection bottles over sampling intervals. Capillary polyethylene tubing and polycarbonate
mini-corks were used for interconnections, except for flexible PVC tubing to feed the leachant
through the pumps. Sample chambers were teflon rings (5 mm height and inner diameter of
30 mm) inside the filter holders, fitted with 0.1 \xmnylon membrane filters on both ends. The
average residence time of leachant in the sample chambers was approximately 6.5 hrs.
Sample heights were about 1 mm, so concentration gradients were essentially absent. The
upward flow in the sample chambers (0.07 cm.hr -1 ) may have lifted mineral particles of up to
approximately 0.5 |im maximum diameter. Some of these may have passed the top filter to
accumulate in the collection bottles. During storage at pH 3 they probably dissolve entirely,
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causing false dissolution data for the first few days when ultrafines may still be present
(Holdren and Berner, 1979). However, calculations hereafter involve steady state dissolution
rates, which were reached after several months of leaching, so all material passing the 0.1
|xm membrane filters was assumed to be effectively in solution. Alkali- and alkaline earth
cations in freshly created surficial layers are generally highly reactive in acid aqueous
solutions,causing non-stoichiometricdissolution during the initial periods of experiments (e.g.
Chou and Wollast, 1984; Murphy and Helgeson, 1987).Washing upon sonification during the
pretreatment may thus have "preweathered" the ground samples. However, the effect of such
initial reactions on the steady state dissolution rates of Na, K and Ca in this type of
experiments canbe neglected (Murphy and Helgeson, 1987).
Experiments at pH 3 (days 0 to 141) were run for all samples. Experiments at pH 5
(days 141 to 305) were run for the samples 600-850, 300-425, 105-210, and < 53 urn
Occasional duplicates indicate that typical analytic errors are 5 % for Si, 10 % for AI, 15 %
for Ca, and 20 % for K and Na. Acceptable data for K and Na are not available for the
300-425 |xm and < 53 u.msample and can be compared to data for the other samples only
for portions of total running time. However, these include large parts of the steady state
periods.

days

320

Fig. 4.2. Molar ratios Si/AI versustime during thepH 3 stage of the dissolutionexperiments.
• : 600-850 fjm (unfractured); + ; 300-425 ym (ground); 0 : 105-210//m (ground); A ;
53-105/ym(ground);x:<53 ym (ground).
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4.5. Results
Molar ratios of Si to AI in the pH 3 leachates (Fig. 4.2) invariably showed high initial
scattering, but gradually leveled off to a final value of 3.0 to 3.5. From day 108 onward,
steady state was assumed for all samples (Figs.4.2 and 4.3a-e). Initial dissolution rates of AI
(Fig.4.3a) and Si (Fig.4.3b) were highfor approximately three weeks.This holds also for the
unfractured sample, so the high initial rates cannot be caused solely by the dissolution of
ultrafines from grinding.AIand Si rates stabilized over the course of several months.At pH 3
steady state,AIand Si showed a maximum dissolution rate at an intermediate grain diameter
(105-210u/n).
Switching the input solution to pH 5 caused an immediate, large decrease in AI
concentrations (Fig. 4.3a). This remained during total running time of the experiments. The
increase in pHcaused a small initialdrop inSi dissolution rates,followed by a slow decrease
to anew steady state levelwhichwas reached at approximately day240 (Fig.4.3b). For Si at
pH 5,thedissolution ratewas again highest for the 105-210um sample.
For Na and Ca, dissolution rates at pH 3 steady state were again highest for the
105-210 ujTi sample (Figs. 4.3c and d). In contrast, K dissolution rates at pH 3 were of
approximately the same order of magnitude (Fig. 4.3e). Upon changing the pH from 3 to 5,
dissolution rates of Na, Ca and K quickly dropped to much lower levels. The data over the

240

days

320

Fig. 4.3. Experimental dissolution rates normalized to BET surface (Rg) versus time.
D :600-850 \im (unfractured); + : 300-425 ym (ground); 0 : 105-210ym (ground); A :
53-105\im (ground);x:<53ym
(ground),a:Al;b:Si;c:Na;d:
Ca;e:K.
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steady state periods atpH 3 and 5 were used tocalculate themean dissolution ratesand
standard deviations, normalized to BET-krypton surface area (Table 4.3). The dissolution
ratesatpH5maydiffer fromthosewithoutprior experiments atpH3.
Occasional measurements showed that, at pH 3, leachant pH was not affected
significantly by mineral dissolution. Equilibrium calculations (GEOCHEM; Mattigod and
Sposito, 1978; Nordstrom etal., 1978) forthe quartz and feldspar atpH 3 showed that they
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320

dissolve farfrom equilibrium (saturation indices ofquartz « - 3 ; saturation indices offeldspar
= -20). At pH 5,the pHofleachates fromthe 105-210 UJTIsample atdays 163,219and 261
was 5.13 ± 0.1,5.17 ± 0.1 and 5.07 ± 0.1, respectively. Equilibrium calculations
(GEOCHEM) fora number of common secondary phases indicate that theleachates were
undersaturated forallphases considered. Highest saturation indices were found atpH 5.17
for gibbsite (-0.34) and kaolinite (-0.36).
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320

Table 4.3. Mean dissolution rates and standard deviations in 10" 17 mol.cm -2 of BET
surface.s"1 atsteady state pH3andpH5HCl.
fraction(u,m)
NapH3
K pH3
CapH3
AI pH3
Si pH3
Na pH5
K pH5
Ca pH5
AI pH5
Si pH5

600-850
1.01 ±0.08
4.33± 0.19
0.73 ± 0.08
3.65± 0.26
11.3 ±0.7
0.15 ±0.10
0.14 ±0.11
0.04± 0.07
0.03 ± 0.10
5.09± 0.89

300-425

1.61 ±0.14
7.02± 0.21
21.2 ±0.8

6.92± 0.53

105-210
4.59± 0.62
5.06 ±0.35
1.88 ±0.25
8.53 ± 0.29
27.4 ±1.3
0.30± 0.08
0.09 ±0.13
0.16 ±0.10
-0.04 ±0.05
7.61± 0.41

<53

53-105
2.59± 0.13
5.37 ± 0.49
1.38 ±0.16
6.88 ± 0.45
22.6 ±0.9

2.76± 0.22
8.54 ± 0.42

3.54 ± 0.48

4.6. Discussion
The surface roughness factor (X.) of the samples > 53 [im was plotted versus the
average equivalent spherical grain diameter (d.) from the data in Table 4.2 (Fig.4.4). Over
the entire range of grain diameters the relation between X. and d is linear, so y = 0 ineq.
(4.4),and:
A,g=0.0477d g +4.8 (r2 =0.99)

(4.6)

Substitutingvaluesofd g (Table4.2) intoeq.(4.6) gives:\,(600-850 urn) =34.0, ^(300-425
\vm)= 21.3,A.g(105-210 u/n) = 14.6,^(53-105 ujn) = 8.1, \(< 53 urn) =5.5 and A,= 4.8.
Consequently, estimates of Ff(eq.4.5) are: Ff(300-425urn) = 0.10, F,(105-210 \xm) =0.22,
Ff(53-105 |xm) =0.53 and Ff(< 53 \im) =0.85. These values will be used throughout the
calculations hereafter. Given the high value of r2 in eq. (4.6), estimates of F, should be
internally consistentwithin approximately 0.05 units. Fromthe estimated accuracy of specific
surfaces areas andgraindiameters (Table4.2),the maximumerror in Ffis approximately 0.2
units,butwillgenerally besmaller than0.1 units (chapter3).
SEM, optical microscopy and X-Ray diffraction gave no evidence for the presence of
secondary mineral coatings on the naturally weathered grains. Differences between the
roughness factor of freshly created surfaces (^) and of naturally weathered surfaces ( A J
must then be attributed to additionally created BET surface area in the primary phases,for
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Fig. 4.4.Surface roughness factor (K ) versus the grain diameter (dg; fjm) using thedata
from Table 4.2.
instance,byetch pitting (Helgeson etal.,1984). However, X^, from BETanalysis is34.0 and
far exceeds the value of2.8 estimated from SEM observation at 10,000x. This indicates that
only small partofthe BETareacreated during naturalweathering can be explained from etch
pits (whose effect onA^ is included intheSEM estimate). Other sources of BET area that
may explainthe discrepancy between\ fromSEM analysisandfromthe BET methodare:
(1) Macropores (diameters >50 nm);these have been observed throughout the bulkof
naturally weathered feldspar grains (e.g.Montgomery and Brace, 1975; Ferry, 1985;Worden
et al., 1990). The macropores may result from fluid inclusions that formed during theinitial
cooling of the pluton, followed by leakage andweathering under earth surface conditions
(Parsons etal.,1988).
(2) Micropores (diameters < 2 nm)andmesopores (2 < diameters < 50 nm); these
have been observedinsurficial layers ofsilicates after dissolution experiments (e.g. Paccoet
al., 1976; Bunker etal., 1988; Casey etal., 1989a,b; Zhang et al., 1993). Themicropores
may form during leached layer formation (Doremus, 1983;Casey and Bunker, 1990);
micropores and/or mesopores mayform at crystal defects (VanDer Hoek et al., 1982;
Lasagaand Blum,1986;seealsochapter 7).
(3) Surfacedetails other than pores,created during naturalweathering and smaller than
approximately 100nm;these aredetected bythe BETmethod but not by SEMat10,000x.
Because theorigin oftheBET surface area created during natural weathering is not
critical fordetermining values of Rf/R*, this was notinvestigated any further inthepresent

research (see chapter 5 for a detailed discussion on thissubject).
For nine different, 1 cm sized naturally weathered feldspars by Holdren and Speyer
(1985, 1987), it was shown in chapter 2 that \ from BET-argon analysis ranges from
approximately 130 to 2600. The smaller ^ of 34.0 for the Nova Scotia sample 600-850 urn
may be due to the presence of quartz or to a shorter period of exposure to natural
weathering conditions. Alternatively, \ , may be smaller as a result of the smaller average
diameter of the unfractured Nova Scotia grains. Itwas proposed inchapter 3 that the average
density of dissolution reactive sites on freshly created feldspar surfaces (cm - 2 of BET
surface) decreases with decreasing grain diameter. If so, the average density of dissolution
reactive sites on freshly created feldspar surfaces in the natural environment, for instance, by
the mechanical action of rivers, glaciers, etc., probably decreases with decreasing grain
diameter too. Subsequent weathering, creating additional BET surface area at dissolution
reactive sites,would then give rougher surfaces (and,consequently, larger \ ) at larger grain
diameters.
The dissolution rate of the freshly created surfaces in the ground samples (R f ) was
calculated from eq. (4.1) and from the data in Table 4.3. Plots of R, versus the average
equivalent spherical grain diameter (Fig. 4.5) show that dissolution rates of the freshly
created surfaces decrease with decreasing grain diameter. Except perhaps for K, they
approach zero at very small grain diameters. Steady state dissolution rates at pH 5 for
elements other than Si are inaccurate (Fig. 4.3) and were not used to estimate values of
R f / f V Eq. (4.2) was used to fit the data in Fig. 4.5, giving estimates of dr and R,-max.
(Table 4.4). These were used to extrapolate R, at the grain diameter of the unfractured
material, leading to estimates of R f / R * (Table 4.4). The estimates indicate that dissolution
rates of freshly created surfaces at 612 urn are approximately one order of magnitude higher
than those of the naturally weathered surfaces in these samples. The results for Si indicate
that Rf/R,, increaseswithdecreasing pH (Table 4.4).
In a simplified model, the BET surface area exists of a number of dissolution reactive
sites and a number of non-reactive sites (Helgeson et al., 1984). The discrepancy in
dissolution rates at 612 pjn between the freshly created andthe naturally weathered surfaces
may then be explained in twoways:(1) the ratio of the number of dissolution reactive sitesto
the total number of sites is larger for the freshly created than for the naturally weathered BET
surfaces; or (2) the dissolution rate, normalized to the dissolution reactive surface area, is
higher for the freshly created surfaces than for the naturally weathered surfaces. However, at
pH 3 HCl, explanation (2) seems unlikely because dissolution took place far from equilibrium.
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Under these conditions, dissolution rates normalized to the reactive surface area are
essentially independent of surface morphology (Helgeson etal., 1984;see also chapter 7).
Explanation (1) is true, for instance, if most or all surface sites additionally createdduring
naturalweatheringarenon-reactive.Possibleexamplesare:(1)thedevelopmentofleached
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Fig. 4.5. Dissolutionrate, normalizedtothefreshlycreatedBETsurfacearea (R(),versus the
grain diameter(dg;\im). Plota:• :Na (pH3);0 :K(pH3);O :Ca (pH3);dashedcurve for
Namay beinaccurate; curve forKnotplotted (see alsoTable 4.4). Plot b:D :AI (pH 3);
0 :Si(pH3);O: Si(pH5).
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Table4.4. Estimates of dr and Rf-max.(see eg. 4.2),and of Rfand Rf/Rw at 612\im.
Rt-max.andR,at612pmarein10"17mol.cnT*ofBETsurfaces-1.

d r (ujn)

Rf-max.
R f at612|im
3
Rf/R^atett um

Na
pH3

K1
pH3

K2
pH3

500
50
28

500
27
15
4±1

500
52
29
7±2

28±8

Ca

AI

Si

Si

pH 3

pH 3

pH 3

pH 5

500
22
12

500
91
50

500
275
151

16+5

14±2

13±2

500
57
31
6±3

1

estimatedassumingthedissolutionrateofthe105-210u,mfractiontobecorrect(Fig. 4.5a).
estimatedassumingthedissolutionrateofthe53-105|xmfractiontobecorrect(Fig. 4.5a).
3
error indications for R , / ^ arecalculated fromdissolution rates of the fractions600-850
and 105-210 |xmthat differ by onestandard deviation fromtheir meanvalues (Table4.3),
except for the alternative estimate of Rf/R* for K,where thedissolution rate andstandard
deviationofthe53-105UJTI fractionwereused instead.
2

layers;obviously,theBETsurfaceareainleachedlayersisless-ornon-reactive,atleastfor
the leachedsubstances;or (2)thedevelopment ofmicropores/mesoporesatcrystaldefects;
because pore growth at crystal defects proceeds by increasing the depth and not the
diameter (VanDerHoeketa/.,1982;seealsochapter 7),theBETareaperpendicular tothe
mineralsurface(thepore"walls")is,infact,non-reactive.
Fromthe preceding,thedifference in surface areacharacter betweenfreshly created
andnaturallyweatheredsurfacesingroundsamplescanbeexplainedasafunctionofgrain
diameter asfollows.Grinding of large,hypotheticalfresh-surface grains graduallydecreases
the dissolution site density (cm-2 of BET surface) with decreasing grain diameter. Large,
naturally weathered grains of similar diameter as their fresh-surface counterparts have a
(much) lower dissolution site density because most of the BET surface area additionally
createdduringnaturalweatheringisnon-reactive.However,thenaturallyweatheredsurfaces
after grinding originate from the unfractured grains (chapter 3), so their dissolution site
density is independent of grain diameter, and is determined by the grain diameter prior to
grinding,andnotbythegraindiameter after grinding.Thus,there exists agraindiameterin
theground materialwherethedissolution sitedensities (anddissolution rates normalizedto
BETsurface) of the freshly created and naturally weathered surfaces are similar. At larger
graindiameters,thefreshlycreatedsurfacesaremorereactivethanthenaturallyweathered
surfaces;atsmallergraindiameters,theyareless reactive.
The steady state dissolution rates of AI and Si (Table 4.3) were plotted versus the
proportionoffreshlycreatedBETsurfaceareaFf(Fig.4.6).Theplotscloselyresemble those,
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discussed in chapter 3 for the ground feldspar samples by Holdren and Speyer (1985,1987)
in case where y = 0 as for the Nova Scotia samples. From the preceding, the shape of the
plots can be explained as follows. At the grain diameter of the unfractured sample (Ff = 0),
the experimental dissolution rate equals that of the naturally weathered surfaces. At infinitely
small grain diameter, essentially all surface area is freshly created (Ff = 1), but the
dissolution rate of the freshly created surfaces is approximately zero. At grain diameters
which are not too small,the proportion of freshly created BET surface area is relatively large,
and the dissolution site density of the freshly created BET surfaces is relatively high. This
causes the experimental dissolution rate to reach a maximum at some intermediate grain
diameter, i.e. at an intermediate value of F f .
The steady state dissolution rates inTable 4.3 represent averages for the entire mineral
composition of the samples. Yet, the dissolution rates at pH 3 are probably determined by the
feldspar, because: (1) the stoichiometry indicates dissolution of feldspar (and, possibly, the
trace mineral biotite), rather than of quartz and/or muscovite (Fig. 4.2); and (2) in a review of
available data from the literature, Helgeson et al. (1984) found that, at pH 3 and 25 °C, the
dissolution rate of Si from ground feldspar samples is (26 ± 9)-10~ 17 moLcm -2 of BET
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Fig. 4.6. Steady state dissolution rates of AI and Si normalized to BET surface (Rg) versus
theproportion offreshlycreated BET surfacearea (Ff). D :AI (pH 3); 0 :Si (pH 3); O :Si (pH
5). The curves were generated froma rewrittenversionof eq. (4.1): R = F fRf + (1 - Ff)Rw,
whereFfis foundfromeqs. (4.5) and (4.6), and where Rfis foundfromeq. (4.2) and fromthe
data in Table 4.4.
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surfaces -1 . This value corresponds nicely to the Si dissolution rates at pH 3 of the ground
samples in this study (Table 4.3). Thus, values of R f / R * at pH 3 suggest that the
discrepancy in dissolution rate between freshly created and naturally weathered surfaces
increases in the order: microcline (K) < oligoclase and andesine (Ca) < oligoclase, andesine
and albite (Na).
So far, Rf/R,, holds only at the grain diameter of the unfractured sample material. The
question arises how Rf/R^ is related to the grain diameter. First, we should distinguish
between naturally weathered surfaces in artificially ground samples and naturally weathered
surfaces in the field. As discussed earlier, the naturally weathered surfaces in artificially
ground samples originate from the unfractured grains, so their dissolution site density and
dissolution rate are approximately independent of the grain diameter after grinding. However,
the dissolution site density of naturally weathered surfaces in the field probably decreases
with decreasing grain diameter, as for the freshly created surfaces by the mechanical action
of rivers, glaciers, etc., from which they have developed. So, in analogy to eq. (4.2), the
dissolution rate of naturally weathered surfaces in the field may depend on grain diameter
accordingto:

Rw=^ R w - m a x .

(4.7)

where R^max. is R,, at infinitely large grain diameter. According to eqs. (4.2) and (4.7),
Rf/R,, equals Rf-ma^/R^max., which is independent of the grain diameter. However, if the
density of dissolution reactive sites on freshly created surfaces in the field decreases with
decreasing grain diameter, thiswould also affect the amount of BET surface area additionally
created during natural weathering. This can be seen, for instance, from the earlier discussion
on the decrease of \ , with decreasing grain diameter. If the BET surface area additionally
created during natural weathering is essentially non-reactive, larger (=rougher) grains have a
smaller proportion of dissolution reactive BET surface area than predicted from their
diameter. This causes the dissolution rate of larger grains to be smaller than predicted byeq.
(4.7). If so, Rf/Rw decreases with decreasing grain diameter, rather than being independent
of grain diameter. Values of Rf/R w for the 1 cm sized feldspars by Holdren and Speyer
(1985,1987), estimated from Si dissolution at pH 3 HCl, vary from 40 to 600 (see eqs. 3.11
and 3.12 and the data in Table 3.5). The smaller R,/R w of 13 (Table 4.4) for the 612 u/n
Nova Scotia material suggests that R f /R w indeed decreases with decreasing grain diameter
(see also the kinetic model inchapter 7).
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4.7. Conclusions
Surface area measurements at different levels of surface detail and dissolution
experiments were performed on a naturally weathered assemblage of feldspar and quartz.
The results from this and earlier studies (Holdren and Speyer, 1985, 1987; this thesis,
chapter 2 and3) indicate that dissolution of freshly created and naturally weathered feldspar
surfaces in artificially ground samples proceeds as follows. Starting with large, hypothetical
fresh-surface feldspar grains, theaverage dissolution site density (cm - 2 of BETsurface area)
gradually decreases with decreasing grain diameter during grinding. This canbe explained if
preferential fracture planes have relatively high densities ofdissolution reactive sites. Natural
weathering of thefresh-surface grains without changing their diameter lowers the dissolution
site density (cm - 2 of BET surface area), because the BETsurface area additionally created
during natural weathering is essentially non-reactive. During artificial grinding, the dissolution
site density ofthe naturally weathered surfaces isconstant with grain diameter, because the
surfaces originate from the unfractured grains. Thus, there exists a grain diameter in the
ground material where thedissolution site density (andthedissolution rate normalized toBET
area) ofthefreshly created surfaces equals that ofthenaturally weathered surfaces. Atlarger
grain diameters, the freshly created BET surfaces are more reactive than the naturally
weathered BETsurfaces;atsmaller grain diameters, they areless reactive.
Dissolution rates offreshly created feldspar surfaces inthe laboratory arefrequentlyup
to several orders of magnitude higher than those of naturally weathered feldspar surfaces in
the field. Forthe unfractured (612u.m) feldspar-quartz assemblage inthis study, andforfour
ground samples of increasingly smaller grain diameter, the steady state dissolution rates of
Na, K, Ca,AIandSiwere determined atpH3 andpH5 HCl.Theresults indicate that, at 612
|jm, dissolution rates of freshly created feldspar surfaces are approximately one order of
magnitude higher than those of naturally weathered feldspar surfaces under similar
hydrogeochemical conditions (allrates normalized to BETsurface area). Comparison withthe
results from chapter 3 strongly suggests that this discrepancy factor increases with increasing
grain diameter. These findings help to explain the observed discrepancies between feldspar
dissolution rates in the laboratory and inthe field. However, additional factors (such aspH,
concentrations of organic ligands and/or inorganic solutes, the proportion of mineral surface
incontact withthesolution,etc.)should also beconsidered inexplaining thediscrepancies.
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Abstract
The effect of sample pretreatment, secondary mineral coatings, etchpits and pores on
surface roughness was investigated for feldspar and quartz in a naturally weathered mineral
assemblage. The assemblage was fractionatedto fourdifferentranges ofgrain density, each
of whichwas sieved to three differentsize fractions.The gas adsorbed (BET-krypton) surface
area, the geometric surface area, the mineralogical composition and the average grain
diameter were determined for all samples. The data showed that: (1) surface roughness
factors of the samples were generally much higher than those of freshly created surfaces;
and (2) for individualdensity ranges (i.e. at constant mineralogical composition), the surface
roughness factor decreased linearly with decreasing grain diameter. Theoreticä
considerations and scanning electron microscopy showed that contributions to the surface
roughness factor of secondary mineral coatings, macropores (diameters > 50 nm) and etch
pits were insignificant.Krypton adsorption data showed that by far most surface roughness
was due to thepresence of microporesand mesopores (diameters < 50 nm). Thesefindings
demonstrate that, during natural weathering, micropores/mesopores develop at dissolution
reactive sites whose density (cm~2 ofgeometric surface area) isapproximatelyproportionalto
grain diameter.
Multivariate linear regression was used to interpret the surface roughness factorsof the
samples in terms of the surface roughness factors of the constituent minerals. The model
showed that, during natural weathering, micropores/mesopores develop in feldspar but
notinquartz grains. At similar grain diameters, the pore density increases in the order:
quartz < microcline < albite < oligoclase/andesine.Thissequence is similar to the well-known
sequence of relative weatherability of these minerals, suggesting a relationship between
weatherability and micropore/mesoporedensity. Moreover, the results imply that sequences
ofrelative weatherabilityare validonlyat similargrain diameter of the minerals considered. •

5.1. Introduction
The aqueous dissolution of minerals has been intensively studied over the past several
decades, both in the laboratory (e.g. Busenberg and Clemency, 1976; Chou and Wollast,
1984; Holdren and Speyer, 1985, 1987; Brantley ef al., 1986; Knauss and Wolery, 1986;
Casey ef al., 1988a,b) and in the field (e.g. April and Newton, 1983; Paces, 1983; Delany,
1985; Folster, 1985; Hultberg, 1985; Velbel, 1985; Clayton, 1986; Olsson and Melkerud,
1987). Experiments have shown that artificial and natural weathering of primary minerals
such as feldspar and quartz proceeds as a non-uniform chemical attack of exposed surfaces,
leading to the formation of etch pits (e.g. Wilson, 1975; Berner and Holdren, 1977, 1979;
Robert ef al., 1980; Hochella ef al., 1987) and/or pores (e.g. Petit ef al., 1987a; Casey ef al.,
1989a; Walker, 1990; Worden ef al., 1990; Zhang ef al., 1993). Etch pits develop from
enhanced dissolution at surface sites of high internal energy, such as crystal defects, if the
dissolution rate is limited by the rate of a chemical reaction step at the mineral-water interface
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(Berner and Holdren, 1977, 1979; Helgeson etat., 1984; Lasaga and Blum, 1986). Several
models have been proposed to explain the formation of pores during mineral dissolution:
(1) like the etch pits, micropores (diameters < 2 nm) and mesopores (2 nm < diameters < 50
nm) may form at crystal defects if the dissolution rate is limited by the rate of a chemical
reaction step at the mineral-water interface (Van Der Hoek et al., 1982; Lasaga and Blum,
1986); (2) a leached microporous surface layer may form if the dissolution rate is limited by
the rate of a transport step, such as diffusion of aqueous reactants and products (Doremus,
1983; Chou and Wollast, 1984; Casey and Bunker, 1990); and (3) macropores (diameters >
50 nm) may result from the formation of fluid inclusions during the initial cooling of the pluton,
followed by leakage and weathering under earth surface conditions (Parsons etal., 1988).
Dissolution rates in the literature are normally expressed per unit of "average" mineral
surface area (e.g. mol.cm -2 of BET surfaces -1 ). However, the etch pits, micro-, meso- and
macropores, and possibly still other surface details, may all dissolve at their own
characteristic rate. Furthermore,the formation of etch pitsand poresduring dissolution affects
the amount of surface area - and thus, the dissolution rate - in a way that may vary from
sample to sample (Helgeson et al., 1984; White and Peterson, 1990; see also chapter 2).
This demonstrates that the relationship between experimental dissolution rates, normalized to
"average" surface area, and the nature, morphology and relative amounts of the various
surface details isofgreat importance to our understanding of the dissolution process.
In the previous chapters, porosity has been proposed as the most likely explanation for
the high surface roughness factors of naturally weathered feldspar grains. In this chapter, the
effect of secondary coatings, etch pits and pores on surface roughness is discussed for
feldspar and quartz in a naturally weathered mineral assemblage. In the following chapter,
dissolution experiments on the same mineral assemblage are discussed in the light of
findings from the present research.
The surface morphology of mineral grains can be quantified by the surface roughness
factor (K). X is defined as the ratio of the actual surface area (S; cm2) to the geometric
surface area (s; cm2), which is the area of a hypothetical smooth surface enveloping the
actual surface (Jaycock and Parfitt, 1981):
XaS/s

(5.1)

Both the actual and the geometric surface area are in fact scale dependent. The actual
surface area may, for instance, be approximated by the BET method (Brunauer ef a/., 1938;
Gregg and Sing, 1982). The specific geometric surface area (s*;cm 2 .g _1 ) may, for instance,
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befoundfrom (Cartwright, 1962):
s* =5»/(pd)

(5.2)

where 5?>is a geometry factor related to the average shape of the grains, p is the density
(g.cm -3 ), and d is the average grain diameter. For spherical grains, 5?> equals 6 if d is incm.
Moreaccurate valuesof 2>maybefound,for instance,frommicroscopic observation of grains
at low magnification (e.g.Fair and Hatch, 1933;Cartwright, 1962).

5.2. Materials and methods
Wewanted to relate unambiguously the mineralogy of exposed surfaces in our samples
to the bulk mineralogical composition. Therefore, preliminary studies using optical
microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and X-Ray diffraction were performed on
several naturally weathered samples to select material: (1) free from secondary mineral
coatings; and (2) with the constituent minerals homogeneously distributed over the grains.
The selected sample was a mineral assemblage from Fiesch (Switzerland), collected three
kilometers south of the Fiescher glacier. The sample consists of glacial deposits of low-grade
metamorphic Central Aar granite, and essentially contains only feldspar and quartz. The
material has been exposed to leaching for at least 400 years (when theglacier retreated from
the sampling site). Grain diameters vary from approximately 100 to 1000 urn Organic matter
and secondary minerals were not detected during sample selection. The alkali feldspars in
the Central Aar granites are generally perthitic, consisting of low albite and low microcline
(Bambauer and Bernotat, 1982; Bernotat and Bambauer, 1982).The Ca bearing plagioclases
are generally oligoclase and andesine (Steck, 1976). During the period of Alpine
metamorphism, temperature in the Central Aar granites did not exceed 450 °C (Schaltegger
andVonQuadt, 1990).
The sample was given a mild (low intensity) ultrasonic cleaning for three times 10
minutes, each time followed by profuse washing with deionized water. By sedimentation in
bromoform/decaline mixtures (Van Der Plas, 1966), the sample was fractionated to four
ranges of different grain density (2.56-2.59, 2.59-2.63, 2.63-2.67 and 2.67-2.88 g.cm -3 ).
These were washed with ethanol to remove the bromoform and decaline, washed with
deionized water to remove the ethanol, oven-dried, and dry-sieved to fractions 600-850,
300-425 and 105-210 urn All samples were analyzed by X-Ray fluorescence spectrometry
(XRFS; Table 5.1), X-Ray diffraction, and point counting with optical microscopy to estimate
the bulk mineralogical composition from normative calculations (Brown and Skinner, 1974).
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Table 5.1. Elemental composition (pmol.g -1 sample) according to XRFS.
sample1

Na

K

Ac

735
747
964

2730
2724
2404
1646
1001

Am
Af
Be
Bm
Bf
Cc
Cm
Cf
Dc
Dm
Df

1545
2309
1692
1591
1581

932
1962
2047
1942

922
363
256
99
355
331
393

Ca
<5
<5
<5
23
39
25
63
50
38
452
443
570

AI

Si

Mg+Fe

3618
3675
3581
3510
3646
2896
2283
2129
1238
3466
3574
3628

10993
10938
11146
11444
11442
12488
13422
13688
14939
11656
11566
11282

27
27
36
78
74
62
107
78
62
325
302
417

1

A = 2.56-2.59 g.cnrT3; B = 2.59-2.63 g.crrT3; C = 2.63-2.67 g.cm -3 ; D= 2.67-2.88 g.cm" 3 ;
c = 600-850 urn;m=300-425 u.m;f = 105-210 p m

Optical microscopy showed that the samples contain on average 20 % of rock fragments of
varying composition.Optical microscopy and X-Ray data showed that the samples are mainly
composed of microcline (assumed pure KAISi 3 0 8 ), albite (assumed pure NaAISi3Og),
microcline-perthite, consisting of a microcline and an albite component, plagioclase which
according to the method by Tobi (1963) consists of oligoclase and andesine (assumed pure
Ab 70 An 30 ), and quartz (assumed pure Si0 2 ). Also, a few % of muscovite (assumed pure
KAI3Si3O10(OH)2) and biotite (assumed pure K(Mg,Fe++)3AISi3O10(OH)2), and traces of
amphibole, epidote and tourmaline are present in most samples. According to the XRFS
data, the summed mass fraction of oxides of other elements (Ba, Ti and Mn) is invariably
< 0.2 %. Optical microscopy and normative calculations showed that large differences in
mineralogical composition exist between samples of different density range (Fig. 5.1). For
size fractions of similar density range, however, variations in mineralogical composition are
small, and deviations from average mass fractions seldomly exceed 10 % (Tables 5.2 and
5.3). The incomplete purification by density fractionation (Fig. 5.1) results from the presence
of the perthites andthe rock fragments.
Using the method by De Kanel and Morse (1979), the specific BET surface area (S*;
cm .g~1) was estimated for all samples from a 3-point krypton adsorption isotherm. General
equations were derived for 17different types of grain geometry (ellipsoids, prisms, pyramids,
etc., and combinations) to calculate the volume and the geometric surface area of individual
2
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E S microcline
V77Äalbite
E S oligoclaseand
andesine

g
•s
iz 0.5
</)

E3Iquartz
^m others

W
(Q

A:2.56-2.59g/cm3
B:2.59-2.63g/cm3
C:2.63-2.67g/cm3
D:2.67-2.88g/cm3

F/g. 5.Ï. Average mineralogical composition ofthe four density ranges (Tables 5.2 and 5.3).
"Others"includes muscoviteand biotite, and tracesofamphibole,epidoteand tourmaline.
grains from variable linear grain dimensions, inthis way, theaverage equivalent spherical
grain diameter and the specific geometric surface areaofsamples can be estimated in terms
of analmost infinitely large number of possible grain shapes. Thelinear dimensions of 30
individual grains were determined inall samples from observation byadissecting microscope
at 40x magnification. At this scale ofsurface detail,etch pits and pores are not observed and
have no effect onthe surface area estimate. Dimensions paralleltothe microscope axis were
obtained from measurement of shadows, cast bya rotatable light source at known angles.
Essential data on all samples aregiven inTables 5.2 and 5.3.
To determine the effect ofultrasonic cleaning on the surface roughness ofthe samples
(Cremeens etal.,1987), 10gofuntreated sample material was gently washed with deionized
water during 5 minutes andwet-sieved using a 600anda 210 UJTI sieve. The mineral
fragments > 1000 UJTI were handpicked from the fraction > 600 UJTI, andthe grains <
approximately 100 UJTIwere decanted from the fraction < 210 u r nThe geometric and BET
surface area of these minimally treated samples 600-1000 u.m and 100-210 UJTI were
determined asfor the other samples.
The effect ofetch pitting on surface morphology was investigated bySEM for the three
samples of density 2.67-2.88 g.cm -3 (Fig. 5.2a and hereafter). The 600-850 u.m, 2.67-2.88
g.crrf 3 sample was used inthree additional experiments tofurther evaluate the nature ofthe
BETsurfaces.
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Table 5.2. Characterization of samples in the grain density ranges 2.56-2.59 and
2.59-2.63 g.cm -3 .
density (g.cm-3)
fraction (u,m)

S;(cmV)
2
1 1
s;(cm .g- )
microcline
albite

600-850

^w(-f1
M-)

>
105-210

600-850

825

762

366

194

1400
38.8
0.737
0.192

1600
80.8
0.727
0.196

1480

151
0.636
0.253

0

0

0

0.036
0.031
0.004
7.61
36.1

0.032
0.041
0.004
7.62
19.8

0.063
0.042
0.006
7.57

" " 7 0" " 3 0

quartz
muscovite
biotite

- 2.56-2.59300-425

9.8

1650
34.8
0.414
0.391
0.020
0.109
0.054
0.012
7.48
47.4

- 2.59-2.63300-425

^

105-210

402

235

2030
73.9
0.236
0.581
0.035
0.086
0.051
0.011
7.77
27.5

1890

124
0.219
0.427
0.022
0.276
0.046
0.010
7.64
15.2

1

c^ isthe average spherical grain diameter; S* isthe specific BET surface area; s^ is the
specific geometric surface area;\ , isthe surface roughness factor.
2
all minerals expressed as massfractions.
3
oligoclase andandesine.
4
S^w isthegeometry factor, calculated assuming densities (g.cm-3) of: microcline = 2.55;
albite= 2.61;Ab 70 An 30 =2.66;quartz=2.65;muscovite= 2.82;biotite=2.84.

Table 5.3. Characterization of samples in the grain density ranges 2.63-2.67 and
2.67-2.88 g.cm -3 .
density (g.cm 3)
fraction (|xm)

s;(cm
oV)
2
1 1

s;(cm .g- )
microcline
albite
Ab 70 An 30 3
quartz
muscovite
biotite

SM-f1
M-)
1,2,3,4

<
600-850

-2.63-2.67300-425

839

419

1470
34.8
0.063
0.378
0.056
0.446
0.040
0.017
7.71
42.2

1460
68.6
0.038
0.383
0.045
0.484
0.038
0.012
7.59
21.3

- 2.67-2.88 > <
300-425
105-210 600-850

187
1240

156
0.003
0.221
0.034
0.706
0.026
0.010
7.72

8.0

see notesTable 5.2.
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676

383

2990
42.8
0.035
0.238
0.400
0.228
0.049
0.050
7.69
69.9

3510
73.9
0.021
0.265
0.392
0.213
0.062
0.047
7.53
47.5

105-210

217
3420

131
0.049
0.161
0.506
0.189
0.030
0.065
7.56
26.1

Fig. 5.2. a: scanning electron microscope image of an albite grain in the 600-850 ym,
2.67-2.88g.cm"3 sample. Thegeneral shape of the grain is representativefor essentiallyall
grains in all samples.At this scale of surfacedetail,the roughness factor is approximately2.
b: scanning electron microscope image of a polished cross-section of a randomly oriented
microclinegrain in the 600-850\im, 2.67-2.88g.cm-3 sample. Thisparticular grain shows a
veryhighdensityofinternalcavities,whichmaybe macropores(seetext).
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In the first experiment, a small amount of sample was immersed in commercial grade
synolite lacquer. After hardening, the resulting stub was sawed and carefully polished,
exposing cross-sections of randomly orientedgrains.The presence of macropores throughout
the bulk of the grains (Worden et al., 1990; Walker, 1990) was investigated using SEM
(Worden et al., 1990) at magnifications upto 20,000x (Fig.5.2b and hereafter).
In the second experiment, the krypton adsorption isotherm of the sample was
compared to that of a reference sample. This technique gives an estimate of their difference
in micropore volume (cm3.g~1 sample; Lippens and De Boer, 1965). The reference sample
was a pure, ground 53-105 |xm adularia fraction,freshly derived from the inner core material
of a 10 cm large naturally weathered single crystal. The ground adularia was cleaned
ultrasonically in ethanol three times for 10 minutes, each time followed by washing with
ethanol. The ground, clean adularia fraction is similar to that used in earlier experiments
(chapter 3). Its BET surface area is99 % freshly created by grinding (Table 3.2), so etchpits,
pores, secondary mineralcoatings,etc., from natural weathering are virtually absent.
The third experiment was to determine whether the BET surface area is located near
the surface of the grains or throughout the bulk of the grains. 2.0082 g of 600-850 urn,
2.67-2.88 g.crrf 3 sample was mixed with 0.2410 g of 10 |xmcorund powder in a 5 ml plastic
container. 0.8 ml of deionized water was added, and the resulting slurry was vigorously
shaken mechanically for about 7 hours. The fine and coarse grains were then carefully
separated by repeated sedimentation in deionized water until the supernatant was totally
clear. Velocities of sedimentation showed that the mechanical treatment had not caused any
significant fracturing of the coarse grains, so their numbers before and after treatment are
essentially the same. Both size fractions were oven-dried, collected, cooled to room
temperature and reweighed. The coarse size fraction was again ultrasonically cleaned three
times for 10 minutes, and itsspecific BET surface area wasdetermined.

5.3. Results anddiscussion
Using the data in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, the surface roughness factor of the naturally
weathered samples (\) was plotted versus their average equivalent spherical grain diameter
(d w ; Fig. 5.3). The results show that the surface roughness factor of samples of comparable
mineralogical composition decreases approximately linearly with decreasing grain diameter.
We can think of three reasonable ways to explain these findings: (1) effects from the
presence of unobserved secondary mineral coatings; (2) effects from the sample
pretreatment (ultrasonic cleaning and dry-sieving); or (3) effects from the primary phases.
These are discussed ingreater detail hereafter.
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(1) Secondary mineral coatings
Secondary mineral coatings canbe highly porous, andmaycontribute to the BET
surface area of naturally weathered samples (White and Peterson, 1990). At constant
composition of a secondary coating, its porous character canbe quantified by a constant
(C 4 ; cm -1 ) denoting the equivalent BET surface area ofthe gas absorbed per cm3ofcoating
material.The BETsurface areaofcoating material (S ;cm2) inasample isthengiven by:
(5.3)

sc = vcc4

where Vc isthevolume of coating material. Eq. (5.3) canbeused to quantify theeffectof
secondary coatings on the surface roughness factor of a naturally weathered sample as
follows. If, during natural weathering,thesurface roughness factor changes only asa result
of formation ofsecondary coatings,the surface roughness factor ofthe primary phases does
notchange andequalsthat oftheir freshly createdcounterparts. For freshly created spherical
primary grains, covered by secondary coating material, it follows from eq.(5.3)andfrom

100

À,w

50

600
900
graindiameter (urn)
Fig. 5.3. Plot of the surface roughness factor (kw) versus the average spherical grain
diameter (dw; \im). Estimated accuracy ofXw ± 20 %;estimated precision ofkw±5
%.
Estimatedaccuracy ofdw±10%.D : 2.56-2.59g-cm"3, Xw = 0.0454dw+ 1.9(r2 = 1.00);
O :2.59-2.63g-cm-3, Xw=0.0531dw+4.2(r2 =0.99);0 ;2.63-2.67g.cm-3, Xw=0.0523dw
- 1.3 (r2 = 1.00);A : 2.67-2.88 g.cm-3, Xw = 0.0931dw + 8.2(r2 = 0.99). Extrapolated
interceptsmaybe inaccurate,due tolack ofdataatsmäl graindiameters.
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simple geometry that:
\, =A,+ C 4 [d c - 2d c 2 /d w + 4d 3 /(3d£)]

(5.4)

where ^ is the surface roughness factor of the freshly created primary grains, d c is the
average thickness of the coating, and d^ isthe average grain diameter including the coating.
Inthe samples used here (grain diameters > 100 u,m), secondary coatings inthe order of nm
thickness may have remained unobserved during sample selection. For such coatings
(dc « d j , eq. (5.4) simplifiesto:
A*=V C 4 d c

(5.5)

At constant composition of the primary phases, A, is independent of the grain diameter
(chapter 2). Thus, eq. (5.5) indicates that the actual relationships in Fig.5.3 can be explained
from the presence of secondary coatings only if, far from reason, the increase in coating
thickness were proportional to the increase in grain diameter of the primary phases.
Furthermore, the value of C 4 for secondary iron (hydr)oxides inTahoe Granite is in the order
of 40,000 cm - 1 (White and Peterson, 1990). An increase inthe coating thickness of 0.25 u/n
would then increase\ by one unit (eq. 5.5). Thus, iron (hydr)oxide coatings on the 650-800
fim grains in these samples would be approximately 10 u.m thick over the entire geometric
surface (Fig.5.3). Both from SEM and from X-Ray diffraction,suchcoatingswould have been
easily observed duringsampleselection.

(2) Sample pretreatment
In general, abrasion of grains during ultrasonic cleaning and/or dry-sieving gives higher
(or lower) X only if the surface details which are destroyed have lower (or higher) A.than
those which are created. For instance, Cremeens et al. (1987) found that abrasion of fresh
mineral surfaces by grinding created additional surface roughness at the scale of observation
by SEM. In contrast, we found a decrease in surface roughness from BET analysis in the
corund experiment (see hereafter). This suggests that X of surface details created by
abrasion is intermediate between \ from SEM analysis and Aw from the BET method. The
vigorous treatment in the corund experiment abraded 32 % of the BET surface area of the
600-850 u,m, 2.67-2.88 g.cm -3 sample (see hereafter). Therefore, the much less vigorous
and much shorter ultrasonic treatment could not have abraded, for instance, 63 % of the BET
surface area of the 105-210 \xm, 2.67-2.88 g.cm -3 sample, needed to decrease its\ from
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69.9 to 26.1 (Table 5.3). The specific surface areas from theexperiment using minimal
sample pretreatment were (cm 2 .g -1 ): 37.3 (geometric; 600-1000 urn), 172 (geometric;
100-200 |xm), 1910 (BET; 600-1000 |xm), and 3270 (BET; 100-200 |xm), respectively. Thus,
the surface roughness factors were 51.2 (600-1000 um), and 19.0 (100-200|xm),
respectively. Realizing that both samples cover the entire range of grain densities, these
values are ingood agreement with the data in Fig. 5.3.
in conclusion,we are confident that most or all of the differences in surface roughness
of these samples are inherent to the primary phases, and not to secondary coatings or to the
sample pretreatment.

(3) Primary phases
In the samples ofdensity 2.67-2.88 g.cm~3, A^ from scanning electron microscopyat
1000x magnification was approximately 2.0, including effects from etch pitting (Fig. 5.2a for
the 600-850 |xm fraction). From point counting on representative SEM images, etchpit
densities (cm - 2 of geometric surface) were approximately 3600 ± 1200 (105-210 urn), 2800
± 1000 (300-425 ujTi), and 4000 ± 1400 (600-850 u/n), respectively. The average etch pit
diameter was approximately 1.5 |xm in all three samples. Ifthe average depth of the etch pits
is, for instance, 1 |xm, the proportion of the SEM area occupied by etch pits is approximately
0.01 %for all three samples. However, surface roughness factors from BET analysis (Table
5.3) are much higher than those from SEM observation (Fig. 5.2a). This demonstrates that
the formation of etch pits during natural weathering does not explain the high \ from BET
analysis in these samples.
Macropore porosities from leakage andweathering of fluid inclusions may reach several
% by volume within parts of selected crystals, the higher values being found in rocks judged
to be "wetter" on pétrographie grounds (Montgomery and Brace, 1975; Worden et al., 1990).
If the surface roughness factor of a naturally weathered sample results only fromthe
formation of macropores, theroughness at an atomic level, both inside and outsidethe
macropores, does not change during natural weathering and equals that offreshly created
surfaces. For cylindrically shaped pores of identical radius, distributed homogeneously
throughout the bulk of sphericalgrains, itfollows fromsimple geometry that:
(5 6)

VW+^Vp/Pr)]

"

where v.isthe volume fraction ofpores inthe grains and risthe pore radius. From point
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counting and scale measurements on representative SEM images up to 20,000x
magnification, the 600-850 UJTI, 2.67-2.88 g.cm -3 sample has an average macropore volume
fraction of approximately 0.5 % maximum, and the average macropore radius is
approximately 2 u,m (Fig. 5.2b). The 0.5 % is a maximum because it is not clear from the
SEM observations if all cavities in the polished cross-sections are internally connected to the
surface of the grains. Values of \ for microcline, albite, oligoclase and andesine are
approximately 3.4, 2.5, 5.2 and 6.3, respectively (Table 2.1). Given its crystal structure, X, of
quartz is probably even lower (see chapter 2). Assuming A, = 4 for the 600-850 u.m,
2.67-2.88 g-cm -3 sample, its maximum \ would equal 6.3 (eq. 5.6). Thus, the formation
of macropores during natural weathering does not explain the actual \ of 69.9 for this
sample.
The krypton adsorption isotherms of the adularia reference and of the 600-850 UJTI,
2.67-2.88 g.cm -3 test sample are shown in Fig. 5.4a. Comparison of the two isotherms
(Lippens and De Boer, 1965; Fig. 5.4b) indicates (3.1 ± 0.2)-10~5 cm 3 .g" 1 more micropore
volume for the test sample than for the reference sample. If the micropore volume of the
reference sample equals zero, and if the micropores in the test sample are cylindrical^
shaped and internally smooth,this explains 620 cm 2 of BET surface.g-1 sample at maximum
average micropore radius (1 nm). However, this estimate is a minimum. For instance, if the
surface roughness factor at an atomic level inside the micropores equals that of freshly
created surfaces (say, ^ = 4), a micropore radius of 0.85 nm would explain all BET surface
area of the sample. Additionally, the adsorption-desorption hysteresis for the test sample
(Fig. 5.4a) indicates the presence of mesopores (Gregg and Sing, 1982). These findings
strongly suggest that the BET surface area of these samples can be largely explained
fromthe formation of micropores and mesopores in the primary phases during natural
weathering.
Reweighing the corund-treated fractions gave 1.8117 g of coarse grains, and 0.4317 g
of fine grains. Thus, the unexplained loss intotal weight of solids is 0.0058 g, and the shift in
mass from coarse to fine grains is 0.1936 ± 0.0029 g. For spherical grains of 338 UJTI radius
(Table 5.3), thiscan be explained fromthe abrasion of a 11 u.mthick surficial layer. The BET
surface area of the coarse grains after treatment is 2030 cm2.g~1, compared to the original
2990 cm 2 .g" 1 . If the BET surface area of the 600-850 u m 2.67-2.88 g.cm"3 sample is
homogeneously distributed over the bulk of the grains, eq. (5.6) also applies to the data from
the corund experiment. In that case, the change in specific geometric surface area and in
surface roughness of the treated sample, due to the diminution in average grain diameter,
follows from eqs. (5.2) and (5.6):
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Fig. 5.4. Krypton adsorption/desorption isotherms. D : adsorption of the 600-850 \tm,
2.67-2.88 g-cnf3 test sample; + : desorption of the 600-850 \im, 2.67-2.88 flf.cm"3 test
sample; 0 : adsorption of the53-105 \im adularia reference sample. Thesamples were
degassed40 hoursat350 °C;the data wereobtainedat-196 °C.Plot a: amountadsorbed/
desorbed (fjmol.g'1 sample) versus the relative krypton vapour pressure (p/p°). Plot
b: amount adsorbed (iJmol.g'1 sample) versus thestatistical thickness of the krypton film
(nm); the y-intercept equals the difference in micropore volume between the reference
sample(soliddiagonalline)and the testsample(Lippensand DeBoer, 1965).
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^adb

s;=T7^

(5.7)

and, because v and rdo notchange during thecorund treatment:

(5-8)

VVfVtydA

where the subscripts a and b refer to after and before treatment, respectively. Application of
eqs. (5.1), (5.7) and (5.8) to the data from the corund experiment, assuming \ = 4, indicates
that the specific BET surface area of the treated sample is3000 cm 2 .g" 1 ifS^b = S^a (minimal
gain of BET surface, compared to the untreated sample, if the average shape of the grains
does not change). Even if the corund treatment resulted in a perfect spherical shape for all
grains(%a = 6), the specific BET surface area after treatment would still be 2340 cm2.g~1
fëb = 7.69; Table 5.3). Thus, the actual BET area of 2030 cm2.g~1 indicates that the
micropores/mesopores in the sample were, at least partly, localized near the surface of the
grains. Due to the irregular shape of the grains, the actual layer thickness removed by the
corund probably varied from 0 UJTI at some places to more than 20 u/n at others. Therefore,
the actual thickness of the layer where the BET surface area of the sample is located could
not be determined,and may be any value between almostzero and several tens of UJTI.
If the linear relations in Fig. 5.3 hold, and if the micropores/mesopores in these
samples are cylindrically shaped and perpendicular to the surface, the average pore density
(p) followsfromsimple geometry:

P=

<x(L
-s—
2 I t rA 1 L m

(5.9)

where b is the number of micropores/mesopores per unit of geometric surface area, a isthe
slope of the linear relation between surface roughness and grain diameter (Fig. 5.3), and 1^,
is the average length of the pores. Thus, at constant radius and length, the micropore/
mesopore density in these samples is proportional to grain diameter. Consequently, at
infinitely small grain diameter their density is essentially zero. Extrapolated values of \ in
Fig. 5.3 are indeed in general agreement with those reported for non-porous freshly created
feldspar surfaces (2.5 to 11; chapter 2).
As discussed in the introduction, micropores and/or mesopores may form from
enhanced dissolution at crystal defects, or from selective leaching of surficial layers. The
density, depth and radius of pores in leached layers primarily depend on crystal structure,
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mineral composition, temperature, pH, and reaction time (Casey and Bunker, 1990). For the
Fiesch samples ofsimilar density range, these are allessentially independent ofthe grain
diameter. Thus, the actual relations between surface roughness and grain diameter (Fig. 5.3)
suggest that leached layers, whether present or not, did not contribute significantly to the
BET surface area. For instance, if density andradius of selectively leached poresare
independent of grain diameter, the leached layer thickness would, far from reason, be
proportional to grain diameter. Furthermore, for the nine different naturally weathered
feldspars by Holdren and Speyer (1985,1987), itwas concluded in chapter 2that the surface
roughness factor of Grass Valley Anorthite was highest of all (Xy,« 2600). However, contrary
to microcline and albite, Al-depleted leached layers in anorthite can exist only if condensation
of silanol groups ( = S i - O H ) into a linked structure (forinstance, = S i - 0 - S i = ) occurs
(Casey and Bunker, 1990). Unless intensive condensation ofsilanol groups occurred in the
Grass Valley Anorthite during natural weathering, its high X^ cannot beexplained from the
formation of Al-depleted leached layers.
The observed dependence of surface roughness on grain diameter can be explainedif
preferential fracture planes have relatively high densities of dissolution reactive sites (i.e. sites
where BET surface area iscreated during dissolution).Asimilar mechanism was proposedin
chapter 3to explain the dissolution behaviour of freshly created feldspar surfaces by Holdren
and Speyer (1985, 1987). Under such conditions, artificial grinding inthelaboratoryand
grinding inthe field (for instance, by the mechanical action ofrivers, glaciers, etc.) exposes
freshly created surfaces with increasingly lower density ofdissolution reactive sites, thereby
decreasing the average density at all grain diameters. If, during subsequent natural
weathering, BET surface area develops at such sites, smaller grains have lower surface
roughness factors. This also agrees with the observation that the surface roughness factor of
the naturally weathered Nova Scotia sample (612 |xm;chapter 4) is much smaller than that of
the naturally weathered feldspar fragments by Holdren and Speyer (1 cm;chapter 2).
The surface roughness factors ofthese samples are in fact weighted averages ofthe
surface roughness factors of the constituent minerals. Because, at constant mineralogical
composition, surface roughness in Fig.5.3 is linearly related to grain diameter, similar
relationships will holdfor the pure constituent minerals i according to:

X.-o.d. +ß,

(5.10)

where X-t is the surface roughness factor of mineral i,a { and ß, are the slope and intercept,
respectively, and d, is the average grain diameter of mineral i.Ifthe constituent minerals are
homogeneously distributed over the grains inasample, and ifall grains in the sample are of
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similar size and shape, the weighting factors arethe volume fractions of the minerals i
(Appendix 4),which can be obtained from mass fractions (Tables 5.2 and 5.3) and densities.
The surface roughnessfactor ofasamplew( A J isthengivenby(Appendix 4):
^

= :E

i[ v i,w( a i d w + ßi)]

(5.11)

where v i w is the volume fraction of mineral i in sample w (E|V i w = 1),andwhere the
expression between parentheses isthe surface roughness factor ofmineral i insample w.In
eq. (5.11) d j and ß, are theunknowns, sotheresulting multivariate linear regression model
can besolved if thenumber of samples w > 2i. Using thedata in Tables 5.2and5.3 for
microcline, albite, oligoclase/andesine and quartz only (nomuscovite or biotite considered),
the model indicates that quartz hasthe lowest, andoligoclase/andesine hasthe highest
surface roughness factor in these samples. Based on the high \ of biotite (Whiteand
Peterson, 1990)andthe low A^ of muscovite (Nonaka, 1984), we assumed in the final
analysis that a { and ß,equal those ofquartz formuscovite,andthose ofoligoclase/andesine
for biotite.The results ofthe final regression analysis are shown inFig.5.5.Atagiven grain
diameter, values ofX-t inthese samples increase inthe order: quartz <microcline <albite<
oligoclase/andesine. This sequence is similar to the well-known sequence of relative
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Fig. 5.5. Relationsbetweensurfaceroughnessfactor(A,,jandgrain diameter (dw; ym) ofthe
predominant mineralsi inthe samples,asestimatedfrom multivariate linear regression(eq.
5.11). Oligoclase/andesine:A,,=0.1789dw+3.1; albite:X,=0.0717dw +7.1;microcline:A., =
0.0439dw - 0.8;quartz:X,=0.0062dw+1.9. r2 = 0.99.
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weatherability of these minerals (Goldich, 1938). That the same sequence can be derived
from surface roughness data strongly supports the validity of our approach. The results
indicate a relationship between theweatherability of minerals andthe density of micropores/
mesopores after natural weathering. This is true, for instance, if the micropores/mesopores
develop at highly reactive dissolution sites (see also the following chapter). Moreover, the
relations inFig.5.5suggest that sequences ofrelative weatherability hold only atsimilar grain
diameter ofthemineralsconsidered.

5.4. Conclusions
The effect of sample pretreatment, secondary coatings, etch pits andpores on surface
roughness of mineral grainswas investigated forfeldspar andquartz ina naturally weathered
assemblage. Roughness factors of the naturally weathered surfaces were much higher than
could be explained from sample pretreatment, formation of secondary mineral coatings, etch
pits or macropores. Krypton adsorptjon/desorption data showed that the high surface
roughness factors can be explained from the presence of micropores and mesopores,
concentrated near themineral surface. Because freshly created surfaces bygrinding are nonporous, these findings indicate that, during natural weathering, micropores/mesopores
develop at dissolution reactive sites. The data also indicate that, at constant mineralogical
composition, the micropore/mesopore density isapproximately proportional tograin diameter.
This suggests that leached layers, whether present or not,do notcontribute significantly to
the BET surface area. The data can be explained, however, if preferential fracture planes
have relatively high densities ofdissolution reactive sites. Asimilar mechanism wasproposed
earlier: (1) to explain the dissolution behaviour of freshly created feldspar surfaces by
grinding (chapter 3); and (2) to explain the discrepancy in surface roughness between the
naturally weathered Nova Scotia sample (chapter 4) andthe naturally weathered feldsparsby
Holdren andSpeyer (1985; 1987) (chapter2).
Multivariate linear regression showed that the micropores/mesopores develop in the
feldspar grains but not in the quartz grains during natural weathering. At similar grain
diameters, surface roughness factors increase in the order: quartz < microcline < albite
< oligoclase/andesine. This sequence is similar to the well-known sequence of relative
mineral weatherability. Thefindings strongly suggest a relationship between the weatherability
of minerals andthe density of micropores/mesopores. This can be explained if micropores/
mesopores develop at dissolution reactive sites. Moreover, thedata indicate that sequences
of relative weatherability arevalid only atsimilar grain diameter ofthe minerals involved.
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The dissolution ofnaturally weathered
feldspar and quartz
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Abstract
The dissolution behaviour of a naturally weathered feldspar-quartz assemblage was
studied at pH 3 HCl and ambient temperature. The assemblage was fractionated to four
different ranges of grain density, each of which was sieved to three different size fractions.
Dissolution rates ofA/a, K, Ca, AI and Si, normalized to thegas adsorbed (BET) surface area,
were essentially independent of the grain diameter. Due to effects from surface roughness,
dissolution rates normalized to the geometric surface area were essentially proportional to
grain diameter. Combination of these and earlier findingsindicates that the micropores and
mesopores (which are present in the feldspar but not in the quartz grains) were the
dissolution reactive sites, rather than the etch pits. Theoretical arguments indicate that the
pore area perpendicular to the mineral surface (i.e. the pore "walls")is essentially nonreactive, and that the dissolution rates are largely determined by thepore area parallel to the
mineral surface (the pore "bottoms"). The pore area parallel to the mineral surface is
equivalent to: (1) the leached layer/fresh mineral interface, if the micropores/mesopores
develop in leached layers; or (2) the dislocation outcropswhere strained mineral material isin
contact with the solution, if the micropores/mesopores develop at crystal defects. Tentative
calculations suggest that, during the previous natural weathering of these samples,
dissolution occurredfrom the micropore "bottoms", rather than from the etchpits,too.
Due to the absence of micropores/mesopores in naturally weathered quartz, its
dissolution behaviour differs distinctly from that of feldspar. The data imply that quartz
dissolvesprimarilyfrom the etchpits, and thatitsdissolution rate, normalized to either BET or
togeometric surface area, and both for freshlyground and for naturally weathered grains, is
independent of the grain diameter. The absence of highly reactive sites on freshly created
quartz surfaces (i.e. sites where micropores/mesopores form) may explain their low
dissolutionrate, compared to freshlycreated feldspar surfaces. The absence of non-reactive
micropore "walls"innaturally weathered quartz may explain why large discrepancies between
dissolutionrates of freshlycreated and naturally weathered surfaces have been reported for
feldspar,but not (yet) forquartz.

6.1. Introduction
Over the past several decades many authors have reported on the kinetics of mineral
dissolution, both in the laboratory and in the field (e.g. Lagache, 1965; Wollast, 1967;
Cleaves et al., 1970, 1974; Paces, 1973, 1983, 1986; Petrovich, 1976; Balek et ai, 1978;
Âberg and Jacks, 1985; Knauss and Wolery, 1986; Brantley et a/., 1986; Casey et al.,
1989a,b). Experimental dissolution data are usually evaluated by a kinetic model, several of
which are available from the literature (e.g. Aagaard and Helgeson, 1982; Helgeson et al.,
1984; Chou and Wollast, 1984; Wintsch and Dunning, 1985; Murphy and Helgeson, 1987;
Wieland er al., 1988). Virtually all kinetic models yield dissolution rates normalized to mineral
surface area. Therefore, authors frequently include data on the specific surface areas of their
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samples (e.g. Lagache, 1965; Busenburg and Clemency, 1976; Chou and Wollast, 1984;
Holdren andSpeyer, 1985,1987; Knauss andWolery, 1986;Casey etal.,1988a).
Kinetic models normally contain only one surface area parameter. This implies that
dissolution rates are expressed per unit of "average" surface area, and hold for individual
surface sites only if all surface area dissolves equally fast. However, mineral dissolution is a
non-uniform chemical attack of exposed surfaces, leading to the formation of etch pits (e.g.
Wilson, 1975; Bemer and Holdren, 1977, 1979; Robert ef a/., 1980; Hochella ef al, 1987),
macropores (diameters > 50 nm; e.g. Ferry, 1985; Guthrie and Veblen, 1988; Worden etal.,
1990;Walker, 1990) and micropores/mesopores (diameters < 2 nm and 2 nm < diameters <
50 nm; e.g. Petit er al., 1987a; Bunker et al., 1988; Casey ef al., 1989a; Hellmann ef a/.,
1990;Zhang efal.,1993;see alsochapters 2 and5).
The non-uniform chemical attack of mineral surfaces is inconsistent with the implicit
assumption in kinetic models that all surface area dissolves equally fast. In chapter 5, the
effect of etch pits and pores on the BET (gas adsorbed) surface area was investigated for
feldspar and quartz in a naturally weathered assemblage. In this chapter, experimental
dissolution data for the same assemblage are analyzed using the findings from chapter 5.
The main objective is to determine the reactivity of the etch pits, relative to that of the pores,
under acid leachingconditions.

6.2. Materials and methods
The starting material was a naturally weathered feldspar-quartz assemblage from
glacial deposits of the low-grade metamorphic Central Aar granite. The material has been
exposed to leaching for at least 400 years (when the glacier retreated from the sampling
site). Grain diameters vary from 100to 1000urn Organic matter and secondary minerals are
virtually absent.The starting material isdescribed inmoredetail inchapter 5.
HF/H 2 S0 4 and ultrasonic pretreatment are frequently used in dissolution studies to
remove unwanted adhering fine particles (e.g. Perry et al., 1983;Cremeens et al., 1987).To
determine the effect of these pretreatmentsonthe dissolution of AI andSi,5g of the starting
material was split into four equal portions for a preliminary dissolution test run. The sample
portions were either: (1) submersed for 10 minutes in a mixture of equal volumes of a 10 %
HF and a 0.1 N H 2 S0 4 solution (Perry ef al., 1983); and/or (2) ultrasonically cleaned at low
intensity for three times 10 minutes, each time followed by washing with deionized water.
Thus,sample 1is untreated,sample2 is HF/H2S04 treated,sample 3 is ultrasonically treated
andsample 4 is HF/H 2 S0 4 plus ultrasonicallytreated.
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In the final dissolution experiments, the starting material was given mild (low intensity)
ultrasonic cleaning for three times 10 minutes, each time followed by washing with deionized
water. The cleaned material was fractionated to four different ranges of grain density
(2.56-2.59, 2.59-2.63, 2.63-2.67 and 2.67-2.88 g.cm"3) using bromoform and mixtures of
bromoform and decaline (Van Der Plas, 1966). These were dry-sieved to fractions 600-850,
300-425 and 105-210 u m The BET-krypton surface area, the geometric surface area, the
average equivalent spherical grain diameter, and the mineralogical composition were
determined for all samples (Tables 5.2 and 5.3). Optical microscopy and X-Ray diffraction
showed that all samples essentially consist of quartz, microcline, microcline-perthite, albite,
and oligoclase/andesine (assumed average composition Ab 70 An 30 ). Optical microscopy,
X-Ray fluorescence spectrometry and normative calculations (Brown and Skinner, 1974)
showed that relative amounts of these minerals in individual samples varied with the density
range. Optical microscopy also showed that small amounts of muscovite and biotite were
present in all samples (Tables 5.2 and 5.3).
The design of the dissolution experiments was similar to that in chapter 4. Teflonsingle-pass flow-through reaction cells, switched for upward flow, were used in combination
with peristaltic pumps and PVC and PE tubing. Non-duplicated experiments were carried out
for two months (test runs) and for six months (final runs), respectively, at pH 3 and pH 5 HCl
and 21 ± 3 °C. Two blanks (empty reaction cells) were run during all experiments to check
for leachant composition. Three pure feldspars (adularia, albite and labradorite), dissolving at
steady state pH 3 throughout the experiments, were used to test the analytical equipment
performance. Sample heights in the reaction cells were about 1 mm, so concentration
gradients were virtually absent. The reaction cells were fitted with 0.1 um nylon membrane
filters on both ends. The flow rate was maintained at 0.98 + 0.08 ml.hr"1 for all runs. During
the first few days of experiments, ultrafine particles not removed by the ultrasonic cleaning
may have passed the top filter, causing false dissolution data (Holdren and Berner, 1979;
Gillman and Sumner, 1987). However, calculations hereafter involve steady state rates,which
were reached after several months of running time. So, all material passing the top filter was
assumed to be effectively in solution. Leachates, removed at 3 to 4 days intervals, were
analyzed for Na, K, Ca, AI, and Si at 1 to 3 weeks intervals using a Varian SpectrAA 300
graphite tube autoanalyzer. Leachates collected during the pH 5 stage of the runs were
acidified to pH 3 with 1 M HCl before storage. Periodic duplicates showed that analytic errors
in leachate concentrations are in the order of 5 % for AI and Si, 10 % for Ca and Na, and 20
% for K.
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6.3. Results
Test runs
At pH 3,theeffect of HF/H2S04 andmild ultrasonic pretreatment onbulk dissolution
rates (mol.g~1.s~1) from the starting material isshown inFig. 6.1. The rateswere highest for
HF/H2S04 pretreatment during the first month of the experiments. This maybe dueto
fluorinationofthe mineral surface (Perry etal.,1983). Ultrasonic pretreatment had much less
effect ondissolution rates (Fig.6.1), andwas usedduring preparationofthe final samples.

Dissolution experiments
Dissolution data for the samples of density ranges 2.56-2.59 and2.59-2.63 g-cm -3
were obtained atpH3 HCl (days0to 156) and atpH5 HCl (days 156to 186), respectively.
Dissolution data for the samples of density ranges 2.63-2.67 and2.67-2.88 g.crn"3 were
obtained atpH 3 HCl(days 0to 115 and 157 to 183) andatpH5 HCl(days 115 to 157),
respectively. Typical dissolution runs are shown in Fig.6.2. Normally, dissolution rates
showed high initial values in thefirst few months, andleveled off to lower, more or less
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Fig. 6.1. Plots ofAIand Sibulk dissolution rates ( f l * ; in 10~12mol.g~1.s~1) versus time for
the starting materialin the test runs (pH3HCl).D ;nopretreatment;+ : HF/Hß04 treated;
0 ;ultrasonicallytreated;A :HF/H^Oj and ultrasonicallytreated.
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constantvaluesoverthenextfewmonths.AfterswitchingfrompH3topH5,concentrations
of Na,K, Ca,andAIgenerallydroppedquicklyto muchlower levels (sometimeswithinthe
rangeoftheblanks),whileconcentrationsofSigenerallystayedrelatively high.Theresultsat
pH 5 may not be similar to those without prior dissolution at pH 3. Results from similar
dissolution experiments(chapter 4) suggestthatconcentrations of Na,K,Ca,andAIremain
lowatpH5,whileconcentrationsofSitakeseveralmonthstoreachnewsteadystate values.
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Fig. 6.2. Examples ofplots ofdissolution rates (rw;in 10~15 mol.cm 2 ofgeometric surface
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Table 6.1.Dissolution rates (Rw) at pH3 HCl (average ± standard deviation in10"17
mol.cm-2 of BET surface.s-1), normalized to reference sample composition for each
densityrange(see text).
sample1

Ac
Am
Af
Be
Bm
Bf
Cc
Cm
Cf
Dc
Dm
Df

Na
1.97±0.38
2.32± 0.63
2.82±0.61
2.84±0.35
2.39± 0.30
2.73± 0.46
5.16± 0.64
4.13± 0.70
3.48± 0.83
4.34±0.39
5.16±0.71
5.62±0.99

K
7.05±3.03
7.35±2.84
10.5 ±4.2
5.07± 2.10
5.98± 2.45
5.41± 2.32
7.28±1.76
7.58± 3.31
17.0 ±8.1
26.5 ±3.8
18.7 ±2.9
17.4 ±4.4

Ca
2.25± 0.49
1.87±0.39
1.33 ±0.30
3.06±0.68
1.29±0.28
1.63 ±0.86
2.60± 0.57
1.83±0.83
1.54±0.65
7.83± 2.32
3.71± 0.82
3.03± 0.45

AI
19.5±2.1
18.8±1.9
25.6± 2.3
20.1± 1.9
15.6±1.6
18.4±2.6
19.4±3.4
12.7±2.2
15.2±3.0
52.5± 7.4
31.3±4.0
39.9± 5.8

Si
55.9± 8.8
59.4±11.2
76.8± 14.7
62.4±11.0
52.7± 9.2
40.1 ± 7.5
84.8±10.5
49.6± 6.4
28.0± 5.9
125 ±11
90.6± 9.6
126 ±10

1

A=2.56-2.59g.cm-3;B=2.59-2.63g.cm-3;C=2.63-2.67g.cm-3;D=2.67-2.88g.cnrT3;
c=600-850|xm;m =300-425um;f=105-210 u.m.

Table 6.2. Dissolution rates (rw) at pH3 HCl (average ± standard deviation in10
mol.cm-2 of geometric surfaces-1), normalized to reference sample composition for
eachdensityrange(see text).
sample1

Ac
Am
Af
Be
Bm
Bf
Cc
Cm
Cf
Dc
Dm
Df
1

Na
7.11±1.39
4.60±1.25
2.77± 0.60
13.5 ±1.7
6.57±0.82
4.16±0.70
21.8 ±2.7
8.78±1.49
2.76±0.66
30.3 ±2.7
24.5 ±3.4
14.7 ±2.6

K
25.4 ±10.9
14.5 ± 5.6
10.3 ± 4.1
24.0 ±10.0
16.4 ± 6.7
8.25± 3.53
30.7 ± 7.4
16.1 ± 7.0
13.6 ± 6.4
185 ±26
88.6 ±13.6
45.4 ±11.5

Ca
8.11± 1.78
3.70± 0.76
1.30± 0.29
14.5 ± 3.2
3.54± 0.76
2.49± 1.32
11.0 ± 2.4
3.89± 1.76
1.22± 0.52
54.7 ±16.2
17.6 ± 3.9
7.91± 1.18

seenoteTable6.1.
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AI
70.5± 7.7
37.2± 3.8
25.1± 2.3
95.2± 9.2
42.9± 4.3
28.1± 3.9
82.1 ± 14.5
27.0± 4.8
12.1 ± 2.4
367 ±52
149 ±19
104 ±15

rie

Si
202 ±32
118 ±22
75.3± 14.4
296 ±52
145 ±25
61.2±11.5
358 ±44
106 ±14
22.3± 4.7
873 ±74
430 ±46
328 ±27

Therefore, thepH5 experiments were notcontinued anyfurther, andresults at pH5are
ignored hereafter.
Average steady state dissolution rates at pH3, normalized to geometric andto BET
surface area, were estimated from the10last data before switching topH5.Theaverage
steady state rates were further normalized to a reference sample composition for each
density range (Tables 6.1and6.2).This eliminates differences in dissolution rate, due to
differences in mineralogical composition for samples of similar density range. The average
composition ofallsamples ina density range wasused asthereference composition.For
instance,the600-850 urn, 2.56-2.59 g.cm~3 sample contains 735 p.mol Na.g -1 sample, and
a reference sample of2.56-2.59 g.cm~3 contains 815 |imol Na.g~1 sample (Table 5.1). The
estimated pH3 steady state dissolution rate of Nain the 600-850 (xm, 2.56-2.59 g.cm~3
sample is (6.41 ± 1.25)-10~16 moLcrrf 2 of geometric surface area.s~1 (Fig. 6.2a). Thus, a
600-850 um, 2.56-2.59 g.cm~3 sample ofreference composition has a Na dissolution rateof
815/735(6.41 ± 1.25)-10"16 - (7.11 ± 1.39)-10-16 moLcnrT2 of geometric surface area.s"1
(Table 6.2).

6.4. Discussion
Using thedata inTable 6.1,themolar ratio of AI toSi intheleachates wasplotted
versus time (Fig. 6.3). If AI and Sidissolve stoichiometrically,theratio ofAItoSiis0for the
quartz, 0.33 forthe albite,themicrocline and the trace mineral biotite, 0.48 forthe oligoclase
and andesine of assumed average composition Ab 70 An 30 , and1.00for the trace mineral
muscovite. The experimental ratios atpH3 steady state vary between 0.3and 0.5(Fig. 6.3),
indicating that dissolution rates were largely determined bythefeldspars, andpossiblythe
trace mineral biotite. Inchapter 4,similar results were found for dissolution from the Nova
Scotia feldspar-quartz assemblage.
For the purpose ofgraphic presentation, therelative grain diameter ofasample w (d^)
isdefined as the ratioofthe grain diameter ofthat sample ( d j tothe average grain diameter
over all (three) samples inthatdensity range:

di-3d./(d|e+ dL+^)

(6.1)

where thesubscripts c, m, and f refer tothecoarse (600-850 ^im), medium (300-425urn),
and fine (105-210 \xm) fractions inthat density range, respectively. In analogy, the relative
dissolution rate normalizedtothe BETsurface area (R^) isdefinedas:
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R;-3R W /{R C + R m +Rf)

(6.2)

andtherelativedissolutionratenormalizedtothegeometricsurfacearea(r^)isdefinedas:
r s

; 3 r w / ( r c + rm+ r f )

(6.3)

1.5
2.56-2.59 g.cm-3

1.5
2.59-2.63 g.cm-3

150

200
days

Fig. 6.3. Molarratios ofAIto SiatpH3andpH5 HCl. D :600-850fjm;+ :300-425\im;0:
105-210 \im. Plot a:2.56-2.59 g.cm'3; plotb:2.59-2.63 g.crrT3; plotc:2.63-2.67g.cnf3;
plotd:2.67-2.88g-cm-3.
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Itfollowsfrom eqs. (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) that the relative grain diameters and dissolution rates
(d^, R^and r^) differ from the actual grain diameters and dissolution rates (d w , F^ and r w )
onlyby a constant factor for samples of similar density range.
In the literature, dissolution rates normalized to the BET surface area are frequently
implied to be independent of grain diameter. However, for freshly created surfaces of nine
different feldspars by Holdren and Speyer (1985, 1987), dissolution rates normalized to the

pH 5

Fig. 6.3. Continued.
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i

pH 3

BET surface area are approximately proportional to grain diameter instead (chapter 3). This
can be explained if preferential fracture planes have relatively high densities of dissolution
reactive sites. Grinding would then expose freshly created surfaces with increasingly lower
density of dissolution sites, thereby decreasing the average density at all grain diameters
(chapter 3; see also Fig. 6.4). To determine the relationship between dissolution rates
normalized to BET surface and grain diameter in these naturally weathered samples, R^
(calculated from the data 'm Table 6.1) was plotted versus d^ (calculated from the data in
Tables 5.2 and 5.3) for all elements analyzed (Fig.6.5). Square sumswere calculated for the
data in Fig. 6.5, assuming: (1) dissolution rates normalized to the BET surface area are
independent of grain diameter; or (2) dissolution rates normalized to the BET surface area
are proportional to grain diameter (Table 6.3). The results show that, except for Ca, model

Fig. 6.4. Schematic surfaces of feldspar grains, a: a hypothetical grain with freshly created
surface area only; the surface has a high density of dissolution reactive sites (indicated by
squares), b: fracturing creates additional fresh surface area, and decreases the average
density of dissolution sites. c,d: schematic surfaces of a large (left) and a small grain. From
top to bottom: the geometric surface (s), the freshly created BET surface (X,s; X, is the
roughness factor of thefreshly createdsurfaces,whichis independent ofgrain diameter), and
the porous, naturally weathered BET surface (Xws; Xw is the roughness factor of the
naturally weathered surfaces, which decreases linearly with decreasinggrain diameter). Etch
pits and macroporeshave onlysmall effects on theBETsurface area and are not shown.
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predictions based on dissolution rates independent of grain diameter explain the actual data
better than those based on dissolution rates proportional to grain diameter. Thus, dissolution
rates of these samples, normalizedto BETarea,largely conformto literature assumptions.

Table 6.3. Square sums for the data in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, assuming dissolution rates
normalized to BETsurface area (Fig.6.5) and to geometric surface area (Fig. 6.6) to be
independent of (dashed horizontal lines) or proportional to (dashed diagonal lines)
grain diameter.

Fig. 6.5, hor. lines
Fig.6.5,diag.lines
Fig.6.6, hor. lines
Fig.6.6,diag.lines

Na

K

Ca

AI

Si

0.19
3.47
2.90
0.29

0.79
5.22
2.23
0.33

1.30
0.91
6.61
0.78

0.32
2.79
3.97
0.24

0.78
2.33
4.39
0.43

R^

1.5

0.5

Fig. 6.5. Plots of the relative dissolution rate normäized to BET surface area(%; eq. 6.2)
versusthe relativegrain diameter(d^; eq. 6.1)atpH 3 HCl.Data of R„ werecalculatedfrom
Table 6.1; data of d^ were calculated from Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Dashed lines are model
predictions, based on dissolutionrates normalizedto BET surfacearea that areindependent
of grain diameter (horizontal lines) or proportional to gran diameter (diagonal lines). D :
2.56-2.59g.cm-3; + : 2.59-2.63g.cm-3; 0 :2.63-2.67 g.cm-3; A : 2.67-2.88 g.cm-3. Plot a:
Na;b: K;c: Ca;d:AI;e:Si.
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As discussed in the introduction,dissolution rates normalized to BET surface area hold
for the "average" BET surface, and would hold for individual surface sites only if all BET
surface area dissolves equally fast. Analysis of surface morphologies in these samples
(chapter 5) showed that: (1) micropores, mesopores and etch pits are the most likely
dissolution reactive sites; (2) the micropores and mesopores are present in the feldspar but
not in the quartz; at constant mineralogical composition, their density (cm -2 of geometric
surface) is essentially proportional tograin diameter; and (3) the etch pits are present both in
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Fig.6.5. Continued.
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the feldspar and in the quartz; at constant mineralogical composition, their density (cm - 2 of
geometric surface) is essentially independent of grain diameter. To determine the reactivityof
the micropores/mesopores relative to that of the etch pits, dissolution rates normalized to the
geometric surface area (r^; calculated from the data in Table 6.2) were plotted versus dj,
(Fig. 6.6). Square sums were calculated for the data in Fig. 6.6, assuming: (1) dissolution
rates normalized to the geometric surface area are independent of grain diameter; or (2)
dissolution rates normalized to the geometric surface area are proportional to grain diameter
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Fig. 6.5. Continued.
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(Table 6.3). The results show that model predictions based on dissolution rates proportional
to grain diameter explain the actual data better than those based on dissolution rates
independent of grain diameter. Thus, the etch pit and pore densities, and the results in Fig.
6.6 indicate that the micropores/mesopores are the reactive sites, rather than the etch pits.
Note that the independence on grain diameter of dissolution rates normalized to the BET
surface area (Fig.6.5) cannot be explained from the independence on grain diameter of the
etch pitdensity (incm - 2 of geometric surface area).
Micropores mayformfromthedevelopment of leached layers (Chou and Wollast, 1984;
Nesbitt and Muir, 1988;Casey and Bunker, 1990), and micropores/mesopores mayform from
enhanced dissolution at dislocations (i.e. crystal line defects; Van Der Hoek er al., 1982;
Lasaga and Blum, 1986). If the micropores in these feldspars formed from the development
of leached layers during natural weathering, the BET surface area of the leached material
(i.e. the micropore "walls" in Fig. 6.4) is essentially non-reactive, at least for the leached
substances (Casey et al., 1989a; Muir et al., 1989,1990; Hellmann er al., 1990). However,

2.6

1 -

Fig. 6.6. Plots of the relative dissolution rate normalized to geometric surface area (r^; eq.
6.3) versusthe relativegrain diameter (d^; eq. 6.1) at pH 3 HCl. Data ofr^werecalculated
from Table6.2; data ofd'vwerecalculatedfrom Tables5.2 and5.3.Dashedlines are model
predictions, based on dissolution rates normalized to geometric surface area that are
independent of grain diameter (horizontal lines) or proportional to grain diameter (diagonal
lines). D : 2.56-2.59 g.cm-3; + : 2.59-2.63 g.cm-3; 0 : 2.63-2.67 g.cm-3; A ; 2.67-2.88
g.cm-3. Plota:Na;b: K; c: Ca;d:AI;e:Si.
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analysis of surface morphologies suggests that leached layers, whether present or not, do
not contribute significantly to the BET surface area of these samples (chapter 5). If,
alternatively, the micropores (and mesopores) formed from enhanced dissolution at crystal
defects, the BET surface area of the pore "walls" is essentially non-reactive too, because
micropores/mesopores at crystal defects develop by increasing their depth rather than their
diameter (Van Der Hoek etal.,1982; Lasaga and Blum, 1986;see also chapter 7).

•w

•w

Fig. 6.6.Continued.
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Although the micropore/mesopore "walls"were most likely non-reactive, dissolution may
have occurred at the pore "bottoms" (i.e. the leached layer/fresh mineral interface, or the
dislocation outcrops where strained mineral material is in contact with the solution). If so, the
proportion of the geometric surface area occupied by reactive surface area is proportional to
grain diameter, because the density of micropores/mesopores (cm - 2 of geometric surface
area) is proportional to grain diameter (see also Fig. 6.4). Thus, dissolution at
micropore/mesopore "bottoms" explains the relationships between dissolution rates
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normalized to geometric surface area and grain diameter (Fig. 6.6). Note that the proportion
of the BET area inside the pores which is occupied by the pore "bottoms" is independent of
the grain diameter (Fig. 6.4). Because the BET area of the samples essentially equals that of
the micropores/mesopores (chapter 5), this explains why dissolution rates normalized to the
BET surface area are independent of the grain diameter (Fig. 6.5). So, the independence on
grain diameter of dissolution rates normalized to the BET area indicates that the ratio of pore
diameter to pore length, and not the density of dissolution sites, is independent of grain
diameter. These findings also agree with the findings in chapter 3 that dissolution rates of
freshly created feldspar surfaces normalized to their BET area are proportional to grain
diameter, and not independent of grain diameter (Fig. 6.4).
Because micropores/mesopores are absent inthe quartz (chapter 5), itsdissolution rate
is probably determined by the less reactive etch pits. This may explain the low dissolution
rate of quartz compared to feldspar. If quartz dissolution is indeed determined by the etch
pits, dissolution rates of quartz, normalized to the geometric surface area, should be
independent of grain diameter (because the density of etch pits is independent of grain
diameter). Due to the absence of micropores/mesopores, the surface roughness factor (i.e.
the ratio of BET to geometric surface area) of quartz in these samples is essentially
independent of grain diameter (chapter 5). Because dissolution rates normalized to BET
surface area are by definition a factor surface roughness smaller than those normalized to
geometric surface area, quartz dissolution rates, normalized to BET surface area, should be
independent of grain diameter too.
Discrepancies up to several orders of magnitude between field- and laboratory derived
dissolution rates have been reported for feldspar (Paces, 1983; Velbel, 1985), but not (yet)
for quartz. Part of this discrepancy may be related to the fact that most surface area of
naturally weathered feldspar grains is present as non-reactive micropore/mesopore "walls",
which are absent on freshly created feldspar surfaces in the laboratory. Because micropores/
mesopores are absent both on freshly created and naturally weathered quartz surfaces, the
discrepancy between field- and laboratory derived dissolution rates for quartz should be small
relative to that for feldspar.
In the 600-850 |xm, 2.67-2.88 g.cm~3 sample, the micropore volume is approximately
3.1-10" 5 cm 3 .g" 1 , the etch pit density is approximately 4000 c m - 2 of geometric surface area,
and the average etch pit diameter is approximately 1.5 u.m (chapter 5). The volume of
mesopores is not well-known and is ignored hereafter. If the etch pits and micropores were
cylindrical^ shaped and internally smooth, if the micropore "walls" were non-reactive, and if
the average depth of the etch pits and micropores were, for instance, 1 \xm, the volume
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amount dissolved during natural weathering (cm 3 .crrf 2 of reactive surface area) is 2.7-10" 5
for the etch pits, and 1.0-1CT4 forthe micropores. This suggests that field weathering rates,
normalized to reactive surface area, were of approximately the same order of magnitude for
the etch pits andthe micropores. However, the reactive surface areas (cm 2 .g -1 sample) are
0.011 forthe etch pits, and0.313forthe micropores. Furthermore, the reactive surface area
of the etch pits was smaller than 0.011 during the initial stages of natural weathering
(because the etch pits were smaller), while the reactive surface area ofthe microporeswas
probably constant throughout the exposure time (because micropore growth increases only
the amount of non-reactive surface area). These tentative calculations suggest that - asin the
laboratory - dissolution rates during the previous natural weathering of the sample material
were determined by the micropore "bottoms", rather than by the etch pits. The calculations
also suggest that the contribution of etch pits to the dissolution of feldspar, relative to the
contribution of micropores, increases with increasing exposure time to natural weathering.

6.5. Conclusions
Steady state dissolution rates of Na,K, Ca,AIandSiwere determined at pH3 HCl for
subsamples from a naturally weathered assemblage of feldspar andquartz. The subsamples
were obtained from fractionation tofour different ranges of grain density, each of whichwas
sieved to three different size fractions. The dissolution data, and analysis of surface
morphology (chapter 5), indicate that micropores andmesopores (present inthefeldspar but
not inthe quartz) arethe dissolution reactive sites, rather than the etch pits (present in both
the feldspar andthequartz). Theoretical arguments indicate that thepore area perpendicular
to the grain surface (i.e. the micropore/mesopore "walls") is essentially non-reactive. This
strongly suggests that dissolution rates in these samples are largely determined bythe area
of the micropore/mesopore "bottoms" inthe feldspar, which is equivalent to:(1)the leached
layer/fresh mineral interface if pores develop from selective leaching; or (2) the dislocation
outcrops where strained mineral material is in contact with the solution if pores develop at
crystal defects. Tentative calculations suggest that dissolution during natural weathering prior
to the experiments was determined - as in the laboratory - by the pore "bottoms" in the
feldspar.
The results from this and the earlier chapters indicate that the dissolution of feldspar
and quartz proceeds asfollows. Dissolution rates offresh-surface feldspar grains, normalized
to thegeometric ortothe BETsurface area are approximately proportional to grain diameter
(chapter 3). This can be explained from the density of dissolution reactive sites (i.e. sites
where micropores andmesopores develop during natural weathering), which is approximately
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proportional to grain diameter (chapter 3). During the first stages of natural weathering, the
amounts of reactive andgeometric surface area areconstant with time. So, dissolution rates
of naturally weathered feldspar grains, normalized tothegeometric surface area, equal those
of similarly sized fresh-surface feldspar grains, and are approximately proportional to grain
diameter. Dissolution rates normalized to the BET surface area are by definition a factor
surface roughness smaller than those normalized to the geometric surface area. Due tothe
development of micropores/mesopores at the dissolution reactive sites, it holds for naturally
weathered feldspar grains that: (1) surface roughness factors decrease linearly with
decreasing grain diameter; and(2) dissolution rates, normalized tothe BETsurface area,are
approximately independent of grain diameter. Thus, the independence on grain diameter of
feldspar dissolution rates normalized to the BET area does not provide any significant
information other than thefact that the ratio of pore diameter to pore depth isindependent of
grain diameter after natural weathering. These findings indicate that, forproper comparison of
data from different experiments, feldspar dissolution rates should be normalized to the
geometric, rather than tothe BETsurface area. Because micropores/mesopores do notform
in quartz during natural weathering, its dissolution rate is probably determined by the less
reactive etch pits. This mayexplain the low dissolution rate of quartz compared to feldspar.
Because the density of etch pits on quartz surfaces (cm - 2 of geometric surface area) is
independent of grain diameter (chapter 5),thedissolution rate of quartz, either normalized to
BET or to geometric surface area, and both for freshly created and for naturally weathered
surfaces, should be independent ofgrain diameter. The absence of non-reactive BETareaof
micropore/mesopore "walls" in quartz may help to explain why large discrepancies between
field- and laboratory derived dissolution rates have been reported for feldspar, but not(yet)
for quartz.
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Abstract
Minerals differ in the way their surface is affected by weathering. Little or no change
may occur if the mineral is resistant, while etchpits and micropores may develop in reactive
minerals. We surveyed the conditions leading to the formation of micropores at dislocations
for two contrasting minerals (sanidine and quartz) and investigated the effect of micropores
on dissolution rates. Thermodynamical considerations indicate that, for sanidine in contact
with moderately undersaturated solutions: (1) micropores (radii up to 5 nm) and etch pits
develop at dislocations; and (2) at solution composition constant with time, the surface area
of micropore "walls" is non-reactive. In contrast, no micropores develop at dislocations in
quartz, regardless of solution composition. Thesefindings agree with earlier observations for
a naturally weatheredfeldspar-quartzassemblage.
Weintroduced one-dimensionalaqueous diffusioninto an existingMonte Carloprogram
to simulate the development of dissolution holes at dislocations with time. The simulations
showed that, as the depth of a dissolution hole (proto etch pit or micropore) increases with
time, the dissolution rate at thebottom of the hole decreases, due to the increasing diffusion
path length. Finally, a steady state depth up to several \im is reached, during which the
dissolution rate at the bottom of the hole equals the (very slow) rate outside the hole. The
simulations showed that, due todiffusioninside theholes, micropores form during thenatural
weathering of sanidine, even though the free energy change of the bulk solution indicates
that etch pitting should occur.Both for sanidine and for quartz, the simulations showed that
the effect of diffusion is insufficient toprevent the formation of etch pits at dislocations under
highly undersaturated laboratory conditions. The simulations confirmed the hypothesis that
micropore "walls"are essentiallynon-reactive.
A kinetic model was derived to implement the non-reactive character of micropore
"walls".Application of this model to literature data for naturally weathered feldspar showed
that, after correction for the non-reactivity of the micropore "walls",the dissolution rate of the
remaning surface area is approximately similar to that of freshly created feldspar surfaces
under similar hydrogeochemical conditions. Thus, the formation of non-reactive micropore
"walls" at dislocations probably represents the most essential change in surface area
characterduring the natural weatheringoffeldspar.

7.1. Introduction
Dissolution of primary minerals such as feldspar and quartz proceeds as a non-uniform
chemical attack of exposed surfaces, leading to the formation of etch pits (e.g. Lazorina and
Soroka, 1974; Berner and Holdren, 1979; Wegner and Christie, 1983; Brantley ef a/., 1986;
Hochella, et al., 1987) and/or pores (e.g. Petit et al.,1987a; Casey et al., 1989a; Worden et
al.,1990;see also chapter 5). Etch pits develop from enhanced dissolution at surface sites of
high internal energy if the dissolution rate is limited by the rate of a chemical reaction step at
the mineral-water interface (Bemer and Holdren, 1977,1979; Bemer 1981;Helgeson etal.,
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1984). In particular, dislocation (i.e. crystal line defect) outcrops favor the development of
etch pits (Patel et al., 1965; Joshi and Vagh, 1968; Joshi et al., 1970; Heimann, 1982).
Several models have been proposed to explain the formation of pores during mineral
dissolution: (1) micropores and/or mesopores (diameters < 50 nm) may develop from
enhanced dissolution at dislocation outcrops if the dissolution rate is limited by the rate of a
chemical reaction step at the mineral-water interface (Van Der Hoek et al., 1982; Lasaga and
Blum, 1986); (2) a selectively leached microporous surface layer may develop if the
dissolution rate is limited by the rate of a transport step, e.g. diffusion of aqueous reactants
and products (Doremus, 1983; Chou and Wollast, 1984; Casey and Bunker, 1990); and
(3) macropores (diameters > 50 nm) may develop from the leakage of fluid inclusions formed
duringthe initialcooling ofthe pluton (Parsons eta/., 1988).
Dislocations are present in virtually all crystalline solids, although their density is highly
variable. In primary minerals such as feldspar and quartz, relatively low dislocation densities
of 10 5 c m - 2 are typical for slow crystal growth,while densities as high as 10 10 c m - 2 may be
found in plastically deformed low metamorphic rocks (Blum et al., 1990). The distribution of
dislocations may be spatially variable, and densities as high as 10 12 c m - 2 have been
reported spotwise inquartz (Liddell era/., 1976).
Although dislocations hardly affect the bulk thermodynamic properties of minerals
(Helgeson et al., 1984, Blum er a/., 1990), their effect on dissolution rates can be dramatic
(Lasaga, 1983; Helgeson et al., 1984; Lasaga and Blum, 1986). At very high degrees of
undersaturation, dissolution rates are relatively independent of the dislocation density (Murr
and Hiskey, 1981; Casey etat., 1988a; Holdren era/., 1988;Murphy, 1988,1989; Blum et ai,
1990). Under such conditions the kinetics of mineral dissolution are more likely controlled by
impurities in the crystal lattice (Blum et al., 1990). Closer to equilibrium, however, dislocation
densities above a critical limit considerably affect dissolution rates (Wintsch and Dunning,
1985; Schott et al., 1989). The microstructure of dislocations is most likely another important
factor intheir control ofdissolution rates (Meike, 1990).
In the literature so far, the possible role of dislocations on mineral dissolution has been
largely confined to the development of etch pits. However, for a naturally weathered feldsparquartz assemblage from low-grade metamorphic Central Aar granite (Switzerland), it was
concluded in chapters 5 and 6 that: (1) during natural weathering,micropores detected by the
BET-krypton method had developed inthe feldspar grains but not inthe quartz grains;(2) the
micropores detected by the BET-krypton method had developed from dissolution at
dislocations, rather than from selective leaching; and (3) during natural weathering, and in
subsequent laboratory experiments at pH 3 HCl on unfractured samples, dissolution rates
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normalized to the BET-krypton surface area were controlled by the micropores, rather than by
the etch pits. These findings indicate that the development of micropores at dislocations is
probably of great importance to our understanding of the mineral dissolution process. For the
naturally weathered assemblage from Switzerland, it was estimated in chapter 5 that the
micropores should be several |xm deep to explain the micropore volume derived from the
BET data. However, hydrogen depth profiling techniques suggest that chemical alterations in
weathered mineral surface layers extend only to a depth of 100 nm or so (Petit et al., 1987a;
Nesbitt and Muir, 1988; Mogk and Locke, 1988; Althaus and Tirtadinata, 1989; Casey etal.,
1989a; Goossens era/., 1989).
This paper is a continuation ofwork by Cabrera and Levine (1956), Van Der Hoek et al.
(1982) and Lasaga and Blum (1986) on the role of dislocations in mineral dissolution.
Emphasis is on the formation of micropores at dislocations, and on their possible effect on
dissolution rates. More specifically, we concentrated on the following questions:
1) Why do micropores develop in feldspar grains but not in quartz grains during natural
weathering?
2) Can micropores and etch pitscoexist on naturally weathered feldspar surfaces?
3) To what extent isdiffusion of aqueous reactants and products rate-limiting inside the
micropores (i.e.can micropores be several UJTIdeep as estimated inchapter 5)?
4) How does the surface area of micropores affect dissolution rates?
In the sections hereafter, we will first consider some thermodynamic aspects. Next, we
present and discuss the results of some Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, we present a
kinetic model that includes the most important findings from the thermodynamic and Monte
Carlo sections.

7.2. Thermodynamic considerations
The immediate area around a dislocation contains strain energy, emanating from the
crystal lattice distortion induced by the dislocation (Fig. 7.1). Upon dissolution the strain
energy is released and enhanced dissolution at dislocations may result. Dissolution is most
favorable at the dislocation outcrop itself, where the strain energy density is highest. As a
result, a microscopic hole tends to form with the dislocation at its centre. Depending on the
overall energetics of the process, dissolution may then proceed until the microscopic hole
becomes a macroscopic hole (etch pit). To determine the outcome of dissolution at a
dislocation, the EMC-diagram (i.e. the "phase" diagram in Van Der Hoek er al, 1982) is a
very powerful concept. The theoretical considerations leading to the construction of the
EMC-diagram are briefly repeated hereafter from the earlier literature.
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For adislocation perpendicular tothemineral surface, the change infree energy (dG;
kJ) upon increasing theradius rofacylindrical microscopic hole byinfinitesimal cfr isgiven
by (Lasaga and Blum, 1986):
dG=(AG/V)27irLdr +a27tLdr - u r 2îtrLdr

(7.1)

where AG (kJ.mol~1) is the molar free energy change ofthe dissolution reactionof unstrained
mineral bulk, Visthe molar volume ofthe mineral,Listhe length ofthe hole (so 271rLcfris
the volume ofmaterial that dissolves inthe infinitesimal step),a (kJ.nm-2) isthe free energy
needed to create oneunit amount of surface area, andur (kJ.nrrf3) is the strain energy
density as afunction ofr. In eq.(7.1),thecreation ofadditional surface area upon dissolution
to a larger radius increases dG(hence thepositive sign),therelease of strain energy upon
dissolution decreases dG (hence the negative sign), and the free energy change of
dissolution of unstrained mineral bulk either increases dGat supersaturation (AG> 0), or
decreases dGatundersaturation (AG<0).AG isfoundfrom:
AG=9tT/ n [(n i a i qi )/K eq ]

(7.2)

Fig. 7.1. Morphology of dislocations,a:pure screw dislocation; theBurgers vector (i.e.the
"distortion"vector inthe lattice) andthedislocation line (i.e. the line connecting allBurgers
vectors)areboth parallel toz.b:pure edge dislocation;theBurgers vector isparallel to z,
and thedislocationline isparallel tox.
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where 9Î is the gas constant, T (K) is temperature, a, is the aqueous activity of species i in
the dissolution reaction, qs is the stoichiometric coefficient of the aqueous species i (which is
positive for products and negative for reactants), and Kg. is the equilibrium constant of the
dissolution reaction for unstrained mineral bulk.
At a distance r greater than approximately 1 nm, the strain energy in the distorted
crystal lattice can be described using ideal elastic behaviour (Lasaga and Blum, 1986). At
closer distance to the dislocation, the elastic continuum theory is no longer valid and several
ad hocfunctions have been proposed to describe the non-ideal elastic behaviour within this
region. Van Der Hoek ef al. (1982) proposed a continuous function ur which, beyond
approximately 1 nmfromthedislocation,approaches ideal elastic behaviour:
Hb 2
(7 3)

"'-Bi^+i)

-

where n (kJ.nm-3) is the bulk shear modulus, b (nm) isthe magnitude of the Burgers vector
of the dislocation, X is a geometry factor related to the type of dislocation, r is again the
distance from the dislocation, andrhis Hooke's radius (see below). K isfound from (Lasaga
and Blum, 1986):
, sin2xV
X=J

, !_1
+cos2Tl

(7.4)

where Y is the angle between the dislocation and the Burgers vector, and p is Poisson's
ratio. K equals unityfor a purescrew dislocation (W = 0°; Fig.7.1a), and 8 equals 1- pfor
a pure edge dislocation (»F = 90°; Fig. 7.1b). For other values of ¥ , b s / n ¥ is the edge
component, and bcosW isthe screw component ofthe Burgersvector. rhequals the distance
r from the dislocation where the strain energy density ur has dropped to 50 % of itsvalue atr
= 0 (eq.7.3). rhisgiven by (Van Der Hoek eral., 1982):
rh= (r f a/u 0 ) 1 / 2

(7.5)

where r,is Frank's radius, and u 0 is the strain energy density at r = 0. rfis the radius of the
cylindrical dissolution hole at equilibrium (AG = 0) in the special case where rh = 0, and is
foundfrom (Frank, 1949):
Hb 2

r,

4

(7.6
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Mineral dissolution at dislocations, leading to microscopic or macroscopic holes, will
proceed aslong asfree energy isgainedby the process.Thus,the dynamics offormationof
micropores and/or etch pitsatdislocations ultimately depends on the shape ofthe integrated
free energy function of eq.(7.1). Using eq.(7.3), integration andmultiplication by N a v /L
gives (Lasaga and Blum,1986):

AG,pit'

N av {

7tAG

r + 2?tar-

Hbz
87tK

InH +(r/r h ) 2 ]}

(7.7)

where AG pit (kJ.mor'.nm -1 ) isthetotal free energy change perunit depth upon dissolution
from radius 0to radius r, and where N av isAvogadro's constant (mol -1 ). The general shape
of AG pit as a function of r is plotted in the EMC-diagram on the presence of etch pits,
micropores and closed dislocations atmineral surfaces (Fig.7.2). Thex-andy-valuesin the
EMC-diagram are given byr f /r h and r f /r c , respectively, wherercisthe critical radius oftwodimensional nucleation.rcisfoundfrom(Van Der Hoek étal., 1982):
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Fig. 7.2. EMC-diagram of etch pitting and micropore formation in minerals. Thex-axis
dependsonmineralparameters only,and they-axis dependsonboth mineral andaqueous
solution parameters (see text). Inserts are examples of AGpit versus r (eq. 7.7)in
correspondingregions,showingrespectively:(1)nominimaormaxima (closeddislocations);
(2) one maximum (etchpits); (3) one maximumand one minimum (stable micropores);and
(4)twomaximaandoneminimum(metastable micropores).
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rc=aV/AG

(7.8)

which ispositive for precipitation, and negative for dissolution. From eqs. (7.5) and (7.6) it
follows that:
1/2

r

f _ b f H"o
\
rh o 187C2 N

(7-9)

and from eqs. (7.6) and (7.8):
r,

ub2AG

|710)

t'ïTÏTv

'

According to eqs. (7.9) and (7.10), the x-value intheEMC-diagram depends on mineral
parameters only, whereas they-value depends on both mineral andaqueous solution
parameters. In the region labeled "micropore" (Fig. 7.2), all AG ^-curves have a minimum, so
dissolution holes of afinite radius rare (meta)stable. Outside this region the curves show no
minima, so if thesolution is undersaturated (r f /r c < 0), free energy is gained by the
dissolution process at all rlarger than acritical value. This leads to the formation of etch pits,
provided that the energy barrier atsmall rcan be surmounted. In general, the height ofthe
energy barrier decreases with increasing degree of undersaturation. At supersaturation
outside the micropore region, the AGpit-curve increases monotonically with increasing r, so
dislocations remain closed and neither etch pits nor micropores tend to form.

Application to quartz and sanidine
Parameters needed to apply this model to thedissolution of minerals includethe
surface free energy a, the bulk shear modulus u., Poisson's ratio p, the magnitude ofthe
Burgers vector b, and the strain energy density at the dislocation u 0 (see Table 7.1 for quartz
and sanidine). The data inTable 7.1 for sanidine are generally close toavailable data for
other K-feldspars, so the conclusions hereafter are probably valid for K-feldspar as agroup.
Available data for Na- and Ca-feldspar are generally much closer to those for sanidine than
to those for quartz.
Some critical remarks concerning the data in Table 7.1 are in order. The estimate of a
for quartz does not account for variations, due todifferent crystallographic orientationsof
mineral surfaces. However, the estimate was obtained from solubility data, and isthusan
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Table 7.1. Mineraldata.

a(10 _22 kJ.nnrr 2 )
ji(10- 2 2 kJ.nnr 3 )
P(-)
b (most frequent;nm)
b (nextfrequent;nm)
AH m M m o l - 1 )
V (cmlmor 1 )

quartz

sanidine

3.501
4443
0.0774
0.495
0.735
8.178
22.699

2.002
287s
0.2784
1.126
0.867
61.64
109.19

1

Parks (1984); 2 theoretical value for orthoclase; Brace and Walsh (1962); 3 Heinisch et al.
(1975); 4 Lasaga and Blum (1986); 5 Doukhan andTrépied (1979); 6 Sacerdotj et al. (1980);
Willaime and Gandais (1977); 8 datafor cristobalite;Lasaga and Blum (1986); 9 Robie etal.
(1978).

average experimental value over the entire surface (Parks, 1984). Experimental values of a
for feldspar are notwell-established. Braceand Walsh (1962)calculated atheoreticalvalueof
2.00-10-22 kJ.nrn"2 for orthoclase, and we adopted this value for sanidine. The estimates of
u,and p do not account for anisotropy, present in most minerals. However, the isotropic case
is probably a fairly good approximation, at least beyond approximately one nm from the
dislocation (Lasaga and Blum, 1986). Table 7.1 lists the magnitude of some of the most
frequently observed Burgers vectors for dislocations in quartz and K-feldspar. Smaller
Burgers vectors may be found, for instance, at "partial dislocations" (Christie and Ardell,
1976), or at pointdefects such asAIsubstitution inquartz (Blum etal.,1990). Larger Burgers
vectors may be found,for instance, at "super dislocations", consisting of two closely spaced
dislocations showing mutual interaction (Van Der Biest and Thomas, 1976). Finally, u 0 may
be estimated by assuming that the strain energy associated with the thorough disordering of
chemical bonds atthedislocation equalsthe energy neededto disorder the crystal into a melt
(Van Der Hoek et al., 1982; Lasaga and Blum, 1986). u 0 (kJ.nrn-3) may then be calculated
from the molar enthalpy of melting (AH m ) and the molar volume. Other contributions of
dislocations to the internal energy of crystals, such aschanges in the configurational entropy
and inthe vibrational energy of the lattice, are very small compared to the strain energy and
can be neglected (Cottrell,1953).
For nine different naturally weathered feldspars used by Holdren and Speyer (1985,
1987), it was concluded in chapter 2 that by far most BET-argon surface area could not be
detected by scanning electron microscopy, and must bepresent as internal surface structures
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such as pores. For an assemblage of naturally weathered feldspar and quartz, it was
concluded inchapter 5 that theBET-krypton surface area was largely present as micropores
in the feldspar butnotinthequartz grains. The assemblage developed from the low-grade
metamorphic Central Aar granite (< 450 °C;Schaltegger andVonQuadt, 1990), so a high
dislocation density is expected in both the feldspar and quartz grains (Blum et al., 1990).
Using the data in Table 7.1, values of r f /r h for common dislocations in sanidine are2.54
(screw, b= 1.12nm), 2.98(edge, b= 1.12nm), 1.95(screw, b=0.86nm), and 2.29(edge,b
= 0.86 nm), respectively. Plotting these values in Fig. 7.2 explains the presence of
micropores innaturally weathered sanidine from enhanced dissolution atdislocations ifAG of
the aqueous solution is intermediate between values where etch pits or closed dislocations
dominate. Forcommon dislocations inquartz, values ofr f /r h are0.63 (screw, b = 0.49 nm),
0.66 (edge, b = 0.49 nm), 0.94 (screw, b = 0.73 nm), and 0.98 (edge, b= 0.73nm),
respectively. Plotting these values in Fig. 7.2 indicates that micropores donot form in quartz
from dissolution atdislocations, regardless ofsolution composition.
Values of r,/rc inFig. 7.2can becalculated from thedata inTable 7.1 once AGof the
aqueous solution is known. Table 7.2 gives the composition of five selected aqueous
solutions, representing a variety of conditions. Assuming activity coefficients tobe unity,the
data were used to calculate AG for quartz and sanidine from their equilibrium constants
(Table 7.3). For sanidine, aA)3+in eq. (7.2) was calculated from:
C
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where c ^ isthetotal concentration ofAI (Table 7.2)and where K 1 , 1^, Kgand K4are the
hydrolysis constants forthe aluminum complexes considered (Table 7.3). Resulting valuesof
AG (Table 7.2) indicate that many soil solutions are supersaturated or near equilibrium with
respect to quartz, and are undersaturated with respect to sanidine. In contrast, frequently
used laboratory solutions are undersaturated and highly undersaturated with respect toquartz
and sanidine, respectively. Many low-temperature groundwaters are supersaturated with
respect to quartz (Holland, 1978) and feldspar (Paces, 1973; Holland, 1978). This isalso true
for the groundwater selected inTable7.2.
From thedata inTables 7.1 and7.2,values of r f /r c forthesoil solution of pH 4 vary
between +0.33 and+0.79 forcommon dislocations inquartz, andbetween -0.31 and -0.72
for common dislocations in sanidine. In combination with calculated values of r f /r h , this
indicates that dislocations remain closed inquartz, and form etch pits insanidine (Fig.7.2).
For the soil solution of pH 6.2, values of r f /r c vary between - 0 . 0 4and-0.10 for common
dislocations in quartz, andbetween -0.71 and -1.67 for those in sanidine. This indicates
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Table 7.2. Aqueous solution data (in mol.l"1) and the resulting molar free energy
changes AG (in kJ.mol"1) for the dissolution of unstrained quartz (Q) and sanidine (S).

soil,pH 4 1
soil,pH 6.2*
lab., pH3 HCl3
lab., pH 5 HCl3
groundwater4

H+

K+

H 4 Si0 4

Al(tot)

1.0-10-4
5.9-10"7
1.0-10-3
1.0-10-5
2.5-10 -7

1.2-10-4
2.3-10 -5
1.2-10-6
6.0-10"8
3.6-10 -5

1.5-10-3
7.1-10 -5
3.3-10 -6
1.5-10"6
6.5-10"4

7.2-10 -4
3.7-10 -6
9.5-10 -7
1.0-10"8
3.3-10-5

AG(Q) AG (S)
+6.70
-4.99
-0.84 -11.56
-8.46 -101.0
-10.43 -83.4
+4.65 +13.03

1

acidified spodosol (Mulder, 1988); 2 granitic soil (adapted from Tardy, 1971); 3 unpublished
datafor feldspar-rich quartz sand (Anbeek, 1993); Ellicott granite (Holland, 1978).

Table 7.3. Equilibrium constants (25 °C, 1bar).
Si02(s) + 2H 2 0= H4Si04(aq);
K^ = 1O" 400
+
1)+
KAISi308(s) +qH + (8- q)H 2 0= IC +AI(OH)<^ + 3H4Si04(aq);
M-1.29
K^IO+^ifqM
3+
2+
+
Al + H 2 0=AI(OH) + H
K, = 1 0 " * "
AI 3+ +2H 2 0 =AI(OH)* + 2H + ;
K2= 10"9-7
3+
+
AI +3H 2 0 =AI(OH)^ + 3H ;
Kg= 10~ 163
3+
+
AI + 4H 2 0 =AI(OH); + 4H
K4= 10"22-2
1
3

(1)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Garrels and Christ (1965); 2 data for microcline; Van Breemen and Brinkman (1978);
Sillenand Martell (1964); 4 Nazarenko and Nevskaya (1969); 5 Couturier eral.(1984).

that, under theseconditions, etch pitswould form in both quartz and sanidine. However, r f /r c
in quartz is only slightly negative, and energy barriers against etch pitting are much higher
than for sanidine (Fig. 7.3). For quartz, the energy barrier against etch pitting is not greatly
affected by the presence of screw dislocations, and equals approximately 3500 to 6000
kJ.mor 1 .nrrf 1 (Fig. 7.3a). For sanidine, the effect of screw dislocations on AG pit is much
more pronounced, and energy barriers against etch pitting at dislocations are approximately
100 kJ.mol -1 .nm -1 (Fig. 7.3b). From similar plots, essentially the same applies for edge
dislocations. Furthermore, the critical radius (after which etch pitting proceeds spontaneously
at dislocations) is approximately 9 nm for quartz and 0.3 nm for sanidine. Because the
fundamental unit ofdissolution inthese minerals isthe Si/AItetrahedron (r Si . 0= 0.16 nm),the
critical radius for etch pitting in sanidine equals only some two tetrahedra in length.Thus,the
continuous nature of the curves in Fig.7.3b is most likely incorrect at small r, so the effect of
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theenergybarrierisevenfurther reduced.Thesefindingssuggestthatinmanysoilsolutions
of low or near-neutral pH etch pits develop primarily in sanidine, relative to quartz. The
presence of etchpits infeldspar butnot inquartz under similar geochemicalconditionshas
indeedbeenobservedinnaturallyweatheredsamplematerial(Fig. 4.1b).
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Fig.7.4illustratestheeffectoftheaqueoussolutioncomposition(AG)on the formation
ofetchpitsandmicroporesatscrewdislocationsinquartzandsanidine.Atundersaturation
forquartz(Fig.7.4a, curves1,2and3), theenergybarrieragainstetch pittingandthe radius
atwhich theenergybarrierisatitsmaximumincreasewithlessnegativeAG.Atequilibrium
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and at supersaturation for quartz (Fig. 7.4a, curves 4, 5 and 6), the dislocations remain
closed. For sanidine (Fig. 7.4b), the energy barrier is not greatly affected by changes in AG,
and the critical radius is again in the order of only a few tetrahedra. In sanidine, etch pits
form at relatively large negative AG (curves 1 and 2), dislocations remain closed at relatively
large positive AG (curve 6), and (meta)stable micropores form at intermediate AG. According
to Fig. 7.4b, pore radii at 1.12 nm screw dislocations in sanidine vary between approximately
1.5 and 3.0 nm. From similar plots, pore radii at other common edge and screw dislocations
in sanidine (Table 7.1) vary between approximately 1.0 and 5.0 nm. The curves in Fig. 7.4b
indicate that, at constant AG of the aqueous solution for sanidine, the radius of pores in
equilibrium with that solution is constant too. So, according to this model, all micropore
surface area perpendicular to the mineral surface (i.e. the micropore "walls") does not
dissolve if the solution composition is constant with time. Changes in solution composition
would lead to dissolution (larger radius at more negative AG) or growth (smaller radius at
more positive AG) at the micropore walls if equilibrium were maintained.
Experimental data (chapter 5) show that etch pits and micropores may develop
simultaneously on feldspar surfaces during natural weathering. This can be explained from
dissolution at dislocations as follows. Combination of eqs. (7.9) and (7.10) gives:
rf

AG

(Af

(,12)

In the EMC-diagram, these are parabola with their minimum/maximum at the origin (Fig. 7.5).
For individual mineral grains r f /r h may vary, for instance, with the Burgers vector. Thus, if
AG of a solution in contact with sanidine is, for instance, +4.0 kJ.mol"1 (Fig. 7.5, curve 1),
screw dislocations with b < 1.0 nm remain closed and those with b > 1.0 nm form
micropores. At AG = - 3 . 0 kJ.mol -1 (Fig. 7.5, curve 3), screw dislocations with b < 0.8 nm or
b > 1.0 nm form etch pits,while micropores form at dislocations with intermediate values of b.
Summarizing, it was concluded in this section that: (1) if solutions are undersaturated,
etch pits may develop at dislocations in both quartz and sanidine; however, in typical soil
solutions, etch pits tend to develop predominantly in sanidine; (2) if solutions are not too
highly under- or supersaturated, micropores with radii between approximately 1 and 5 nm
tend to develop at common dislocations in sanidine; (3) if solutions are not too highly
undersaturated, micropores and etch pits may coexist on surfaces of sanidine grains; and
(4) if the solution composition is constant with time, the surface area of the micropore walls is
non-reactive.
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Fig. 7.5. EMC-diagram,showing the effect of the magnitude of the Burgers vector (b)and of
the aqueous solution composition (AG) on etch pitting and micropore formation at screw
dislocations in sanidine. Squares indicate values of the Burgers vector at 0.1 nm intervals.
AG (kJ.mor1) = +4.0 (curve 1),-1.0 (2),-3.0 (3), and -10.0 (4),respectively.

7.3. Monte Carlosimulations
One problem which has not been discussed so far is that micropores seem to be
present in virtually all naturally weathered feldspars (chapters 2 and 5), although AG of most
soil solutions seems sufficiently negative to prevent their formation (compare Table 7.2 and
Fig. 7.5). We hypothesized that this may be due to diffusion of aqueous reactants and
products inside the dissolution holes, leading to a AG at the bottom of the hole (where most
dissolution takes place) which is higher than the AG of the bulk solution. To test this
hypothesis, Monte Carlo simulations (Gilmer, 1976,1980) were applied as an alternative for
the many differential equations involved in the analytic solution of the problem. Essentially, a
matrix of m by m individual surface sites was defined, and for each site the kinetic rate
constants of dissolution and precipitation were replaced by the probabilities of the
corresponding events. Next, random numbers were used to select individual sites, and to
determinewhether dissolution or precipitation should occur. After each event,the probabilities
were recalculated for all sites. The principles of Monte Carlo simulations assuming constant
solution composition are discussed elsewhere (Lasaga and Blum, 1986; Blum and Lasaga,
1987). The Monte Carlo program SCSV.FOR by these authors models dissolution and
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precipitation at ascrew dislocation inacubic crystal (thedislocation outcrop is situated atthe
centre of the matrix and the dislocation line is perpendicular to the initial surface). We
adapted this program by introducing diffusion of aqueous reactants and products inside the
dissolution hole (Appendix 5). In the program, each surface site is represented by a cube.
Since Al/Si tetrahedra are the structural units of dissolution in quartz and sanidine, we
decided that each cube should represent one tetrahedron. Thus, one mole of quartz contains
Nav cubes, and one mole of sanidine contains 4N av cubes. The corresponding edge length
(e) of the cubes in the Monte Carlo matrix can then be calculated from the molar volume
(Table 7.4).
One of the initial tasks is to translate the thermodynamic parameters b, AH m , a and u,
from the previous section into suitable input parameters for the Monte Carlo program.
Because the thermodynamic rate constants are replaced by probabilities, the Monte Carlo
equivalents of b, AH m , a and u, should be dimensionless (Lasaga and Blum, 1986).
Therefore, energy terms are normalized to kT units, and distances are normalized to the
edge length of the cube. The dimensionless equivalent of the magnitude of the Burgers
vector is then given by b/e. Hooke's radiusrhis a convenient parameter to define the strain
energy density function ur in Monte Carlo simulations. Its dimensionless equivalent is given
byr h /e,whererhisrelatedto AH m according to (eqs.7.5 and 7.6):

r f'V ^

(7.13)

l87t2NAHmJ

The surface free energy (a) is related to the bond energy B (kJ) between surfaces of
adjacent cubes inthe Monte Carlo matrix.This can be seen from the fact that for each bond

Table 7.4. Monte Carlo parameters for screw dislocations at 300 K, and resulting
values of the related thermodynamic quantities.
quartz

sanidine

( • )

0.335
2 (b= 0.670 nm)
2.49(AH m =8.18W.mor 1 )

B/(kT)

(-)
(-)
(-)

9.5(a = 3.51-10-22kJ.nrrr2)

n/(kT)

(-)

403 (u.= 444-10 _22 y.nm- 3 )

0.356
3 (b = 1.068 nm)
2.41 (AH m =61.6 kJ.mol-1.l-1\
)
5(b = 1.780nm)
4.01 (AH m = 61.6U.mor 1 )
6(a=1.96-10- 2 2 y.nm - 2 )
8 ( a =2.62-10_22kJ.nnrT2)
312 (u.= 287-10"22 kJ.nirT3)

e
b/e
r

(nm)
(-)

h/e

b/e
r

h/

e
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to bebroken 2e 2 surface area must be created. For acubic crystal,the dimensionless bond
energy orbond "strength"B/(kT) isfoundfromo accordingto(Lasaga and Blum, 1986):
B/(kT) = 7244ae 2 /T

(7.14)

where a is in KT 2 2 kJ.nm -2 , e is in nm, andT is in K. Thedimensionless bulk shear
modulusM-/(kT) isfoundfrom(LasagaandBlum,1986):
u./(kT)=7244u.e3/T

(7.15)

where u, is in 10 - 2 2 kJ.nm""3, e is in nm,andT is in K. Finally, time in Monte Carlo
simulations is calculated from probabilities, and is a dimensionless quantity (Blum and
Lasaga, 1987). Time (t) in seconds is found from thedimensionless Monte Carlo time (x)
according tot =t / v , where v isa frequency factor (s~1) which is approximately equalto
kT/h, where h is Planck's constant (Lasaga, 1981b). Table 7.4 lists values of the
dimensionless Monte Carlo parameters that were used inthesimulations hereafter, andthe
corresponding valuesofthe relatedthermodynamic quantities.

Applicationto quartz and sanidine
The Monte Carlo simulations including diffusion of aqueous species inside the
dissolution holes require input ofthe dissolution rate atthe bottom ofthe hole if no diffusion
occurs (see Appendix 5). These can beobtained from simulations ofthe type describedby
Lasaga and Blum (1986), where one AGholds forallsites and over total computing time.
Some results forsanidine incontact with the soil solution ofphi 4 (Table 7.2)areshownin
Fig. 7.6. After ashort initial period,when adistinct dissolution hole has yet tobeformedon
the originally flat surface,thedissolution rate atthe bottomofthe hole stabilizes. However,its
value largely depends on the bond strength B/(kT) (Fig.7.6). Ifdislocations are the primary
dissolution reactive siteson surfacesofsanidine grains,the Monte Carlo rateat the bottomof
the hole essentially equals the experimental dissolution rate normalized to the reactive
surface area of the grains. It wasconcluded in chapter 3 that, for nine different freshly
created feldspars used byHoldren and Speyer (1985,1987), dissolution rates atpH 3 HCl,
normalized to the reactive BET-argon surface area, varied between approximately 4-10~11
(anorthite) and4-10 -13 (microcline) mol.cm~2.s-1. Thus, if theflat matrix surface at t =0
represents a freshly created sanidine surface, the Monte Carlo rates normalized tothe
reactive surface area (Fig. 7.6)areseveral orders of magnitude higher than those derived
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from experimental data. Relationships between thebond strength and theMonte Carlo rate
normalized tothereactive surface area areshown in Fig. 7.7forsanidine incontact with
several solutions.The simulations for the laboratory solutionofpH3HCl show that for screw
dislocations with b / e =3,B/(kT) =9(a« 2.95-10"22 kJ.nrn"2) gives Monte Carlo ratesin
approximate agreement with experimental rates for microcline at pH 3 HCl.However,
computing time ofthe simulations hereafter largely depended onthevalue of B/(kT),and
was several weeks ofcontinuous runningatB/(kT) =8on the VAX-8700 computer used for
calculations. Simulations at B/(kT) = 9, which would take several months of continuous
running,fall beyondthe scope ofthisresearch.
The strain energy atfinitedistancerfromadislocation acts asone ofthe drivingforces
for mineraldissolution.This means that the equilibriumconstantofthe dissolution reactionof
strained mineral material (KL) increases withdecreasing distance rfrom the dislocation,and
is larger than thatofunstrained mineral material (Keq) atall finiter. For instance,for sanidine
K^ =«eq=10 +129 ifr=« (Table 7.3),and K^ =10 +1207 ifr=0(Appendix 5).Theeffect of
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HCl (Table 7.2), and b/e =3;+ : soil solution ofpH 4 (Table 7.2), and b/e = 3;0 ; soil
solution ofpH 4, and b/e =5. Thedashed horizontal lines are estimatesofthedissolution
rate at the bottom ofthe hole, derived from experimentaldata (see text and Table 3.5), for
freshlycreatedanorthiteandmicrocline atpH3HCl.
this increase in K^ at finite r is that dissolution proceeds even at supersaturation for the
unstrained mineral bulk. This isdemonstrated bytheresults ofthesimulations for sanidine,
assuming aqueous diffusion tooccur inside the dissolution hole, using the soil solution of pH
4 asthebulk solution (Fig. 7.8).During thefirst stage ofthesimulations, thedepth of the
hole relativetothatofthe surrounding surface increaseswith time (Fig.7.8a). Asaresult, the
increasing diffusion path lengthcausesAG atthe bottomofthe holetoincreasewith time too
(Fig. 7.8b). Finally, a steady state depth isreached atsome positive AG. During this stage,
dissolution atthebottom of thehole proceeds atthesame (very slow) rate bywhichthe
surrounding surface dissolves incontact with thebulk solution. Thus, thedepth ofthehole
during this stage is constant with time.AtB/(kT) =6,the highdissolution rates atthe bottom
of thehole (Fig. 7.7)give large concentration gradients inside thehole. This causes AG at
the bottom of the hole to increase by approximately 2 to 5 kJ.rnol"1 for each increase in
depth byone cube. Both atb / e =3 and 5,the steady state depth isinthe order of several
cubes only. The long-term steady state averages ofAG atthe bottom ofthe holefor B/(kT)
= 6 areindicated bythedashed lines in Fig. 7.8b. At B/(kT) = 8, dissolution rates at the
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bottom of the hole are much lower, and development of the dissolution holes proceeds much
more gradual. This isalso shown schematically in Fig. 7.8c forb / e=5. Assuming linear
concentration profiles,AG inside the hole isgiven asafunction of depth at steady state (Fig.
7.8c). If B/(kT) =8and b / e=5,the transition from etch pit to micropore in Fig. 7.2 occurs
at AG = -1.72 kJ.mol -1 . Thus, during the steady state stage, conditions are favorablefor
etch pitting over the first 20%or so of depth of the hole. At greater depths inside the steady
state hole, conditions are favorable for the formation ofamicropore instead. The depthto
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Fig. 7.8. Monte Carlo simulationof dissolution ata screw dislocation in sanidine,assuming
aqueous diffusion insidethe dissolution hole. The soilsolution ofpH 4 (Table 7.2) wasused
as bulk solution. In plots a andb, each symbol represents 100,000 net dissolutions
(dissolutions minus precipitations) froma40x40 matrix.0;B/(kT) =8,b/e=3 (2,500,000
net dissolutions); A :B/(kT) =8, b/e=5(2,500,000 net dissolutions). Plota: depth ofthe
dissolution holes versustime forB/(kT) =8(depth for B/(kT) =6is in the order ofseveral
nm). Plotb:AG at the bottomofthe dissolution holes versustime. The dashed lines indicate
the long-termaverages for B/(kT) = 6,b/e=3(lowerclashed line) and B/(kT) = 6, b/e=
5. Plot c: cross-sectionsof the hole forB/(kT) =8,b/e =5 after 200,000, 400,000,
600,000, 800,000, 1,000,000 and 2,500,000 netdissolutions. The AG-curve (right) after
2,500,000 net dissolutions indicatesthe thermodynamics!conditions insidethe hole at steady
state depth. Plot d: surface of a 80x80matrix for B/(kT) =8,b/e=3after 200,000 net
dissolutions. Plot e: EMC-diagram, showingthe thermodynamica! conditions atthe bottom of
the holes duringthesimulations (see text). Fromleft toright: B/(kT) = 8,b/e=3; B/(kT) =

6,b/e =3;B/(kT)=8, b/e=5;B/(kT) =6, b/e =5.
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width ratio ofthe steady state hole isapproximately 500 (Fig.7.8c). If B/(kT) =8andb/e=
3, thetransition from etch pitto micropore occurs atAG =-4.94 kJ.mol -1 . Because atall
times andat anydepth AG inside thehole > -4.99kJ.mol"1 (Table 7.2),conditions are
favorable formicropore formation over virtually the entire depth throughout running time (see
also Fig.7.8d). InFig.7.8e the thermodynamical conditionsduring the simulations are plotted
in the EMC-diagram. The parabola (eq.7.12) at negative values of r f /r c indicates the
conditionsforsanidine incontact with the soil solution ofpH4(AG=-4.99 kJ.mol -1 ). Atthe
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bottom of a dissolution hole in the case of aqueous diffusion, these conditions would hold if
the depth of the hole were zero, i.e. at t = 0. The parabola at positive values of r f /r c indicates
the conditions where dislocations are in equilibrium with the solution (AG = AH m ). At the
bottom of a dissolution hole in the case of aqueous diffusion, the equilibrium would be
reached if the concentration gradients were zero, i.e. at infinitely large depth of the hole.
Thus, as actual depth increases with time, conditions at the bottom of the hole tend to shift
from the lower parabola towards the upper parabola. Because final depth in the simulations
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is finite,theupper parabola will notbereached,however. The steady state values of AG
(Fig.7.8b)wereusedtoplotvaluesofrf/rc inthe EMC-diagram.Thepointsobtainedreflect
theconditions where micropore development stops intheMonte Carlo simulations,so they
are situated onthemicropore/closed dislocation transition. The results show thatthe
transitionaccordingtothe MonteCarlomethodisessentially similar inshapebutsituated at
somewhathighervaluesofrf/rcthanthetransitionpredictedbythethermodynamicmodel.
ForthesimulationsdiscussedinFig.7.8,K l wasusedtomodelthedissolutionrateat
thebottomoftheholeasafunctionoftheaqueousconcentrationsatthebottomofthehole,
and wascalculated from AHm (Appendix 5).However, KL from AHm holds only at the
dislocation outcrop itself (r= 0), andforallr >0, KL issmaller than K^ atr = 0.
Furthermore,K^isKgqcorrectedforthestrainenergy,butnotyetforthesurfacefreeenergy
(eq.7.1).The"average"valueofK^overtheentirebottomofthedissolutionhole, corrected
forthe surfacefreeenergy andforvaluesofr>0,canbeestimatedfromAGatmaximum
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depthintheearlier simulations (Fig.7.8b).Theeffect of thisMonteCarloestimateofK^
(=Kygq) is that in the diffusion model the dissolution rate at the bottom of the hole
approachestozeroasconditions approachthe micropore/closeddislocationtransition(eq.
A5.15).This is inbetter agreementwiththe actual situation as inthe simulations sofar,
wheredissolution inthediffusion modelisstillfar fromequilibriumatthemicropore/closed
dislocationtransition.TheresultsofsimulationssimilartothoseinFig.7.8,butreplacing KL
fromAHmbyK,^ estimatedfromFig.7.8b,areshowninFig.7.9.Maximum valuesofAG
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at the bottomofthe hole (Fig.7.9a) are essentially similar tothose inFig.7.8b,so these are
not greatly affected by replacing K' by K ^ . This means that the micropore/closed
dislocation transition accordingtothe Monte Carlo model islargely independent ofK Meq . As
intheearlier simulations,thesteady state value ofAG atB/(kT) =6 seems tobereached
almost instantaneously (Fig.7.9a). However, atafiner scaleAGslowly increases throughout
running time (Fig.7.9b forb / e =5). Both at B/(kT) =6 and 8,theslower increase in AG
withdepthcomparedtothe earlier simulations resultsinlarger depthofthe holes (Fig.7.9c).
The steady state micropore depth at B/(kT) =8isupto several u,m. Comparison between
results at B/(kT) =6andB/(kT) =8 suggests that, inthis pH4 soil solution, steady state
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Fig. 7.10.Monte Carlosimulationofdissolutionatascrewdislocationinsanidine,assuming
aqueous diffusion inside thedissolution hole. ValuesofK' were estimated from Fig. 7.8b
(see text). Inplots a and b, each symbolrepresents50,000netdissolutionsfrom a 40x40
matrix (1,000,000netdissolutionsforall runs). B/(kT) = 8 forall runs.D :b/e = 3, and
laboratorysolution ofpH 3 (Table7.2)asbulksolution;+ :b/e =5, and laboratorysolution
ofpH 3;0 :b/e =3, and laboratorysolution ofpH 5;A :b/e =5, and laboratorysolution
of pH 5. Plot a:AGatthe bottom ofthe dissolutionholes versustime. Plot b:depth ofthe
dissolutionholes versustime. Plotc:cross-sections oftheholefor B/(kT) =8,b/e =3and
laboratory solution ofpH3 after 40,000,80,000, 120,000,160,000, 200,000 and 1,000,000
net dissolutions. The AG-curve (right) indicates thethermodynamica conditions insidethe
hole after200,000 net dissolutions.Thediameteroftheholeissmaller than thatinFig. 7.8c
becausethe magnitudeofthe Burgers vectorissmaller. Plotd:surface ofa80x80 matrix
forB/(kT) =8,b/e =3andlaboratorysolutionofpH 3after200,000netdissolutions.
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micropore depthsat B/(kT) =9areintheorder of 10urn.Theactualdepthofetchpitsat
dislocations is frequently in the order of several urn too. This suggests that the physical
length and/or microstructure of dislocations is not the limiting factor in reaching such
micropore depths. However, the model does not account for the possible formation of
secondaryproducts,suchasAIhydroxides,duetotheincreaseinpHandinactivitiesofAI,
Si, etc., at the bottom of the hole. Secondary products,forming at some intermediateAG,
wouldresultinmuchlowerdiffusioncoefficients,limitingfurthermicroporedevelopment.
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Results of simulations for sanidine with the laboratory solutions of pH 3 and 5 HCl
(Table 7.2) as bulk solutions, assuming aqueous diffusion inside the dissolution holes, are
shown in Fig. 7.10. The increase inAG with time at the bottom of the hole is larger at pH 5
than at pH3 (Fig.7.10a).This isprimarily due to the higher H+activity at pH3,which acts as
a buffer against changes in AG from dissolution. At the end of the simulations, when depth
has reached several (xrn, the growth rate of the hole is still hardly affected by diffusion (Fig.
7.10b). However, asdissolution continues,AG at the bottom of the hole will eventually reach
the value at the micropore/closeddislocation transition.This would most likely result in a hole
of several tens of |xm deep at steady state, with conditions being favorable for etch pitting
over many |xm depth (e.g. compare the AG-curves in Figs. 7.8c and 7.10c). The tendency
towards etch pitting under laboratory conditions may also be seen by comparing Figs. 7.8d
and 7.1Od. Yet, according to the Monte Carlo model, the morphology of the proto etch pit
under theseconditions closely resembles thatof amicropore.
Results of Monte Carlo simulations for quartz are shown in Fig. 7.11. The dissolution
rates at the bottom of the hole,assuming no aqueousdiffusion,were determined for the soil
solution of pH 6.2 and for the laboratory solution of pH 5 HCl (Fig. 7.11a). Using the soil
solution of pH 6.2 as bulk solution, assuming aqueous diffusion inside the dissolution holes,
screw dislocations with b / e = 2 remain closed, and dissolution of quartz proceeds at a very
low rate over the entire surface (Fig. 7.11b). This indicates that, although AG of the solution
is slightly negative, the energy barrier against opening of the hole is sufficiently high to
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prevent etch pitting. Using the laboratory solution of pH 5 HCl as bulk solution, AG at the
bottom of the hole is essentially constant with time because: (1) the low dissolution rate at
the bottom of the hole compared to feldspar (Figs. 7.6 and 7.11a) gives relatively small
concentration gradients; and (2) the small depth of the hole compared to feldspar after equal
net dissolution (Figs. 7.8c and 7.11c) gives relatively small diffusion path lengths. Values of
AG (Table 7.2) indicate that the energy barrier against etch pitting is smaller for quartz in
contact with the laboratory solution of pH 5 HCl than for quartz in contact with the soil
solution ofpH 6.2.According tothe Monte Carlo simulations,the smaller energy barrier at pH
5 HCl no longer prevents the formation of adissolution hole inthe quartz (Figs.7.11c andd).
Bothfrom thevalue ofr f /r h andfromcross-sections of the hole,it is an etch pit.

500

1000

1500
time (days)

Fig. 7.11.Monte Carlosimulationof dissolution at a screw dislocationin quartz, assumingno
aqueousdiffusion (plota) and aqueousdiffusion(plotsb, c and d) insidethe dissolutionhole.
B/(kT) = 9.5 and b/e = 2 forall runs. Plot a: totaldissolution(40x 40 matrix)at thebottom
of the hole versustime. Theslope equals the dissolution rate at the bottom of the hole. D ;
soil solution of pH 6.2 (Table 7.2) as bulk solution; each symbol represents 1000 net
dissolutions (rate= 1.36-1CT16 mol.cm~2.s~1);+ :laboratorysolutionofpH 5 as bulksolution;
each symbol represents an increase in depth of the hole of 5 cubes (rate =2.12-10~15
mol.cm~2.$~1).Plotb: surfaceofa 80x 80 matrix for thesoil solution ofpH 6.2 after200,000
net dissolutions. Plot c: cross-sections of the hole for the laboratory solution of pH 5 after
50,000, 100,000, 150,000and 200,000 net dissolutions. TheAG-curve (right) indicates the
thermodynamica!conditionsinsidetheholeafter200,000net dissolutions.Plot d:surface ofa
80x 80matrix forthelaboratorysolutionofpH 5after200,000netdissolutions.
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7.4. Akinetic model
Itwasshowninthethermodynamicsectionthattheradiusofamicroporeinequilibrium
with a solution changes only if the solution composition changes. This means that the
micropore walls do not dissolve if the aqueous solution composition is constant withtime.
Furthermore, the Monte Carlo simulations indicate that, for micropores at dislocations,
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Fig. 7.11. Continued.
dissolution takes place at the bottom of the hole, rather than from the walls. Even at steady
state in the Monte Carlo simulations, dissolution rates at different parts of the mineral surface
largely depend on the surface area to which the rates are normalized. This can be seen as
follows (Fig. 7.12a). If the geometric surface area of a grain or sample is defined as the
hypothetical smooth surface enveloping the actual surface (Jaycock and Parfitt, 1981), then
dissolution rates during steady state, normalized to the geometric surface area, are
essentially similar over the entire geometric surface (Fig. 7.12a). However, dissolution rates
normalized to the actual surface area are much smaller for the micropore walls than for the
area parallel to the geometric surface (Fig.7.12a). These findings indicate that the dissolution
rate of mineral grains, normalized to actual surface area, decreases with increasing
proportion of micropore wall area. Hereafter, a kinetic model is derived to account for the
relative inactivity of the actual surface area of micropore walls.
The surface roughness factor (X) of a mineral grain is defined as the ratio of the actual
surface area (S;cm2) to the geometric surface area (s;cm2) (Jaycock and Parfitt, 1981):
(7.16)

X= S / s

Both the actual and the geometric surface area are in fact scale dependent. Here, the actual
surface area is replaced by the BET surface area, which includes most surface area from
micropores at dislocations (chapter 5). The geometric surface area may, for instance, be
estimated from microscopic observation at small magnification (Fair and Hatch, 1933;
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Cartwright, 1962). The proportion of the measured BET surface area of a microporous,
naturally weathered grain (orsample) which isoccupied byBETsurface area of micropore
walls (Fm) isdefined by:
(7.17)

F

m= S m /S w

where S m is the BETsurface area of the micropore walls, andSw is the measuredBET
surface area ofthe naturally weathered grain (Fig. 7.12b). TheBET surface area ofanonporousfreshly createdgrain bygrinding (S{; Fig.7.12c)isgiven by:
Sf-^s,

(7.18)

where ^ isthe roughness factor ofthe freshly created surface, and where sf isthefreshly
created geometric surface area. Because themicropores areobserved bythe BETmethod
but notby geometric surface area techniques, it follows that S w = Sf + S m , andsw = s f .
Under theseconditions, eqs.(7.16),(7.17) and (7.18) combineto:

Fig. 7.12. Schematicsurfacesduringmineraldissolution,a:dissolutionratesatsteadystate;
the three arrows at far left indicate themagnitude of dissolution rates normalized tothe
geometric surface area (upper horizontal line); the three arrows at far right indicatethe
magnitudeofdissolution ratesnormalizedtotheactualsurfacearea,b:actualsurfaceareaof
a microporeinanaturallyweatheredgrain,c:geometricandactualsurfaceareaofafreshly
created(non-porous) grain.
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Fm = 1 - V * w

(7.19)

where\ is the roughness factorofthe naturally weathered surfaces.
The apparent dissolution rate normalized to BET surface (R;mol.cm~2.s~1) is defined
by (Helgeson era/., 1984):
R= - ( 1 / S ) ( d n / d t )

(7.20)

where nisthenumber of moles, and t istime. The ratio c/n/c/t forthenaturally weathered
grain asawhole, (cfn/dt) w , isfound from summation ofthe respective ratios dn/c/t for the
BET surface area ofthe micropore walls ( S J , andforthe BET surface area "parallel" to the
geometric surface (Sw - S J . Thus,itfollowsfromeq.(7.20) that:
- (dh/dl). = S ^ =S m R m + (Sw - S m )R p

(7.21)

where Rwisthe apparent dissolution rateofthe naturally weathered grain asawhole, Rm is
the apparent dissolution rateofthe micropore walls,and R.is the apparent dissolution rate of
the naturally weathered BET surface area "parallel" tothe geometric surface (which includes
the micropore bottoms). Eqs.(7.17) and (7.21) give:
F W m R m +( 1 - F m ) R p

(7.22)

Eqs.(7.19) and (7.22) can be combinedto:

(7 23)

"'/"••(^-^/Rf+vyR,

'

where Rf is the apparent dissolution rate of a fresh-surface grain of similar size asthe
naturally weathered grain. Forinstance, if micropore walls in naturally weathered grainsdo
not dissolve (Rm = 0),andif the naturally weathered BETarea parallel to the geometric
surface dissolves atthesame rate asits freshly created counterpart (R = Rt), eq.(7.23)
gives: R f / F ^ = Ay,/A,. So, under these conditions, the ratio of the dissolution rates of
freshly created and naturally weathered mineral grains, normalized totheBET surface area,
equals the reciprocal ofthe ratio ofthe respective surface roughness factors. This relationis
plotted bythediagonal line in Fig. 7.13.It follows from eq.(7.23) that Rf/R* > Ay,/A, if
(Ay,/A, - 1)R„, + Rp< R,. This is true, for instance, if R„, = 0 andRp< R,. Alternatively,
Rf/Ry, < Ay,/A, if (Ay,/A 1 - 1)Rm + Rp > R,. This is true, for instance, if Rm > 0and
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Rp=R,.Inthe limitingcasewhere Rm=Rp=R,,eq.(7.23)gives ^ / R ^ = 1.
Available data of Rf/R,» and \ / \ are plotted inFig.7.13. Apart from one inaccurate
dataset (Saranac Lake Andesine; see chapter 3) for which Rf/R^ « \ l \ , andtwo
datasets for which Rj/R,, » \ , / \ (Perth Perthite and Keystone Microcline, run2), the
data arewithin afactor2orsoinagreement with Rf/R* =X^/X,. Ingeneral,itfollows from

Rf/Rw
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Fig. 7.13.Theratio of dissolution rates of fresh-surfacegrains to that of similarly sized
naturallyweatheredgrains (Rf/RJ, plotted versusthe reciprocalofthe ratiooftheirsurface
roughnessfactors fi-w/^f)- Thediagonalline indicatesconditionswheremicropore "walls"in
naturally weathered grains are non-reactive, and where the remaining area of naturally
weathered grains dissolves equally fast as its freshly created counterpart under similar
hydrogeochemicalconditions (seetext). Errorbars holdforvaluesthat are accurate withina
factor 2. D (topto bottom): Perth Perthite, Grass ValleyAnorthite, Evje Albite, Bancroft
Microcline, Mitchell Co. OligoclaseandHyblaAlkali Feldspar;A (top tobottom):Keystone
Microclinerun2andrun 1, indicatingthe variation betweenduplos;0 (inaccuratedata; top to
bottom): CrystalBay Bytowniteand SaranacLakeAndesine;0 (toptobottom): NovaScotia
feldspar-quartz assemblage atpH 3 andpH 5 HCl, respectively. Values of R(/Rw and
\/kf
were derived from eqs.(3.11) and (3.12) and from data in Tables 2.1 and 3.5
(feldsparsbyHoldrenandSpeyer,1985, 1987),andfrom eq. (4.6) anddata in Tables 4.2
and 4.4 (Nova Scotia assemblage). Valuesof Rf/Rw hold forSi dissolutionatpH 3 HCl,
exceptBancroftMicrocline (pH2HCl)andNovaScotiapH5HCl.
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Fig. 7.13 that, apart from Saranac Lake Andesine, R , / ^ > ^ / X , , so (X^/X, - 1)Rm+Rp
< R,.The maximum value of Rm may then be calculated by assuming Rpto be zero, which
gives Rm < R j / ^ / X , - 1). For instance, for all feldspars by Holdren and Speyer (1985,
1987) X^/X, > 50 (Fig.7.13). This means that the dissolution rate from the micropore walls
inthe samples by Holdren and Speyer (1985,1987) was at most some 2 % of the dissolution
rateofthefreshly createdsurfaces (seealsochapter3).
It follows from Fig. 7.13 that, for Perth Perthite and Keystone Microcline, run 2:
Rf/FL,« 10X ^ / X , (the estimate of 10 may be inaccurate; see, for instance, the variation
between duplos for Keystone Microcline). Providedthatthevalue of 10iscorrect, substitution
in eq. (7.23) gives (X^/X, - 1)Rm + R = 0.1R,. Under these conditions, the maximum
value of the dissolution rate of the naturally weathered BETsurfaces parallel to the geometric
surface (which holds if the dissolution rate of the micropore walls is zero) is some 10 % of
the dissolution rate of freshly created surfaces. This means that, during the natural
weathering of these two feldspars, apart from the formation of non-reactive micropore walls,
the remaining BET area has lost most of its initial reactivity too. However, for most feldspars
in Fig.7.13 the data indicate that, apart from the formation of non-reactive micropore walls,
the reactivity of the remaining BET area did not change during natural weathering. With
respect to dissolution rates, the most essential change in the surface characteristics of
feldspar during natural weathering thus seems to be the formation of the non-reactive
microporewalls.

7.5.Conclusions
The development of micropores from enhanced dissolution at dislocations was
investigated for quartz and sanidine. Thermodynamic principles indicate that: (1) micropores
with radii up to 5 nm develop at common dislocations in sanidine if the solution is not too
highly undersaturated; and (2) micropores do not form at common dislocations in quartz,
regardless of solution composition. Whereas previous work (see chapters 2 and 5) indicates
that micropores are verycommon in naturally weathered feldspar, the saturation stateof most
actual soil solutions seems too low to explain their formation. It appears from Monte Carlo
simulations that this contradiction is resolved by considering diffusion of aqueous reactants
and products inside the dissolution holes. As the depth of dissolution holes increases with
time, diffusion causes the free energy change of the dissolution reaction at the bottom of the
hole (where most dissolution takes place) to increase with increasing depth. For sanidine in
contact with typical soil solutions, this causes conditions at the bottom of dissolution holes to
shift from those which favor the formation of etch pits to those which favor the formation of
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micropores and, finally, to those which favor closed dislocations (no further dissolution). In
fact, this mechanism seems so effective that one may wonder why etch pits form at all under
natural conditions at common dislocations in sanidine (i.e. Burgers vectors larger than
approximately 0.8 nm). The Monte Carlo simulations for dislocations under natural conditions
indicate that, below a critical limit, a high value of the surface free energy causes low
dissolution rates at the bottom of holes, favoring the formation of deep micropores. Above
this critical limit, micropores do not form at all, such as in quartz. Additional Monte Carlo
simulations indicate that, both for quartz and for sanidine, the increase infree energy change
at the bottom of dissolution holes, due to diffusion, is insufficient to prevent etch pitting at
common dislocations in many laboratory experiments.
The thermodynamic considerations and the Monte Carlo simulations showed that the
surface area of the micropore "walls" is essentially non-reactive if the composition of the bulk
solution is constant withtime.A kinetic model isdeveloped to account for the non-reactivity of
micropore walls in naturally weathered sample material. Applying the model to experimental
data for feldspar indicates that the dissolution rates of naturally weathered surfaces, corrected
for the non-reactivity of the micropore walls, are up to two or three orders of magnitude
higher than the uncorrected dissolution rates. According to the model, the corrected
dissolution rates of the naturally weathered feldspar surfaces are approximately similar to
those of freshly created feldspar surfaces under similar hydrogeochemical conditions. This
means that the reactivity of feldspar surfaces other than micropore walls remains essentially
unchanged during natural weathering. Thus, the formation of non-reactive micropore walls at
dislocations probably represents the most essential change in surface character during the
natural weathering of feldspar.
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Appendix 1. Surface roughness and dissolution site density of
hornblendeatpH 4.0
(Comments on"Change insurface area and dissolution rates during hornblende dissolution
at pH 4.0"byH.Zhang, P.R. Bloom and E.A. Nater)
Inthe recent paper byZhang etal.(1993) the changes insurface area and dissolution
rates with time were discussed forground hornblende samples, dissolving inanacetic acid
buffer atpH 4.Some critical andcomplementary remarks concerning this article are in order.
In chapter 2,a model was discussed todetermine theratio of freshly created BETto
measured (freshly created plus naturally weathered) BETsurface area for ground mineral
samples, derived from much larger naturally weathered starting fragments. The BET-nitrogen
data fortheground unreacted samples byZhang etal. (1993) arewell-suited for suchan
analysis. A plot ofthesurface roughness factor (X) versus theaverage grain diameter of
their samples (Fig. A1)is approximately linear at larger grain diameters, andmay benonlinear atsmaller grain diameters. Asimilar relationship was found inchapter 2forthe ground
feldspar samples byHoldren and Speyer (1985,1987). Unfortunately, the data inZhang etal.
(1993) are insufficient to calculate theexact value of the roughness factor of the freshly
created hornblende surfaces (À1) intheunreacted samples. The data in Fig.A1 indicate that
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Fig. A1. Plot ofthe surface roughness factor (Xg) versus the average grain diameter forthe
unreacted samples byZhang etal. (1993). The range ofpossible values of the roughness
factoroffreshlycreated hornblendesurfaces (Kf) isindicatedby arrows.
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X, was larger than 2.7 and smaller than 8.7 (see also Fig. 2.1). So, X, = 5 seems a
reasonable estimate. Zhang ef al. (1993) did not report the average diameter of their
unfractured starting material, but from their description this should considerably exceed the
average diameter of = 750 u,min the coarsest ground fraction.The ratio of freshly created to
measured BET surface area (F f ) in the unreacted samples may then be estimated from
Ff « Xf/\ (chapter 2), giving Ff « 0.16 (500-1000 jim), Ff - 0.28 (250-500 urn), Ff « 0.51
(110-250 u,m), and Ff « 0.57 (75-110 u,m). The remaining fraction of BET area, 1 - F{,
originates from the very rough naturally weathered starting fragments. For instance, if the
average diameter of the starting fragments were 1 cm, their surface roughness factor from
extrapolation in Fig.A1 would be approximately 400.
The varying proportions of freshly created BET surface area in the unreacted samples
by Zhang et al. (1993) question the correctness of their conclusions from bulk dissolution
rates (mol.g~1.s~1) assuming 100 % fresh surface in all samples. From data on nine different
feldspars by Holdren and Speyer (1985, 1987) it was concluded in chapter 3 that:
(1) dissolution rates of the freshly created surfaces, normalized to their BET area, were
approximately proportional to grain diameter, while dissolution rates of the naturally
weathered surfaces, normalized to their BET area, were most likely independent of grain
diameter; and (2) dissolution rates, normalized to BET area, of hypothetical fresh-surface
grains of similar diameter as the starting fragments were up to several orders of magnitude
higher than those of the naturally weathered surfaces.These findings indicate that for freshly
created feldspar surfaces, the density of dissolution sites is approximately proportional to
grain diameter and may be up to several orders of magnitude higher than the density on
surfaces of similarly sized naturally weathered grains (chapters 3 and 5). In that case,
intensively ground samples such as those by Holdren and Speyer (1985, 1987) and by
Zhang et al. (1993) have bulk dissolution rates which are essentially independent of the grain
diameter (Appendix 3). In contrast, Zhang et al.(1993) concluded that, after 59 days reaction
time at pH 4, bulk dissolution rates of their samples were generally smaller for coarser-sized
fractions. However, their data indicate that (see Fig. 1 in Zhang ef al., 1993): (1) dissolution
was not yet at steady state after 59 days; and (2) for most elements analyzed, bulk
dissolution rates of the finer-sized fractions at day 59, estimated from the actual data, were
smaller than those suggested by the line drawings. This suggests that relationships between
dissolution site density and grain diameter for the freshly created and naturally weathered
surfaces in the experiments by Zhang ef al. (1993) were comparable to those in the
experiments by Holdren and Speyer (1985,1987).
Zhang et al. (1993) determined the BET-nitrogen surface areas of the ground
hornblende samples with increasing reaction time, and found an average increase in BET
area of 99 % over the first 30 days, and an additional 12 % over the next 29 days. From
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TEM and SEM analysis, and from analysis of hysteresis in adsorption-desorption isotherms,
they concluded that: (1) dissolution at pH 4 led to the formation of micropores (diameters 1to
26 nm) and etch pits; and (2) most increase in BET area during reaction was due to the
formation of etch pits. It is interesting to note that their second conclusion is most likely
invalid for dissolution of hornblende in the natural environment. This can be seen from the
roughness factor of the naturally weathered starting material (= 400), which could not result
primarily from etch pitting (Helgeson era/., 1984; see also chapter 2). Provided that etch pits
and micropores are the only types of surface structures that form during hornblende
dissolution, the roughness factor of the starting fragments by Zhang et al. (1993) indicates
that by far most surface area created during natural weathering is present as micropores. The
shift from micropore development under natural conditions to etch pitting in the laboratory can
be explained from the difference in free energy change of the dissolution reaction (chapter 7).

Reply to Critical Comments
(P.R. Bloom, E.A. Nater and H. Zhang)
We thank Dr. Anbeek for the interest he has shown in our work but we think that he is
making more of our results than the data justify. In our opinion, he is engaging in
unwarranted speculation in order to fitour data to hisconception of the relationship of surface
area to weathering rate.
Anbeek extrapolates from our data to estimate a ratio of freshly ground surface to total
surface of 0.57 for the 75-110 u.m fraction. According to his estimation, 43 % of the BET
surface of these particles is weathered surface from before the sample was taken from the
field. This does not correspond with our SEM observations which, although not exhaustive or
quantitative, showed only a small fraction of weathered surface before the start of our
experiments.
Anbeek goes on to estimate that the initial starting material (which is assumed to be
1 cm cubes) had a roughness factor of 400. Our starting material had particle sizes more in
the range of 0.2 to 0.5 cm, but this is not the main problem we have with Anbeek's argument.
He assumes that roughness is only a function of weathering features and ignores the
contribution of the tremendous irregularity in fractured surfaces that is readily apparent in our
SEM photo (Zhang ef a/., 1993, Fig. 3a). Proper accounting of this would greatly reduce the
relative contribution of pitting, due to weathering, in the determination of initial surface
roughness. In fact, our approach to the problem of surface roughness assumes that most of
the roughness of fractured surfaces is due to roughness created during fracturing. Surface
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roughness then becomes a fractal problem. A very simple analysis would suggest that, as the
particle size decreases, the relative contribution of the roughness due to fracturing will
decrease to a very small value at very small diameters. Thus, a plot of the roughness factor
versus diameter is expected to extrapolate to a factor of near unity at zero diameter. As
Anbeek shows in Fig. A1, a linear extrapolation of our data yields an intercept of about 3.7
(the data do notjustify an attempt to force a curvature as d approaches zero).
We have attempted to answer the question of how weathering might add surface area
in addition to the roughness caused by fracturing. This additional surface area must be
considered when surface area weathering rates are calculated using an assumption of
particle size relationships to roughness.
We do not agree with the conclusion that hornblende dissolution at steady state must
be independent of surface area. While we did not attain steady state by day 59, our rate
analysis for days 45-55 showed a large dependence on surface area. We believe that a
dependence on surface area will continue even at steady state. Following the argument of
Holdren and Speyer (1985,1987), this argument hinges on the question of the defect density
relative to the particle size. If the particle size is relatively large, the rate is proportional to
surface area. It is not the case that surface area is always unrelated to particle size.
Our conclusion about the size of the pits caused by weathering results from direct
interpretation of N 2 adsorption/desorption hysteresis after weathering under conditions far
from equilibrium. Hornblende equilibrium cannot be attained in soils and weathering must
occur far from equilibrium. Under such conditions, we do not see how the argument of
Lasaga and Blum (1986) can be used to reason that our laboratory data are not useful for
interpretation of pitting under field conditions.

This appendix is inpress for Geochimicaet Cosmochimica Acta, vol. 58.
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Appendix 2.Clustering ofdissolution data in the kinetic model from
chapter3
Fig. 3.2d shows that R and Ff may beindependent of grain diameter (clusteringof
data) forthe7M) feldspar Bancroft Microcline. For y=0 feldspars in general, therelation
between A,g and dg is linear (chapter 3), sosimple geometry shows that eq. (3.3) canbe
rewrittenas:
Ff= ¥ d w - d g ) / ( \ d J

(A2.1)

Combination of eqs. (3.3), (3.18) and (A2.1) leadsto:

(A2-2)

F,=P.M4,- ty/P, M4.- dg)+PwV W

Since invariably c^,» d g for the samples byHokJren and Speyer (1985, 1987), c^ - dgis
essentially constant. Thus, Ff isessentially constantif:
Pf = P w d g C 5

(A2.3)

where (eq.A2.2):

(A2-4)

Cs-Vf/lMI-FfMdw-dfl)]
Atareference graindiameter d r , eq. (A2.3) gives:
C 5 =C 6 /d r

(A2.5)

where C 6 equals the ratio ofP,to Pw atgrain diameter d r . Combination ofeqs. (A2.3) and
(A2.5) leadsto:
Pf=PwC 6 d g /d r

(A2.6)

which isthe condition for Ffto be (essentially) constant inthe kinetic modelfory=0 feldspars.
Some results for which eq. (A2.6) holds are shown inFig. A2 for Bancroft Microcline, Hybla
Alkali Feldspar and Grass Valley Anorthite. Clustering ofdata, indicating correctly modeled
relations of Pfand Pwwith graindiameter, isobserved onlyifPf=d g /d r and Pw= 1.
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Fig.A2.Examplesoftheeffectivedissolutionrate (Rg) versustheratio offreshreactiveBET
to reactiveBET surfacearea (Ff) forthey=0 feldsparsbyHoldrenand Speyer (1985, 1987).
In all cases: Pf= PwC6dg/dr (eq.A2.6). D : BancroftMicrocline,Pf= dg/dr andPw= 1;
0 :BancroftMicrocline,Pf= 1andPw= dr/d ; * : BancroftMicrocline,Pf= (dg/drf and
Pw= dg/dr; A ; HyblaAlkali Feldspar, Pf= d /dr andPw= 1;+ : Grass Valley Anorthite,
Pf=

d./drandPw=1.

This appendix was published in Geochimicaet CosmochimicaActa as part of the paper
basedonchapter3.
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Appendix 3. Analysis ofthe kinetic model from chapter 3 in terms
of bulk dissolution rates
The kinetic model derived inchapter3 may also be used to interpret experimental data
interms ofthe bulk dissolution rate (R*; mol.g-1.s~1). This eliminates all possible effects from
surface area measurements. R* isdefinedby:
R^-(1/g)(dn/dt)

(A3.1)

where g isthe sample mass. For a ground sample, combination of eqs. (3.5) and (A3.1)
gives:

(A3.2)

R;=S;R9

where R* isthe bulk dissolution rate of the ground sample asawhole, and S* is the specific
actual surface area ofthe sample. Itfollowsfrom eqs. (3.1), (3.21) and (A3.2) that:
R;=R g X g S?)/(pd g )

(A3.3)

where \ may be replaced by eq. (3.19). For instance, ifthe starting material contains only
freshly created surface area, then A.g= A, atall d (chapter 2). S&equals 6-104 for smooth
spheres ifd is inujn. Thus,ifPf=d / d r , eqs. (3.13) and (A3.3) leadto:

Rg

6-104 _
— X.R,
pd r

(A3.4)

Thus, bulk dissolution rates of ground samples containing only freshly created surface area
are independent of the grain diameter ifPf=d g /d r . For intensively ground samples from Y=0
feldspars, eq. (3.4) applies and ß = A, (chapter 2). If Pf= d g /d r and Pw= 1,itfollows from
eqs. (3.4), (3.13), (3.19) and (A3.3) that:

( A3 - 5 )

Rg'-^ftV^-WJ

where \ is the surface roughness factor at grain diameter d r . Thus, bulk dissolution rates of
intensively ground samples from y=0 feldspars are essentially independent of thegrain
diameter ifPf=d / d r and Pw= 1. For samples, either containing only freshly created surface
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area, or being intensively ground from-y^Ofeldspars, it follows from eqs. (3.4), (3.13), (3.19)
and (A3.3) that:

Rg

6-104A-R,
^ - ( P ^ / d g - I J + R;

(A3.6)

where R* is the bulk dissolution rate at grain diameter d r . Thus, R* is independent of grain
diameter if Pf = d g /d r , and R* is strongly dependent of grain diameter if Pf = 1. Results that
are in general agreement with P, = d g /d r were reached for Vals (Switzerland) Adularia and
for Ylijärvi (Finland) Labradorite (Table 3.2).

This appendix was published in Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta as part of the paper
based onchapter 3.
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Appendix 4. A multivariate linear regression model for the
comparisonoffield- andlaboratory dissolutiondata
Hereafter, a multivariate linear regression model is derived to obtain surface roughness
factors of individual minerals in assemblages. Input data forthe model arethe surface
roughness factors ofsubsamples obtained from density fractionation (Van Der Plas, 1966).
Once thesurface roughness factors of the individual minerals are known, their relative
contributions to the BET surface area of the original assemblage are easily found from their
geometric surface areas.
The surface roughness factor ofamineral iinasamplej(hj isdefined by:

VV 8 U

<A4-1>

where S,, and s^ are the BET surface area and the geometric surface area ofmineral i in
sample j , respectively. The BET and the geometric surface area ofsample j (S-. and &) are
defined by:

Sj-^Sij

(A4.2)

and:
Sj^Sij

(A4.3)

The fraction ofthe geometric surface area of sample j that is occupied bythe geometric
surface area of mineral i(%t=)isdefined by:

kr\\h

(^i.r1)

( A4 - 4 )

The surface roughness factor of a mineral iprimarily depends on the grain diameter, and on
the exposure time to and intensity of weathering (chapters 2 and 3).Thus, if a mineral
assemblage of given grain diameter, exposure time and intensity of weathering is fractionated
into j subsamples of different range of grain density (giving subsamples of varying
mineralogical composition), it holds that:
\j=1=\-=2= - - *1

(A4-5)

Eqs. (A4.1), (A4.2), (A4.4) and (A4.5) can be combined to:
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Vsitëi.M

( A4 -6)

Values of ^ can be obtained, for instance, from microscopic observation of individual
mineral grains. Alternatively, tv. can beestimated from mass fractions asfollows. The
'J

geometric surface area of a samplej isgiven by (Cartwright, 1962):
s,= - ^ 9
—&
L
1
Pidi

(A4.7)

where g{ is the sample mass, S& is a geometry factor related to the shape of the grains ( ^
varies from 6.1 for rounded grains to 7.7 for angular grains; Fair and Hatch, 1933), p=is the
density of the sample, andd is the average grain diameter. If the mineral volumes of iare
homogeneously distributed over the grains inasample j, eq. (A4.7) holdsfor all minerals i in
j, andfromeqs. (A4.4) and (A4.7):

L-iM.

(A4.8)

The volume fraction of mineral i insample j (V|.) isgiven by:

v

M

(A4.9)

r

where g ^ / a is the mass fraction of iinj (which can be obtained, for instance, from X-Ray
fluorescence spectrometry and from normative calculations) and where py = ps (incomplete
purification bydensity fractionation normally results from the presence of minerals i of
constantdensity in rockfragments ofvarying composition). Eqs. (A4.8) and (A4.9) give:

p..= v . . _ H £ l
J
i.i

(A4.10)

For instance, for asamplej with grains of equal size and shape (d =d^; ^ =S^j), eqs.
(A4.6) and (A4.10) combineto:
< A4 - 11 )

A,-2,(^*1)

Thus, under the mentioned conditions, the surface roughnessfactor of a mineral assemblage
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equals the weighted average of the surface roughness factors of the constituent minerals,
and the volume fractions are the weighting factors. In eq. (A4.11), values of A,j are the
unknowns, so the resulting multivariate linear regression model can be solved ifj > i.
Eq. (A4.11) holds both for naturally weathered and for artificially ground samples.
However, the relationship between surface roughness factor and grain diameter of minerals i
in such samples isoften linear (chapters 2 and 5):

( A4 - 12 )

V o ^ +ß,

where a , and ß; are the slope and intercept, respectively. Under these conditions, in cases
where d= = d,:, the multivariate linear regression model is found from combination of eqs.
(A4.11)and(A4.12):
A1= 2 i [ v i j ( a i d j + ß i )]

(A4.13)

where a, and ß, are the unknowns. Inthiscase, the model can be solved ifj > 2i.

This appendix was published in the July 1993 special issue of Chemical Geology on the 3rd
International Symposium on Geochemistry ofthe Earth Surface.
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Appendix 5. Introduction of one-dimensional aqueous diffusion in
the Monte Carlo program SCSV.FOR
Hereafter, amodelisderivedtoaccountfordiffusion ofaqueousreactantandproduct
species inside dissolution holes during Monte Carlo simulations. It is assumed that: (1)
solutionsaredilute,andactivitycoefficientsareunity;(2)activitiesofaqueousspeciesiinthe
bulksolutionareconstantwithtime;and(3)concentrationprofilesofaqueousspeciesinside
thedissolutionholesarelinearfunctionsofdepth(Fig.A5).Undertheseconditionsitfollows
that:
a,«ah,+ e,L

(A5.1)

wherea{istheactivityofaqueousspeciesi asafunctionofdepth,a bi isthebulkactivityof
species i, 0 , istheconcentration gradient of species i, and Lis depth inside the hole. 0 {
equals ( a ^ - a ^ / L ^ , wherea^j isthe activity ofspecies i at maximumdepthL,,,.a^j is
foundfrom(Fig. A5):
a

(A5.2)

m,i = 2aav,i~ \ \

wherea avi istheaverageactivity insidethedissolution hole,whichwouldholdatall Lifthe

bulk
solution

bulk
mineral

products
reactants

products
reactants

Fig. A5.Schematic representation of the system forwhich diffusion was introduced inthe
Monte CarloprogramSCSV.FOR.
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aqueous solution inside the hole were stirred. Forthe Monte Carlo simulations inchapter7,
aqueous bulk activities a b j are part ofthe program input. Thus, if a a v i atgiven maximum
depth L^,isknown, a{ andAG canbe determined atanydepth from eqs.(7.2), (A5.1) and
(A5.2).
Values ofa a v i atgiven L^canbefound from iteration asfollows.Attime t+At, itholds
that:
(aav,i)t+At= (aav,i)t + (SpjW -

( A5 - 3 )

(SRJJAI

where (a avj) t+At and ( a ^ ) , aretheaverage activities att+At andt, respectively, S p , (mol.l-1)
is aproduction term over thetime interval Atdueto mineral dissolution atthebottom of the
hole, and 3 R j (mol.r 1 ) isa removal term over thetime interval Atduetothe diffusion flux
over the cross-sectional surface area ofthe hole atzero depth. Bydefinition, E P i and E R J
are positive forproducts andnegative forreactants. Application ofFick's first lawtothis type
of systemgives (Crank, 1976):
< A5 - 4 )

J|-D|(«Wj-»bj)/L.

where J, (moLcirf2 of cross-sectional surface area.s -1 ) isthediffusion flux ofspecies i, and
Dj (cm2.s~1) isthediffusion coefficient ofthat species. Itfollows from eqs. (A5.2) and(A5.4)
that:
(SR,i)A,= 2 D i [ ( a a v i ) t - a b J ] A t / L ^

(A5.5)

Spidepends onthedissolution reaction under consideration. Forquartz itfollows that
(Table7.3):
(Sp,H4si04)At=(R Q ,JtAt/L m

(A5.6)

where R Q m (mol.crrT2 ofcross-sectional surface area.s -1 ) isthedissolution rate ofquartzat
depth !_„, (see below). Thus, diffusion during the dissolution ofquartz canbedescribedby
combining eqs. (A5.3), (A5.5) and(A5.6)to:
(aav,H4Si04)t+At " ( a av,H 4 Si0 4 )t+ ( R Q,m)t At / L m~ 2DH4Si04Kaav,H4Si04)t~ äb.fySiO^Am

(A5.7)
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For sanidine, thestoichiometric coefficient q (Table 7.3)varies with pH, dueto the
speciationof AI.TakingintoconsiderationtheAIcomplexesinTable7.3,qisfoundfrom:
4+3K110pH +2K2102pH+ K3l03pH
q=

^ + K,^(fH + K2^^

+^

o i ^ + KA^o^

(A5 8)

'

Thus,accordingtothedissolutionreactionofsanidine (Table7.3):
(Sp,H+)At=-(qmRs,m).At/Lm

(A5.9)

where q m isqatdepth l ^ , and RSm isthe dissolution rate ofsanidine atdepth Lm (see
below).Eqs.(A5.3),(A5.5)and(A5.9)canbecombinedto:
( a av,H+U= (aav,H+). -

fomfWl^/Ln,

"

2t

VKaav,H+)," M ^ / ^

( A5 - 10 >

Furthermore,itfollowsfromthesanidinedissolution reactionthat:(S pK+ ) At =- (S pH +) At /q m ,
and: s

( p,H4sio4)At- - 3 ( S P , H + ) A A > -

(aav,K+W=(aav,K+),+(\m\&/K<

^"S:

- 2DK+[(aavK+)t- a ^ A t / L *

(A5.11)

and:
(aav,H4Si04)t+At = (aav,H4Si04)t+ 3 ( R S , m ) t A t / L m ~ 2D H 4 Si0 4 K a av,H 4 Si0 4 )t ~ a b,H 4 Si0 4 l A t Am

(A5.12)
For H+,K+andH4Si04,eqs.(A5.10),(A5.11) and(A5.12) givea^j attimet+At froma aviat
timet.The corresponding activities ofH+, IC and H4Si04attime t+At atthe bottom ofthe
hole can then befound from eq. (A5.2). Once these areknown, thecorresponding total
activity ofthe AIcomplexes attime t+At atthe bottomof the hole follows directly from the
principleof electroneutrality:
(am,AI(tot))t+At= \\H+ * ( V H + W + ^.K*~(^.K+^+At+ 10
+( q b - 1 ) ^ , 0 , , ] / [ ( q m U - 1 ]

A V H + W

~ 1 ^ /ab,H+ +
(A5-13)

where Al(tot) refers to theaverage composition ofthe AIcomplexes considered, givenby
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AI(OH)Jü~1)+ (Table 7.3), andqb isthe aqueousbulkvalue ofq.
Incorporation of this model into the Monte Carlo program requires input of the
dissolution rates at the bottom of the hole (R Q m and R S m ), and of the diffusion coefficients
(D|). Fora spherical speciesiinaqueoussolution,D,maybe estimatedfrom (Chang, 1981):
kT

D,=67tT

(A5.14)

lH 2 O r i

where k is Bolzmann'sconstant, T istemperature (K),r| isthe viscosity, and r;is the radius
ofthe species. Fori\H^ = 1.01-10~12kJ.s.cm~3 (Chang, 1981) andT = 300 K, itfollowsthat:
D H+ « 0.47-10"5 cm2.s~1 (rH+ « 0.45 nm), DK+ = 1.60-10"5 cm2.s"1 (rK+ « 0.133 nm), and
D
H4si04 a 1-22-10-5 cm 2 .s -1 (r H4Si04 ~ 0.178 nm). These values are used throughout the
simulations inchapter 7.
For a mineral j, the dissolution rate at the bottom of the hole (FlJ is a function of the
aqueous activities at the bottom of the hole, and is given by (see Aagaard and Helgeson,
1982):

where R-b is the dissolution rate of mineral j at the bottom of the hole if the solution inside
the hole were of constant (bulk) composition, and K' is the equilibrium constant of the
dissolution reaction,corrected for the strain energy. At the dislocation, Kg isfound fromKg
(Table 7.3) accordingto:
K^K^expfAHj^T)]

(A5.16)

Using the data in Table 7.1, K^ = 10 -2 - 57 for quartz, and K^ = 10 + 1 2 0 7 for sanidine.
Diffusion inside the dissolution hole can then be modeled once R-b has been determined
from Monte Carlo simulations assuming constant AG at all sites and over total computing
time (seechapter 7). Periodic re-iteration asthe maximumdepthL^increaseswith increasing
computing time allowstokeep track ofAG asa functionofdepth Linsidethe hole at allLm.

This appendix hasbeen submitted to Geochimica et CosmochimicaActaaspart ofthe paper
based onchapter 7.
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Summary

Introduction
Since the beginning of industrialization in the previous century, the emission and
atmospheric deposition of potentially acid chemicals have increased considerably. The
increased acid deposition has resulted, among others, in unwanted acidification of many
surface waters, groundwaters and soils. The damage caused by acid deposition to the biota
interrestrial and aquatic ecosystems isconsiderable, and the long-term fate of these systems
is a matter of great concern.
Soils can consume protons ("acids") in several ways. In most soils the long-term rate of
proton consumption is determined bythe dissolution rates of the base cation-bearing minerals
(calcite, feldspar, pyroxene, amphibole, etc.). However, the reaction mechanism and
dissolution kinetics of these minerals are not yet sufficiently understood to accurately predict
their dissolution rates under varying conditions. In this thesis the relationships between crystal
structure, grain diameter, surface morphology and dissolution kinetics are investigated for
feldspar and quartz under acid leaching conditions. Feldspar was chosen because it is the
most abundant base cation-bearing mineral in soils, and quartz was chosen because its
dissolution behaviour differs distinctly from that of feldspar. The typical scale of interest here
is inthe order of nmto urn

The mineral surface area in laboratory dissolution studies
Large, naturally weathered mineral fragments are often ground and sieved to obtain
samples for dissolution studies in the laboratory. If the fragments are ground to much smaller
dimensions, the samples are normally assumed to contain only freshly created surface area
(i.e. the original, naturally weathered surface area is neglected). To calculate the dissolution
rate in mol.cm"2.s_1 from experimental dissolution data, the surface area of the ground
sample must be known. The most widely used surface area estimate in mineral dissolution
studies is obtained from the gas adsorption isotherm (BET method), using nitrogen, argon or
krypton as the adsorbate gas. The diameter of these gas molecules (« 0.4 nm) isvery similar
to the effective diameter of a water molecule (» 0.3 nm), so the BET surface area is probably
a reasonable estimate of the wetted mineral surface.
It is shown in this thesis that, for large, naturally weathered feldspar fragments, by far
most surface area at the nm scale of the krypton molecule is not observed at the u.mscale of
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scanning electron microscopy. This means that by far most BET surface area of naturally
weathered feldspar fragments is present as "internal" surface area. In contrast, the fresh
feldspar surfaces created by grinding are quite smooth, with essentially similar surface areas
revealed at the scale of the krypton molecule and of scanning electron microscopy. Due to
the much higher "roughness" of naturally weathered feldspar surfaces than of freshly created
feldspar surfaces, grinding is highly ineffective in creating a large proportion of fresh BET
surface area. It is shown in this thesis that, even after intensive grinding, samples from large
naturally weathered mineral fragments can still contain substantial proportions of naturally
weathered, "internal" BET surface area. This means that previous dissolution studies on
ground samples that failed to recognize the simultaneous presence of these two types of
surface morphology need reinterpretation.

The dissolution site density on mineral surfaces
Experimental dissolution rates of ground samples, normalized to the BET surface area,
are often independent of the grain diameter after grinding. Based on the idea that essentially
all BET surface area of ground samples is freshly created, this led to the hypothesis that the
dissolution site density (expressed as the number of identical dissolution sites per cm 2 of
BET surface area) is independent of the grain diameter after grinding. In this thesis, a kinetic
model is derived to test the validity of this hypothesis by explaining experimental dissolution
data from the simultaneous presence of freshly created and naturally weathered BET
surfaces in samples. Applying the model to literature data for nine different feldspars shows
that, in fact, grinding has two (partly) counteracting effects on dissolution rates. These are:
(1) increase of the proportion of the measured BET surface area which is freshly created;
and (2) decrease of the proportion of the freshly created BET surface area which is
dissolution reactive. Thus, by taking into account the "internal" surface area of naturally
weathered feldspars, we find that, within the range of grain diameters investigated
(< 1000 u.m), the dissolution site density of freshly created feldspar surfaces is approximately
proportional to, and not independent of, the grain diameter. This can be explained if
preferential fracture planes have relatively high densities of potentially dissolution reactive
sites. In that case, continued grinding exposes fresh surfaces with decreasing dissolution site
densities, which would lower the average dissolution site density at all grain diameters. So,
the fresh reactive surface area is "diluted", rather than "destroyed" by grinding. According to
the kinetic model, the dissolution site density of naturally weathered surfaces in ground
samples is independent of the grain diameter. This can be explained if fracturing of naturally
weathered surfaces in smaller pieces does not change the "internal" surface structure itself.
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In that case, naturally weathered surface area on fractured grains originates from the
unfractured starting fragments at all grain diameters after grinding. It follows from the kinetic
model that, for fresh-surface feldspar grains, dissolution rates (moLcm -2 of BET surfaces -1 )
are up to several orders of magnitude higher than those of similarly sized naturally weathered
feldspar grains. In terms of identical dissolution sites, this would mean that, for feldspar, the
density on freshly created BET surfaces is up to several orders of magnitude higher than the
density on naturally weathered BET surfaces.

The formation of micropores during natural weathering
The nature and reactivity of the "internal" BET surface area are investigated for a
naturally weathered feldspar-quartz assemblage. It is concluded that: (1) the internal surface
area is largely present as micropores of approximately 2 nm diameter; (2) during natural
weathering, micropores form in feldspar but not in quartz grains; (3) the micropore "walls"
(perpendicular to the grain surface) are essentially non-reactive; (4) the micropore "bottoms"
(parallel to the grain surface) are highly reactive; and (5) between 200 and 800 \irr\, the
density of micropores infeldspar is essentially proportional to the grain diameter.
From the preceding, both the dissolution site density on fresh-surface feldspar grains as
well as the micropore density on naturally weathered feldspar grains are proportional to grain
diameter. This suggests that, during natural weathering, micropores develop at dissolution
reactive sites. The development of micropores from enhanced dissolution at dislocations
(crystal line defects) is evaluated using thermodynamic principles and Monte Carlo
simulations. The thermodynamic considerations show that micropore development in feldspar
but not in quartz during natural weathering can be explained from the properties of
dislocations in these two minerals as follows. In moderately undersaturated solutions,
micropores form in feldspar and etch pits form in quartz. In highly undersaturated solutions,
etch pits form in both feldspar and quartz. Although the internal surface area of naturally
weathered feldspar grains is largely present as micropores (thus indicating moderate
undersaturation), most natural soil solutions seem sufficiently undersaturated with respect to
feldspar to explain the formation of etch pits, and not of micropores. This apparent
contradiction is resolved by considering the effect of aqueous diffusion of reactants and
products on the degree of solution saturation at the "bottom" of the hole (where most
dissolution takes place). By introducing one-dimensional diffusion into an existing Monte
Carlo program it is concluded that: (1) under natural conditions, aqueous diffusion over the
length of the dissolution hole gives a saturation state at the bottom of the hole which is
sufficiently high to favor micropore development; and (2) under normal laboratory conditions
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(very highly undersaturated solutions), aqueous diffusion gives a saturation state at the
bottom of the hole which is still sufficiently low to favor etch pitting. In conclusion, conditions
during the natural weathering of feldspar favor the formation of micropores, while conditions
during many laboratory experiments onfeldspar favor the formation of etch pits.

The effect of micropores ondissolution rates
The thermodynamic theory and the Monte Carlo simulations confirmed the earlier
findings that micropore "walls" are non-reactive and that micropore "bottoms" are highly
reactive.A kinetic model isdeveloped to account for the non-reactivity of the micropore walls.
The model was applied to experimental dissolution data for similarly sized fresh-surface and
naturally weathered feldspar grains. The results show that, if the non-reactivity of the
micropore "walls" is accountedfor, dissolution rates of the remaining naturally weathered BET
surface areas are approximately similar to those of the freshly created BET surface areas
under similar hydrogeochemical conditions. So, the formation of non-reactive micropore
"walls" at dislocations probably represents the most essential change in surface character
during the naturalweathering of feldspar.
Dissolution rates of freshly created feldspar surfaces in the laboratory are frequently
several orders of magnitude higher than those of naturally weathered feldspar surfaces in
actual field situations. At grain diameters often used in laboratory experiments, approximately
one order of magnitude in this rate discrepancy can be explained from the non-reactivity of
micropore "walls" under field conditions. Other factors, such as imperfect contact between
solution and solids in the field,the presence of organic ligands, etc., should be considered to
explain the remaining part of the discrepancy indissolution rates.
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Samenvatting
Inleiding
Sinds het begin van de industrialisatie in de vorige eeuw is de emissie en
atmosferische depositie van potentieel zure stoffen aanzienlijk toegenomen. Deze toename
heeft, onder andere, geresulteerd in ongewenste verzuring van oppervlaktewater, bodem en
grondwater. De schade, toegebracht door zure depositie, aan organismen in terrestrische en
aquatische ecosystemen is aanzienlijk en het lot van deze systemen op lange termijn geeft
reden totbezorgdheid.
Protonen ("zuren") kunnen in de bodem op diverse manieren worden geneutraliseerd.
Inde meeste bodems wordt de snelheid waarmee protonen worden geneutraliseerd op lange
termijn bepaald door de verweringssnelheid van mineralen met basische kationen in het
rooster (calciet, veldspaat, pyroxeen, amphibool, etc). Echter, het reaktiemechanisme en de
oplossingskinetiek van deze mineralen zijn onvoldoende bekend om hun verweringssnelheid
onder diverse omstandigheden nauwkeurig te voorspellen. In dit proefschrift wordt voor
veldspaat en kwarts het verband onderzocht tussen kristalstruktuur, korrelgrootte,
oppervlaktemorfologie en oplossingskinetiek onder zure omstandigheden. Veldspaat werd
gekozen omdat het een der mineralen is met basische kationen in het rooster en omdat het
een algemeen voorkomend mineraal is in vele bodems. Kwarts werd gekozen omdat het
oplossingsgedrag van dit mineraal sterk afwijkt van dat van veldspaat. De karakteristieke
afstandsschaalwaarop het onderzoek zichconcentreerde ligt inde orde van nmtot nm.

Het minerale oppervlak in laboratoriumverwerinqsproeven
Grote, natuurlijk verweerde minerale fragmenten worden vaak gemalen en gezeefd om
monsters voor verweringsproeven in het laboratorium te krijgen. Als de fragmenten tot veel
kleinere afmetingen worden gemalen, wordt normaliter aangenomen dat alle oppervlak vers
gecreëerd is (d.w.z. het oorspronkelijk aanwezige, natuurlijk verweerde oppervlak wordt
verwaarloosd). Om de verweringssnelheid in mol.cm~2.s_1 te berekenen uit experimentele
oplossingsgegevens dient de hoeveelheid oppervlak in het gemalen monster bekend te zijn.
De meest gebruikte schatting van het minerale oppervlak in oplossingsexperimenten wordt
verkregen uit de gasadsorptie-isotherm (BET methode), met behulp van stikstof, argon of
krypton als het adsorberende gas. De diameter van deze gasmoleculen(~ 0,4 nm) is vrijwel
gelijk aan de effektieve diameter van het molecuul water (= 0,3 nm), zodat het BET
oppervlak waarschijnlijk een redelijke schatting is van het bevochtigde minerale oppervlak.
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In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat, voor grote, natuurlijk verweerde veldspaatfragmenten, verreweg het meeste oppervlak op de nm schaal van het krypton molecuul niet
waarneembaar is op de \xm schaal van scanning electronen-microscopie. Dit betekent dat
verreweg het meeste BET oppervlak van natuurlijk verweerde veldspaatfragmenten aanwezig
is als "intern" oppervlak. In tegenstelling hiermee is vers gecreëerd veldspaatoppervlak
tamelijk glad, met ongeveer dezelfde hoeveelheden oppervlak waarneembaar op de schaal
van het krypton molecuul en die van scanning electronen-microscopie. Ten gevolge van de
hoge "ruwheid" van natuurlijk verweerde veldspaatoppervlaktes, in vergelijking met vers
gecreëerde veldspaatoppervlaktes, is malen een uiterst ongeschikte methode om een grote
fraktie vers BET oppervlak te krijgen. In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat monsters,
verkregen uit grote, natuurlijk verweerde minerale fragmenten, zelfs na intensief malen nog
voor een groot gedeelte kunnen bestaan uit natuurlijk verweerd, "intern" BET oppervlak. Dit
betekent dat eerdere verweringsstudies aan gemalen monsters waarin het gelijktijdig
voorkomen van deze twee typen oppervlaktemorfologie niet werd onderkend opnieuw dienen
te worden geïnterpreteerd.

De dichtheid van oplossinqsreaktieve plaatsen op minerale oppervlaktes
Experimentele verweringssnelheden van gemalen monsters, genormaliseerd naar het
BET oppervlak, zijn veelal onafhankelijk van de korrelgrootte. Uitgaande van het idee dat
vrijwel alle BET oppervlak van gemalen monsters vers gecreëerd is, leidde dit tot de
hypothese dat de dichtheid van oplossingsreaktieve plaatsen (uitgedrukt als het aantal
identieke reaktieve plaatsen per cm 2 BET oppervlak) onafhankelijk is van de korrelgrootte. In
dit proefschrift wordt een kinetisch model beschreven waarmee deze hypothese werd
getoetst. Hiertoe worden experimentele oplossingsdata verklaard uit het gelijktijdig voorkomen
van vers gecreëerd en natuurlijk verweerd BET oppervlak in één monster. Toepassing van
het model op literatuurdata voor negen verschillende veldspaten laat zien dat, tijdens het
malen, in feite sprake is van twee, elkaar (gedeeltelijk) tegenwerkende effekten op de
verweringssnelheid. Deze zijn: (1) toename van de fraktie van het gemeten BET oppervlak
dat vers gecreëerd is; en (2) afname van de fraktie van het vers gecreëerde BET oppervlak
dat oplossingsreaktief is. Aldus vinden we, door rekening te houden met het "interne"
oppervlak van natuurlijk verweerde veldspaten, dat voor de onderzochte korrelgroottes
(< 1000 |xm) de dichtheid van oplossingsreaktieve plaatsen op vers gecreëerde veldspaatoppervlaktes ongeveer evenredig is met, en niet onafhankelijk is van, de korrelgrootte. Dit
kan worden verklaard indien preferente breukvlakken een relatief hoge dichtheid aan
potentiële oplossingsreaktieve plaatsen bezitten, in dat geval worden door malen verse
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oppervlaktes blootgelegd met een steeds kleinere dichtheid aan oplossingsreaktieve
plaatsen, waardoor de gemiddelde dichtheid afneemt met kleiner wordende korrelgrootte.
Dientengevolge vindt tijdens malen eerder "verdunning" plaats van vers, reaktief oppervlak,
dan "vernietiging". Volgens het kinetisch model is de dichtheid van oplossingsreaktieve
plaatsen op natuurlijk verweerde oppervlaktes in gemalen monsters onafhankelijk van de
korrelgrootte. Dit kan worden verklaard indien het breken van natuurlijk verweerde
oppervlaktes in kleinere delen geen gevolgen heeft voor de "interne" struktuur van het
oppervlak zelf. In dat geval stammen de natuurlijk verweerde oppervlaktes op gebroken
korrels, ongeacht de diameter, rechtstreeks af van het ongebroken beginmateriaal. Uit het
kinetisch model blijkt dat, bij gelijke diameters, de verweringssnelheid (moLcnf 2 BET
oppervlak.s"1) van veldspaatkorrels bestaande uit louter vers gecreëerd oppervlak tot
verscheidene ordegroottes hoger is dan de verweringssnelheid van natuurlijk verweerde
veldspaatkorrels. Intermen van identieke oplossingsreaktieve plaatsen zou dit betekenen dat,
voor veldspaat, de dichtheid op vers gecreëerde BET oppervlaktes tot verscheidende
ordegroottes hoger isdan de dichtheid op natuurlijk verweerde BET oppervlaktes.

De vorming van microporiën tijdens natuurlijke verwerino
De aard en reaktiviteit van het "interne" BET oppervlak zijn onderzocht voor een
natuurlijk verweerd veldspaat-kwarts monster. De conclusies luiden: (1) het interne oppervlak
is voornamelijk aanwezig als microporiën van ongeveer 2 nm diameter; (2) microporiën
vormen zich tijdens de natuurlijke verwering wel in veldspaat- maar niet in kwartskorrels;
(3) de "wanden" van de microporiën (loodrecht op het korreloppervlak) zijn in essentie
niet-reaktief; (4) de "bodems" van de microporiën (parallel aan het korreloppervlak) zijn uiterst
reaktief; en (5) tussen 200 en 800 |xm is de dichtheid van de microporiën ongeveer
evenredig met de korrelgrootte.
Uit het voorgaande blijkt dat, voor veldspaat, zowel de dichtheid van oplossingsreaktieve plaatsen op vers gecreëerde oppervlaktes als de dichtheid van microporiën op
natuurlijk verweerde oppervlaktes evenredig is met de korrelgrootte. Dit suggereert dat,
tijdens de natuurlijke verwering, microporiën zich vormen op de oplossingsreaktieve plaatsen.
De vorming van microporiën door het selektief oplossen van dislokaties (kristal-lijnfouten) is
geëvalueerd met behulp van thermodynamische principes en Monte Carlo simulaties. Het
thermodynamische model laat zien dat de vorming van microporiën in veldspaat- maar niet in
kwartskorrels tijdens de natuurlijke verwering als volgt beschreven kan worden met behulp
van de eigenschappen van dislokaties in deze twee mineralen. In matig onderverzadigde
oplossingen vormen zich microporiën in veldspaat en etch pits in kwarts. In sterk
onderverzadigde oplossingen vormen zich etch pits in zowel veldspaat als kwarts. Ondanks
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dat het interne oppervlak van natuurlijk verweerde veldspaatkorrels grotendeels aanwezig is
als microporiën (duidend op matige onderverzadiging), zijn de meeste bodemoplossingen in
de praktijk voldoende onderverzadigd voor veldspaat om de vorming van etch pits te
verklaren in plaats van microporiën. Deze schijnbare tegenstelling verdwijnt indien mede het
effekt wordt beschouwd van diffusie in de oplossing op de verzadigingsgraad onderin de
opgeloste holte (waar de meeste oplossing van mineraal materiaal plaatsvindt). Introduktie
van een-dimensionale diffusie in een bestaand Monte Carlo programma leidde tot de
volgende conclusies: (1) onder natuurlijke omstandigheden is het effect van diffusie zodanig
dat de verzadigingsgraad van de oplossing in de holte voldoende hoog wordt voor de
vorming van microporiën; en (2) onder normale iaboratoriumomstandigheden (zeer sterk
onderverzadigde oplossingen) is het effect van diffusie zodanig dat de verzadigingsgraad van
de oplossing in de holte voldoende laag blijft voor de vorming van etch pits. Concluderend:
tijdens de natuurlijke verwering van veldspaat vormen zich normaliter microporiën en tijdens
laboratoriumexperimenten vormen zich normaliter etch pits.

Het effekt van microporiën op de verwerinqssnelheid
Het thermodynamische model en de Monte Carlo simulaties bevestigden de eerdere
bevindingen dat de "wanden" van microporiën niet-reaktief zijn en dat de "bodems" van
microporiën zeer reaktief zijn. Een kinetisch model is ontwikkeld om verweringssnelheden te
corrigeren voor het niet-reaktieve karakter van de "wanden" van microporiën. Het model is
toegepast op experimentele oplossingsdata voor verse en natuurlijk verweerde veldspaatkorrels van gelijke diameter. Voor veldspaatkorrels van gelijke grootte laten de resultaten zien
dat, na correctie voor het niet-reaktieve karakter van de "wanden" van microporiën, de
verweringssnelheid van het overige natuurlijk verweerde BET oppervlak in essentie gelijk is
aan die van vers gecreëerd BET oppervlak. Dit houdt in dat de vorming van niet-reaktieve
"wanden" van microporiën, ten gevolge van het selektief oplossen van dislokaties,
waarschijnlijk de meest essentiële verandering is in de aard van het veldspaatoppervlak
tijdens de natuurlijke verwering.
De verweringssnelheid van vers gecreëerd veldspaatoppervlak in het laboratorium is
veelal enkele ordegroottes hoger dan die van natuurlijk verweerde veldspaatoppervlaktes
onder veldomstandigheden. Voor korrelgroottes zoals vaak gehanteerd in laboratoriumexperimenten kan ongeveer één ordegrootte in dit verschil worden verklaard doordat onder
veldomstandigheden niet-reaktieve "wanden" van microporiën aanwezig zijn. Andere faktoren,
zoals onvolledig kontakt tussen de oplossing en de mineraalkorrels, de aanwezigheid van
organische liganden, etc., dienen beschouwd te worden om het resterende deel van het
verschil inverweringssnelheid te verklaren.
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